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Greeting by the Thuringian Minister of Education, Science 
and Culture Christoph Matschie

Management Plan for the UNESCO World Heritage 
„Classical Weimar” 2013 – 2025

Up until the present day we in Weimar are able to visit the sites where the 
transition to a new age took place:  Weimar’s „Golden Age” around 1800. This 
is where world-class literature was written. This is where new concepts of living 
and social life were developed. From this place, important impulses in historical 
thinking were launched. All of this can be experienced in Weimar’s old town, its 
sweeping parks and individual buildings. Since 1998, the recognition of „Classi-
cal Weimar” as UNESCO World Heritage has honoured Weimar’s outstanding 
role as an intellectual centre of the late 18th and early 19th centuries. The title is 
both an award and a commitment.

Thuringia is proud of its World Heritage. The state government conserves and 
supports it. We clearly identify ourselves as the „Cultural State of Thuringia”. 
Culture enjoys a high social standing in the Free State. Our cultural heritage
endows identity, solidarity and purpose. That is why we have increased 
Thuringia’s investments in cultural areas. That is why we have submitted a 
cultural concept, which was developed with the participation of institutions and 
persons from the cultural sector. That is why we support cultural development 
plans that serve to equip basic cultural accommodations for the future, in the 
city as well as the country.

This long-term perspective is also described in the Management Plan of „Classi-
cal Weimar”. It was prepared with the participation of all owners, administration 
offices, local and regional committees. I thank all those involved for their dedi-
cation and specialist expertise that make it possible to prepare such a complex 
and comprehensive plan. This document will be the valuable foundation for 
present and future strategic decisions.

Christoph Matschie
Thuringian Minister of Education, Science and Culture
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A Management Plan for the UNESCO World Heritage
„Classical Weimar“

The history of protecting cultural heritage from the classical period 
extends back to the 19th century. Schiller’s home was purchased in 
1847 by the city of Weimar with the express objective of installing 
a Schiller memorial there. The establishment of the Goethe me-
morial sites was based upon the last will and testament of Johann 
Wolfgang von Goethe’s grandson Walther von Goethe, who had 
chosen to leave the residence on Frauenplan, the garden house 
and Goethe’s collections to the Grand Duchy of Saxe-Weimar and 
Eisenach in 1885. The testament declared Grand Duchess Sophie 
the heir of the „Goethe Family Archive“, Goethe’s entire written in-
heritance. Already in 1885 Grand Duke Carl Alexander and Grand 
Duchess Sophie founded the Goethe National Museum and the 
Goethe Archive, respectively.
Because of this especially close connection between the Grand 
Ducal House and the most important memorial sites of „Classical 
Weimar,“ the end of the monarchy in November of 1918 and the 
subsequent founding of the state of Thuringia constituted a gap for 
cultural history of Weimar and the institutions of cultural heritage. 
Gradually, the museums and collections that belong to „Classical 
Weimar” were assigned to new funding bodies, usually to those of 
the state of Thuringia. World War II, started by the National So-
cialists, also took its toll on the institutions of „Classical Weimar”. 
Air attacks extremely damaged the homes of Goethe and Schiller. 
Reparation and reconstruction began immediately after the end of 
the war.

The responsible positions in the GDR determined that the sites of 
classical cultural heritage were to be put under the auspices of the 
newly founded National Research and Memorial Sites of classical 
German literature in Weimar (Nationale Foschungs- und Gedenk-
stätten der klassischen deutschen Literatur in Weimar, NFG). With 
that, the maintenance and protection of the sites and institutions 
of „Classical Weimar” was recognised and systematised as a 
national governmental responsibility in Germany for the first time. 
While initially only a few institutions belonged to the NFG, it was 
able to gradually extend its responsibility to include many other 
sites – Kochberg Castle and Park, Ettersburg Castle and Park, the 
Duchess Anna Amalia Library as it is called today, the castle parks 
of Tiefurt and Belvedere, and the Park on the Ilm, among others.

In the course of Germany’s reunification, the NFG was transformed 
into a Thuringian foundation of public law. The national significance 
of the cultural heritage in Weimar is expressed by the institutional 
responsibility of the national government for the foundation Klassik 
Stiftung Weimar (KSW).

The state of Thuringia submitted its first application to register the 
memorial ensemble „Classical Weimar” on the list of World Heri-
tage in 1996. After a revised application was submitted, the World 
Heritage committee accepted it in 1998 and certified the registra-
tion on 5 December 1998.

The application had been prepared according to the „Operational 
Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Conven-
tion”, in which the submission of a management plan was not yet
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required. Since 2007, the management plan is part of the applica-
tion for the World Heritage list. The UNESCO World Heritage sites 
were requested to submit management plans to the World Heritage 
Committee in the course of their next periodic reports.

The Thuringian Office of Education, Science and Culture (TOESC) 
requested that the KSW, which is responsible for the majority of 
the World Heritage „Classical Weimar,” develop this management 
plan with the participation of the other owning parties – the City of 
Weimar, the Evangelical-Lutheran Congregation of Weimar, the 
Foundation for Thuringian Castles and Gardens (FTCG) and the 
Educational Organisation BAU Hessia-Thuringia.

In that context, the City of Weimar, represented by the municipal 
development office, also observed its municipal interests in the 
sense of its planning rights, since almost all the individual sites and 
parks with the exception of Ettersburg Castle and Park are located 
within the city’s boundaries.

This management plan was produced in the context of the evalua-
tion of the UNESCO World Heritage „Classical Weimar” as a cen-
tral management instrument for the mid- and long-term protection 
of all its elements, its use and maintenance and for its successful 
further development and communication to the public.

The management plan is the mission statement for the careful and 
sustainable treatment of the World Heritage „Classical Weimar”. 
Following its instructions, the World Heritage „Classical Weimar” is 
to be further developed, whereby the analysis of possible risks for 
the sites and strategies for their prevention are of utmost impor-
tance.

The definition and demarcation of core zones, buffer zones and 
sight corridors in regard to the protection of the environment of 
the World Heritage in a form that is binding for the City of Weimar 
and the respective communities within the county is an important 
objective.
The management plan defines the available protective instruments 
in pursuing the objective of protection.

It is to guide all actions in regard to the individual objects during the 
next ten years.

Along with the owners and users of the World Heritage, repre-
sentatives from the Thuringian State Office for Monument Mainte-
nance and Archaeology, the responsible planning offices and the 
responsible Lower Heritage Protection Offices were included in 
the preparation of the management plan. This cooperation during 
the preparation phase proved to be important in order to formulate 
common interests and objectives in regard to the treatment of the 
World Heritage in preparation for future concerted efforts.

The World Heritage management plan addresses the national, 
regional and municipal agencies, the owners, but also the socie-
ties, private persons and patrons. It is an instrument to solidify the 
efforts to maintain World Heritage, to ensure its appropriate usage
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and to develop the modern communication of the ideas of „Classi-
cal Weimar.”

The management plan was drafted using the following concepts 
and planning documents:
• „Cosmos Weimar” – Master plan of the Klassik Stiftung Weimar  
 2008 until 2017 with investment planning for construction
• Comprehensive Museum Concept of the KSW, 2010
• State Development Plan Thuringia 2004 (2004, 1st revision   
 2009)
• State Development Plan Thuringia 2025 (1st draft 2011)
• Regional Plan Central Thuringia (last revised 2011)
• Weimar Land Allocation Plan (2003, last revision 2011)
• Integrated City Development Concept „Weimar 2030”.

On a mid-term perspective, the management plan is the basis for 
action for the period up until 2025.

The options for action are based on the ownership of the individual 
elements of the World Heritage. The majority of the objects, parks 
and open areas is the property of the KSW, but also the Evange-
lical-Lutheran Congregation of Weimar, the FTCG, Educational 
Organisation BAU Hessia-Thuringia and the City of Weimar have 
owners’ responsibility for important buildings, open areas and the 
Historic Cemetery.

The management plan respects this distribution of responsibility: 
The first, general section presents the statements that pertain to 
all the individual sites, the common strategies already initiated and 
the resolutions and concepts for all the objects for which the KSW 
is responsible; the second section describes the processes and 
concepts for each individual object of World Heritage in respect to 
the special responsibilities of the individual owners.
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1.1  Description of the UNESCO World Heritage
 „Classical Weimar”

The World Heritage „Classical Weimar” unites the most important 
sites in the city and its surroundings that are representative of 
Weimar as an intellectual centre in the late 18th and early 19th 
century. The World Heritage comprises buildings, often with their 
original furnishings, the collections as well as the respective house 
gardens and parks. Altogether, the ensemble is firmly anchored in 
a historical, distinctive context.

Based on the cultural tradition of the location and supported by 
the regents of the Weimar court, not only were extraordinarily 
significant works of German literature created in the course of 
the exchange between important figures – above all the poet and 
writer Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Friedrich Schiller, Christoph 
Martin Wieland and Johann Gottfried Herder – but also Weimar 
itself experienced a flowering of art and architecture.

The ensemble that was declared World Heritage consists of the 
residences and working places of the classicists and their suppor-
ters, important buildings with exquisite examples of interior deco-
rating around 1800 and the respective historical collections as well 
as landscape parks of different types. These are namely:

1.  Goethe Sites
 Goethe’s House
 Goethe’s Garden House and Garden

2.  Schiller’s House 

3.  Herder Sites
 Herder Church (City Church of St. Peter und Paul)
 Herder’s House
 Old High School (Wilhelm-Ernst-Gymnasium)

4. Residence Castle 
 Residence Castle 
 Ensemble Bastille

5.  Dowager’s Palace

Objects of World Heritage
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6.  Duchess Anna Amalia Library

7.  Park on the Ilm 
 Park on the Ilm with Park Structures
 Roman House 

8.  Belvedere Castle and Park with Orangery

9. Ettersburg Castle and Park 

10. Tiefurt Mansion and Park

11. Historic Cemetery with Princes’ Tomb
 Historic Cemetery 
 Princes’ Tomb

12. Christoph Martin Wieland’s Grave

As a result of detailed discussions, this outline of the objects of 
World Heritage „Classical Weimar” differs slightly from that of the 
1998 application:

• Because of the factual context and the common ownership,   
 Goethe’s House was grouped together with Goethe’s Garden   
 House and Garden under the term “Goethe Sites”.
• The commonly used name „City Castle” was not precise   
 enough for those concerned with building heritage protection,   
 so it was replaced by the term „Residence Castle” in the   
 management plan.
• The buildings comprising the Bastille, a part of the Residence  
 Castle, were separately listed as the Bastille Ensemble be-  
 cause of the difference in ownership and usage.
• The Roman House enjoys a special status among the park   
 structures and was therefore listed separately.
• It was deemed necessary to add Christoph Martin Wieland’s   
 grave because of the significance of this poet for „Clas-  
 sical Weimar” and his share in the outstanding universal value  
 of „Classical Weimar”. The gravesite is of the highest authentici- 
 ty and integrity. The area is 92 m² (0.005% of the entire area of  
 all core zones).

This new grouping has no effect on the relative importance of the 
individual objects.

In the course of preparing the management plan the core zones 
presented in 1998 were reviewed and in a few cases stated more 
precisely. The basis is the clear assignment of the affected proper-
ty in the current memorial description – with the exception of the 
Park on the Ilm and the Park of Ettersburg Castle. The maps are 
presented individually with the current demarcation of the property 
involved. This presentation was expanded to include the object of 
Christoph Martin Wieland’s grave.

The special character of World Heritage „Classical Weimar” is 
primarily determined by the relationship between the protagonists 
of the classical period and the buildings, interiors, collections and 
parks associated with their names. 
This network of relationships is illustrated in the attached diagram 
entitled „Classical Weimar – Figures and Sites”.
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Characteristics of the World Heritage, Outstanding Universal 
Value, Authenticity and Intactness of the World Heritage

The sites of „Classical Weimar” were added to the World Heritage     
List upon recommendation of the Office by the World Heritage 
Committee in November 1998.

The criteria for acceptance (III and IV) already referred to in the 
application were once again formulated in a binding statement by 
the committee in its confirmation and were included in the current 
version of the statement of outstanding universal value:

Draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value
Classical Weimar, Germany (C 846)

In the late 18th and early 19th centuries the small Thuringian town 
of Weimar witnessed a remarkable cultural flowering, attracting 
many writers and scholars, notably Goethe (1749–1832) and Schil-
ler (1759–1805). This development is reflected in the high quality of 
many of the buildings and of the parks in the surrounding area.
It was during the lifetime of Duchess Anna Amalia (1739–1807) 
that its Classical period began. She appointed the poet Christoph 
Martin Wieland (1733 –1813) as tutor to her sons in 1772. It was 
after Carl August (1757–1828) had succeeded to the Duchy that 
Johann Wolfgang Goethe settled in the town (1775). Johann Gott-
fried Herder (1744–1803) came to Weimar in the following year. 
The high point of the town‘s cultural influence resulted from the 
creative relationship between Goethe and Friedrich Schiller that 
began in 1794 and was intensified when Schiller moved to Weimar 
in 1799.
The World Heritage site comprises twelve separate buildings or 
ensembles: Goethe’s House and Garden House and Goethe’s 
Garden; Schiller’s House; City Church, Herder’s House and Old 
High School; Residence Castle and Ensemble Bastille; Dowager’s 
Palace; Duchess Anna Amalia Library; Park on the Ilm with the Ro-
man House; Belvedere Castle and Park with Orangery; Ettersburg 
Castle and Park; Tiefurt Castle and Park; Historic Cemetery with 
Princes’ Tomb; Oßmannstedt Wieland’s Grave.

Criterion (iii): The high artistic quality of the public and private buil-
dings and parks in and around the town testify to the remarkable 
cultural flowering of the Weimar Classical Period.

Criterion (vi): Enlightened ducal patronage attracted many of the 
leading writers and thinkers in Germany, such as Goethe, Schil-
ler, Wieland and Herder to Weimar in the late 18th and early 19th 
centuries, making it a remarkable cultural centre of the Europe of 
the day.

Integrity
Classical Weimar includes all elements necessary to express the 
outstanding universal value of one of the most influential cultural 
centres in Europe. It is of adequate size to ensure the features and 
processes which convey the significance of the property.

Authenticity
Despite the considerable degree of restoration and reconstruction 
required as a result of wartime damage, the level of authenticity of 
these properties is high. Every effort has been made to use the
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extensive documentation available to ensure the accuracy of re-
construction work, and there has been scrupulous attention to the 
use of authentic materials in most cases.

Protection and management requirements
All components of the site, with the exception of the Historic Ceme-
tery, are listed in the monuments list of the Free State of Thuringia 
(Denkmalbuch des Freistaates Thüringen) and so are protected 
under the provisions of the relevant monuments protection law 
(Thüringer Denkmalschutzgesetz) of 7 January 1992. In addition, 
all except the City Church, Herder’s House, the Old High School, 
the Residence Castle, and the Historic Cemetery are covered by 
the law of 8 July 1994 establishing the Foundation Klassik Stiftung 
Weimar (Thüringer Gesetz über die Errichtung der Stiftung Wei-
marer Klassik). These impose strict controls over all activities in 
or around the properties that may adversely affect their status or 
environs.

The City Church and Herder’s House are church property, belon-
ging to the Evangelical-Lutheran Congregation of Weimar (Evan-
gelisch- Lutherische Kirchgemeinde Weimar). The Old High School 
and the Historic Cemetery are owned by the City of Weimar. A part 
of the Residence Castle (Bastille, court ladies’ quarters or „Hofda-
menhaus“) is owned by the Foundation for Thuringian Castles and 
Gardens (Stiftung Thüringer Schlösser und Gärten); this body, like 
the Foundation Klassik Stiftung Weimar, which is the owner of the 
remaining properties in the nomination, is a foundation under pub-
lic law responsible for the management of public property.

Since 2011 a management plan has been developed which prior-
ities conservation measures and includes strategies for visitor 
management, risk prevention and development pressure. The ma-
nagement plan will be given to the local and regional government 
offices as a basis for planning and will serve as an implementation 
guide for the supervising administrations.
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1.1.2  Boundaries and Buffer Zones of the UNESCO World   
 Heritage

The core zones of the World Heritage are shown on the attached 
overall map of the entire area and also in partial maps of the indivi-
dual portrayals showing the detail of the allotments.
In certain cases, the borders of individual objects needed to be 
made more exact than they were in 2008. These corrections are so 
minimal, however, that, according to the guidelines, it is not neces-
sary to newly define the World Heritage. 
This also applies to the new addition to World Heritage, Christoph 
Martin Wieland’s grave in Ossmannstedt, because it comprises 
only 0.005 % of the total area of the World Heritage „Classical 
Weimar”.

There are no exact protection instruments for the term „buffer 
zone” in existing planning or building law. Therefore, the nomina-
tion dossier of 1998 used the large heritage protected areas, the 
aggregate ensembles (in particular the historic park areas) and 
ensembles on the monument list of the city of Weimar valid at that 
time as buffer zones of World Heritage.

In the process, there was clearly a reliance on the heritage protec-
tion law of vicinity protection (s. 1.2.2), which extends the protec-
tion beyond the defined area and controls measures that could 
affect „the substance or the appearance of the cultural monument” 
(§13 (1,2) ThürDSchG). Vicinity protection is an undetermined legal 
term.

These plots are augmented by the valid areas of the maintenance 
statute (Statute of the City of Weimar on the maintenance of buil-
dings and the urban characteristic of certain areas, dated 17 June 
1993), that are identical with those of the design statute (Statute 
of the City of Weimar on special design requirements to protect 
certain streets, squares or districts, dated 27 August 1993).
Since these protection measures had already secured World 
Heritage sites in the centre of the city, a practical protection area 
existed. However, in regard to the castles outside of the centre and 
the sight corridors from the parks into the surrounding landscape, 
adequate protection was lacking.

The further development of the urban and landscape surroundings 
and the emergence of new conflict potential (e.g. by large-scale 
industrial buildings) make it necessary to review these buffer zones 
and their adaptation (in the sense of enlargement) in particular in 
the vicinity of the protected historic park areas of the Park on the 
Ilm and the Castle Parks of Belvedere, Ettersburg and Tiefurt for 
the preparation of the management plan.

The following aspects were considered:

• Important aspects of the artistic garden concepts of the land-
 scape parks are the lines of sight that extend far into the sur-  
 rounding landscape, which give the parks their unique and   
 distinctive position within the landscape. For this reason, the   
 relevant parts of the culture landscape should be considered   
 and maintained as buffer zones.
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• The connecting roads that were built during the Classical 
 Weimar period and lead to the castles in Tiefurt, Belvedere and  
 Ettersburg (Karolinenpromenade, Belvederer Allee and Etters- 
 burger Allee) should also be considered buffer zones.

These newly defined buffer zones increase the effectiveness of 
the protection of the historic parks of the World Heritage „Classical 
Weimar”.

The following silhouettes of the historic city centre are to be 
protected:

• the watchman’s tower (Hausmannsturm) of the Residence   
 Castle
• the spire of the Herder Church (City Church of St. Peter and   
 Paul).

The following lines of sight to and from individual objects are to be 
defined as protected sight corridors or sight sectors:

• the view from and towards Belvedere, Tiefurt, the Park on the  
 Ilm and Ettersburg
• the view from Belvedere of the small and large Ettersberg, the  
 Webicht, the Ilm valley between Weimar and Mellingen and the  
 Gelmeroda heights
• the view from Tiefurt of the small and large Ettersberg and the  
 Ilm valley between Weimar and Ulrichshalben and to the 
 Webicht 
• the view from the Park on the Ilm of the small and large Etters - 
 berg and Belvedere
• the view from Ettersburg of the Thuringian valley with the   
 Schmücke, Schrecke and Hainleite mountains
• the view from Wieland’s grave across the Ilm towards the sur-  
 rounding fields.

The most important views of Weimar’s city silhouette can be seen 
from main roads entering the city:

• from the north (Ettersburger Strasse / L1054)
• from the west (Erfurter Strasse / B7)
• from the south (Rudolstädter Strasse / B85, Humboldtstrasse).

The implementation of the designation plans can only take place 
with the voluntary compliance by the City of Weimar and the com-
munities and administrational bodies in the County of Weimar in 
which these areas are located.
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1.2  Overall Protection Objectives and Protection Instruments

1.2.1  Protection Objectives

The special character of the World Heritage „Classical Weimar” 
forms the protection objectives, which are oriented around the 
requirement of the World Heritage convention to conserve holdings 
and value of the protected objects:

A Single buildings or building ensembles in the old town, in   
 some cases including a garden:

• Goethe’s House
• Schiller’s House
• Herder Church
• Herder’s House
• Old High School
• Dowager’s Palace.

B Single buildings or building ensembles that are embedded in  
 the old town as well as in the Park on the Ilm:

• Residence Castle
• Ensemble Bastille
• Duchess Anna Amalia Library.

C Historical parks or gardens with embedded buildings, park  
 architectures and monuments on the fringes of the old town  
 or in the surrounding landscape of the city of Weimar:

• Goethe’s Garden House and Garden (adjacent to the   
 Park on the Ilm)
• Park on the Ilm with park structures and Roman   
 House
• Belvedere Castle and Park with Orangery
• Ettersburg Castle and Park
• Tiefurt Mansion and Park
• Historic Cemetery with Princes’ Tomb
• Christoph Martin Wieland’s Grave.

Along with the maintenance of building material, the protection 
of the urban or (park-) landscape context is part of the protection 
objective. Protection interests range from the closer (A, B) to the 
more distant environment (B, C).
See 1.1.2 Boundaries and Buffer Zones.

In order to experience the World Heritage „Classical Weimar” as a 
whole, the connection between its individual elements should be 
communicated. This is to be supported by:

• the design of the connecting urban and landscape spaces and  
 paths
• an exhibition about the World Heritage, if possible in the 
 Residence Castle.

The effect of the World Heritage „Classical Weimar” also involves 
the degree to which the interiors can be experienced, which – 
some of which since their construction – hold historically valuable
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collections (books, art works and applied arts). The significance 
and the accomplishments of the classical period can be most vivid-
ly communicated by showing this material evidence.

The use (type and frequency) of the buildings as well as the gar-
dens and parks of the World Heritage „Classical Weimar” is to be 
regulated in order to ensure that they sustain as little damage as 
possible for future generations. Visitor management is an important 
instrument to this end.

1.2.2. Protection Instruments

With the registration on the List of World Heritage, the respective 
regulations of the UNESCO Convention of 1972 for the protection 
of culture and nature heritage of the world along with the “Guide-
lines for the Implementation of the Agreement on the Protection 
of Culture and Nature Heritage of the World” and the respective 
national regulations take effect.

In addition, the specific character of the World Heritage „Classical 
Weimar” demands the use of the recommendations by the rele-
vant charters, in particular the Venice Charter (1964), the Florence 
Charter (1981) and the Washington Charter (1987). 

The Baugesetzbuch (BauGB, building law), as the legislative pro-
vision for the Federal Republic of Germany, determines the gene-
ral conditions for building supervision, refurbishment and urban 
development. For those areas of the City of Weimar and Weimar 
County, for which no land development plans were developed 
and approved, the assessment in regard to building law is usually 
made according to § 34 BauGB, which prohibits detriment to the 
location’s appearance by building projects.

§ 30 of the Constitution of the Free State of Thuringia of 25 Oct. 
1993 ensures the protection of the World Heritage Sites in the Free 
State of Thuringia; it places the „monuments of art, culture and his-
tory” under the protection of the state and its regional authorities.¹

The Thuringian Building Regulations

The Thuringian Building Regulations of 3 June 1994, last altered 
on 25 March 2004, determine the basis of state law for buildings. 
§ 12 of the State Building Regulations² states that buildings are to 
be erected in harmony with their surroundings.

Thuringian Heritage Protection Law

The Thuringian Heritage Protection Law³ in its amendment of 2004 
fulfils the constitutional basis and defines its objectives in § 1 (1): 
„The task of heritage maintenance and protection is to protect 
cultural monuments as the source and evidence of human histo-
ry (. . .), to protect and maintain them and to involve them in the 
urban and village development as well as in land use planning and 
landscape maintenance.”
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Consequently, the state and regional planning for central Thuringia 
is of importance – it reflects the protection objectives defined by 
the World Heritage „Classical Weimar”.
All the elements of the UNESCO World Heritage are registered as 
cultural monuments, as an aggregate or a single object according 
to § 2 (1) ThürDSchG (Thüringer Denkmalschutzgesetz, Thuringian 
Heritage Protection Law) in the monument record of the Free State 
of Thuringia. The parks and the Historic Cemetery are also cultural 
monuments according to § 2 (6) ThürDSchG (historic parks and 
gardens).
See Point 2, Individual Presentations.

The individual elements are for the most part components of the 
monument ensemble „Old Town Weimar” – a cultural monument 
according to § 2 (3) ThürDSchG (complete building ensembles).

The monument ensembles „Southern City Extension” and „South-
west City Extension” as well as the garden monuments „Belvederer 
Allee” and „Ettersburger Allee” are important as connections to the 
parks located outside city limits.

An archaeological monument near the Residence Castle (see also 
individual presentations) is especially noteworthy.

The park cave in the Park on the Ilm is also registered as a paleon-
tological monument.

For the County of Weimar, Ettersburg Castle and Park with the 
Castle Church, and the Ossmannstedt Estate with its park and 
Wieland’s grave are registered as cultural monuments in the monu-
ment record of the Free State as an aggregate entity according to 
§ 2 (1) ThürDSchG. The park and grave of Christoph Martin Wie-
land are also cultural monuments according to § 2 (6) ThürDSchG 
(historic parks and gardens).

Along with the registration in the monument record, the environs 
protection of these monuments is another important protection 
instrument of World Heritage.

In the course of recording all monuments, a monument topography 
for the City of Weimar was published in 2009.4 It includes a de-
scription and area denotation of all cultural monuments.

§ 7 ThürDSchG, which determines the necessary maintenance of 
cultural goods, is one of the most important protection instruments 
of the Thuringian Heritage Protection Law, and the other is § 13
ThürDSchG, which requires the examination of the permissibility of 
changes to cultural monuments.

State Development Planning

The most important instrument for state planning is the State Deve-
lopment Plan (Landesentwicklungsplan, LEP) of Thuringia of 2004, 
which is still in effect and which states in its guidelines (point 1.6 – 
Conservation of Nature and Culture): „The conservation and 
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development of cultural goods is extraordinarily important. The 
state development politics will therefore strive to maintain and 
strengthen the Free State’s rich cultural heritage, the symbols of 
German cultural history and the many intellectual and cultural cen-
tres as significant components of the Thuringian profile in regard to 
regional indentity, cultural variety and as an economic factor. That 
also applies to (. . .) the maintenance and touristic development of 
churches, palaces, castles and parks, gardens and landscapes.” 
The following statement was added to the guidelines under the 
headline „Art and Culture”: „Thus, for the preservation, mainte-
nance and conservation of especially significant cultural goods, 
also for future generations, monument protection and the fostering 
of cultural traditions (. . .) are especially significant.”

The following statement addresses individual cities including Wei-
mar with the chapter „Cultural and Educational Tourism”: „These 
cities are to receive support in particular in the maintenance of 
their own typical buildings that are worthy of preservation as well 
as their equipment with and completion of the necessary touristic 
infrastructure.”

In regard to regional planning it is determined that: „In regional 
planning - particularly of the exceptional areas of tourism and 
recreation - touristic sites of regional importance are to receive 
priority in regard to touristic development.”5

This approach was followed in the current first draft of the State 
Development Programme Thuringia 2025 (Landesentwicklungs-
programm, LEP), in which the World Heritage „Classical Weimar” 
was recognised by the express mention of the important castles 
and parks of Ettersburg, Tiefurt and Belvedere, as well as the Park 
on the Ilm (LEP, 1.1.4) in their „special environmental correlation” 
in the justification statement: „(. . .)  comprehensive protection 
requirements result, which exceed monument protection law and 
landscape planning. The protection and the effective conservation 
of existence and priority (. . .) of the Ensemble Classical Weimar 
(. . .) as UNESCO World Heritage Sites is not affected by it. (. . .) 
The objective, protection and effective conservation of existence 
and priority of the cultural heritage locations is oriented around 
the respective recommendation of the General Conference of the 
UNESCO of 16 Nov. 1972. It is not the conservation of the cultural 
heritage as a monument but rather the priority and effect of the 
cultural heritage location that is in the foreground.”

The following is required of the responsible parties for regional 
planning: „Planning that is not compatible with the protection and 
conservation of cultural heritage locations is not allowed. Planning 
restrictions for the vicinity should be provided as part of the land 
use regulations to the extent necessary to ensure the protection 
of the comprehensive and supra-regional concerns of the cultural 
heritage locations.”

In the justification for Weimar’s status as a mid-sized centre with 
some functions of a large-sized centre within the administration 
structure of the Free State, the World Heritage sites are expressly 
named: „The addition of Weimar to the List of World Heritage is 
justified by the UNESCO by the ‘large art-historical significance of 
public and private buildings and park landscapes from the flowe-
ring of classical Weimar’ and with ‘Weimar’s outstanding role as an 
intellectual centre in the late 18th and early 19th centuries’.“6
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Regional Planning

At present, the concrete statements of the state development plan 
are not being adequately applied on the regional level of planning 
of the Regional Planning Community of Central Thuringia (RP). 
Although the leading central function of Weimar is justified by the 
„Heritage of Classical Weimar” among other reasons, the resulting 
implications for the protection of cultural world heritage only be-
come concrete in the form of optional areas as secured spaces in 
the chapter „Tourism and Recreation” and in regard to tourism and 
recreation in the chapter „Ilm Valley”.

For the „locations with tourist and recreational functions”, among 
which Weimar is also designated, the „maintenance and upgrading 
of the cultural-historic appearance of the place, sightseeing attrac-
tions and excursion destinations” as well as the „optimisation of 
transportation infrastructure and traffic avoidance in the centre of 
the city” were specified (RP, 4.6.2).7

Therefore, the specification of regulations for regional planning by 
adopting the guidelines of the state planning must be a mid-term 
goal in the interest of improving the regional protection instru-
ments. The owners of the World Heritage Sites should be involved 
at an early stage of this process.

Land Development Plan for the City of Weimar

Along with the acclaim of the registration of the „Classical Weimar” 
sites in the UNESCO List of World Heritage in the Land Deve-
lopment Plan of 2002, the connections between the surrounding 
cultivated landscape and the protected park areas of the Park on 
the Ilm, the Tiefurt Mansion Park and the Belvedere Castle Park as 
„green connections” and the goal of landscape protection (in the 
context of the landscape protection area „Central Ilm Valley”) were 
particularly emphasized in the report on the acceptance of the sin-
gle monuments, monument ensembles and parks: „It is especially 
‘typical of Weimar’ that the artistic landscape in the form of land-
scape parks (. . .) is directly connected to the city’s centre.”

The statement „The borders of the ‘Weimar landscape’ follow the 
criteria of visibility, perceptibility and accessibility of the landscape 
space and its relationship to the city. They reach beyond the admi-
nistrative city borders”, already offers clear guidelines for the defini-
tion of buffer zones and the necessary sight lines and corridors.

The terms for the compensating areas also contain concrete guide-
lines: „Refurbishment of the landscape appearance, in particular 
the removal of grave detriments to the landscape appearance 
within sight of the heritage protected parks and within landscape 
protection areas.“8

Building Plans

The currently effective guidelines9 mention building plans in parti-
cular as possible protection instruments „for preventative protection 
of World Heritage sites by controlling the permission for competing 
plans”.
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In the City of Weimar there are several building plans in the vicinity 
of elements of the UNESCO World Heritage „Classical Weimar”.
The following legally binding development plans exist within the 
areas of the core zones and areas of the proposed buffer zones and 
sight corridors:

• Schützengassenplatz (1994)
• Schützengasse Brewery (1997)
• Underground Parking Garage Beethovenplatz (1998)
• Commercial and Industrial Area North (Part A, 2nd revision 1999)
• Am Schießhaus (1994)
• Marie-Seebach-Stiftung (1999)
• Jenaer Strasse / Leibnizallee (1998)
• Leibnizallee / Über dem Horn (1st revision 2004)
• Über der grossen Sackpfeife (4th revision 2006)
• Im Merketale (2nd revision 2008)
• Über der Sorge (1993)
• An der Hart (2000)
• Core Area Schöndorf (1992)
• Im Winkel (1992)
• Linkersches Holz (1994)
• West of Ernst-Busse-Strasse (1st revision 1995)
• Unter der Trift (2009)
• Vor dem Dorfe (1994)
• Hinter dem kleinen Anger / Hinter der Schäferei (4th revision   
 1994)
• Vor den Weinbergen / An der Schatzgrube (1st revision 1996)
• Bicycle and Walking Path Taubach (2010).

In the course of compiling the first management plan there was no 
opportunity to evaluate the effectivity of these plans in regard to 
their protection potential.
Since the awareness of the urban building quality of the heritage-
protected Old Town of Weimar enjoys a long tradition, it is assumed 
that the usual heritage protection norms will be observed in urban 
building.

An analysis of the building plans in relationship to World Heritage 
should be undertaken on the mid-term as a basis for an appropriate 
re-evaluation and, if necessary, correction.

Assessment of Environmental Effects

On the Worksheet No. 26 of the Association of State Monument 
Protectors of the Federal Republic of Germany10 the relevance of 
the legally required Assessment of Environmental Effects (Assess-
ment of Environmental Effects Law of 1990 in the 2005 version) is 
emphasized also for cultural assets in the context of EU guidelines 
for the standardisation of decision processes.
The effects of a project are thus to be examined not only in regard 
to the natural environment, but also in regard to the cultural heri-
tage. In this way, it is possible to point out possible dangers to the 
World Heritage already in the planning phase of important projects. 

Integrated City Development Concept „Weimar 2030”

The Integrated City Development Concept „Weimar 2030” incorpo-
rates the impulses of state planning in regard to the protection of
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UNESCO World Heritage into its concept and adheres to the 
implementation of the protection and development objectives for 
World Heritage in all subject areas.

The following general themes for Weimar:

• The Beautiful City
• The City of Culture / The Cultural City
• The City for All Ages
• The Healthy City
• The City as a Place of Work and Education
• The City for Guests / The Friendly City
• Mobility in the City
• The City in the Climate Change
• The City of Contradictions and Contrasts
• The Soul of the City.

and the corresponding objectives also reflect the responsibility 
for World Heritage. Not only are the opportunities presented, but 
also the dangers are described that could strain World Heritage by 
over-use.

Concepts are required for the following subjects:

• the protection of important landscape spaces
• the networking and protection of green areas
• the maintenance of tranquil places
• traffic avoidance and traffic calming
• „mild” culture tourism
• the creation of orientation facilities and elements „to connect the  
 important venues”.

In the areas of action for future city development, World Heritage 
is described in its elements, and the „Cosmos Weimar”, the Master 
Plan of the KSW presented in 2008 for the period of 2008 – 2017, 
is described as being future-oriented „for its coherent comprehen-
sive presentation of the individual venues”. 
In a monument maintenance plan with the description of conserva-
tion interests as well as development objectives, the further devel-
opment of fields of action for heritage protection and monument 
maintenance is seen in a „regulated recording of basic information 
for monument planning (building phase plan and cultural lands-
cape land register)”.

The role of connecting green spaces as a characteristic trait of 
Weimar’s appearance, which also unites the protected parks and 
the Historic Cemetery as elements of World Heritage, is empha-
sized just as much as the historic road and path network.

The necessity of management and maintenance plans as „stan-
dard in regard to the conservation of the monuments listed as 
World Heritage” is recognised and augmented by the requirement 
of the definition of buffer zones, into which the „sight lines to and 
from the World Heritage sites” are to be integrated.11

See 1.1.2. Boundaries and Buffer Zones of the UNESCO World 
Heritage „Classical Weimar”. 
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Refurbishment Statute

The buildings of World Heritage „Classical Weimar” are almost all 
located within the refurbishment area „Weimar City Centre”.
The urban building regulations for the development of this urban 
renewal area were stated in the urban building plan of 1992 and 
served as the basis for the development in the sense of „cautious 
urban renewal”. In 2003 these objectives were renewed and their 
validity was confirmed in the integrated urban development con-
cept „Weimar 2030”.
On the basis of these plans, ca. 190 million Euros in public funding 
were invested in the refurbishment area between 1990 and 2012.
The degree of the area’s refurbishment is currently described as 
ca. 75 % of all public and private spaces and buildings.12

Conservation Statute and Design Statute

Already in 1993 the „Statute of the City of Weimar on the conser-
vation of buildings and the urban characteristics of areas” went 
into effect. It includes broad areas of the buildings in the historical 
centre – grouped into quarters of varied character – such as the 
village centres of Oberweimar, Ehringsdorf and Tiefurt.

The area no. 1 „Old Town”, applies to almost all downtown ele-
ments of World Heritage „Classical Weimar” except the Historic 
Cemetery with the Princes’ Tomb, while the parks (Park on the 
Ilm, Belvedere Castle Park, Tiefurt Mansion Park and parts of the 
Ettersburg Castle Park located on Weimar City territory), as spaces 
without buildings, are excluded.

With the central declaration „for the conservation of the urban 
character of the area based on its urban appearance” the idea 
of urban monument maintenance was already expressed in this 
early phase after the reunification of the two German countries in 
the sense of municipal legislation, which meant that „demolition, 
modification, change of use and the erection of buildings” required 
permission.13

At the same time, a design statute with respectively differentiated 
regulations in fulfilment of the urban character was passed for the 
specified quarters and districts. Particularly for the Old Town (Area 
1), very specific norms were described according to the differenti-
ated structures of spaces and buildings to prevent further loss of 
characteristic elements (streets, alleys, quarters).

These declarations also pertain to the character of the „roof land-
scape” and the silhouette, of which the dominant peaks (castle 
tower, City Church, St. Jacob’s Church) are to be maintained.
In addition, norms for the exterior design of buildings and open 
areas are stated and the obligation to obtain a permit – together 
with the offer of counselling (e.g. by the Lower Heritage Protection 
Office) – were put into effect.14

Additional Statutes

Along with the statutes already named, additional statutes are used 
for special aspects of protection:
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• Advertising Statute15

• Tree Protection Statute16

• Green Area Statute17.

Landscape and Nature Protection Areas

The special character of the UNESCO World Heritage „Classical 
Weimar” already mentioned, especially the integration of the parks 
into the surrounding cultivated landscape, makes it obvious that – 
in addition to the classical building and planning law instruments – 
instruments of landscape and nature protection, in particular in the 
area of the defined buffer zones, should also be employed.

Along with smaller areas in the south of the city (see map of pro-
tection instruments) the natural protection area „Southern Slope 
Ettersberg”18 lies within the recommended sight corridor for the 
protection of the UNESCO World Heritage „Classical Weimar”.

See 1.1.2 Boundaries and Buffer Zones.

Heritage Protection Objectives / Maintenance Plans and 
Maintenance Concepts

The existing heritage protection objectives that were prepared in 
agreement with the Thuringian State Office for Monument Main-
tenance and Archaeology and the responsible Lower Heritage 
Protection Office serve as an important protection instrument for 
the conservation and/or refurbishment measures on buildings that 
belong to World Heritage „Classical Weimar” as well as for the 
elements of the parks and gardens.

The maintenance plans and maintenance concepts that were also 
agreed by the respective heritage and nature protection offices 
ensure the long-term maintenance of the World Heritage „Classical 
Weimar”.

Jurisdiction

In principal, from a legal perspective, a World Heritage site with its 
defined core and buffer zones is a public planning concern.

In the verdict 5 K 670/06 Me of the Administrative Court in Mei-
ningen of 28 July 2010, page 23 of the justification declares: „In 
principal, the addition of a cultural monument, in this case the 
‘Wartburg’, to the UNESCO List of World Heritage in the year 2001 
might lower the disturbance threshold for legal heritage protection. 
It is, from a legal perspective, a public planning issue of conside-
rable discretion, and it is binding beyond state heritage protection 
rules, considerate building dictates and the assessment of environ-
mental effects...”.19

1 Verfassung des Freistaates Thüringen (ThürVerf.)
Fassung vom 25. 10. 1993, zuletzt geändert durch das Vierte 
Änderungsgesetz vom 11. 10. 2004.

2 Thüringer Bauordnung (ThürBO) i.d.F. 03. 06. 1994, zuletzt 
geändert am 25. 03. 2004.
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3 Thüringer Gesetz zur Pflege und zum Schutz der Kulturdenkmale
(Thüringer Denkmalschutzgesetz – ThürDSchG) i.d.F. vom 
14. 04. 2004, zuletzt geändert durch das Thüringer Haushalts-
begleitungsgesetz 2008/2009, Arikel 4 vom 20. 12. 2007.

4 Denkmaltopographie Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Kulturdenk-
male in Thüringen, hrsg. vom Thüringischen Landesamt für Denk-
malschutz und Archäologie, Bd 4.1: Weimar. Altstadt. /Band 4.2: 
Weimar. Stadterweiterung und Ortsteile, bearbeitet von Rainer 
Müller, Altenburg 2009, in der Folge zitiert als: Müller, DTW, 4.1 /
bzw. 4.2.

5 Freistaat Thüringen / Ministerium für Bau und Verkehr: Landes-
entwicklungsplan 2004 (21. 09. 2004).

6 Freistaat Thüringen / Thüringer Ministerium für Bau, Landesent-
wicklung und Verkehr: Landesentwicklungsprogramm Thüringen 
2025 „Kulturlandschaft im Wandel“ (1. Entwurf, 12. 07. 2011).

7 Regionale Planungsgemeinschaft Mittelthüringen: Regionalplan 
Mittelthüringen (12. 04. 2011).

8 Stadt Weimar / Flächennutzungsplan der Stadt Weimar (Novem-
ber 2002 i.d.F. vom 02. 02. 2003, letzte Änderung März 2011).

9 Brigitta Ringbeck, Managementpläne für Welterbestätten, Hrsg.:
Deutsche UNESCO-Kommission e.V., Bonn 2008.
10 Denkmalpflegerische Belange in der Umweltverträglichkeits-
prüfung (UVP), der Strategischen Umweltprüfung (SUP) und der 
Umweltprüfung (UP), Arbeitsblatt der Vereinigung der Landesdenk-
malpfleger in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, 2005.
11 Stadt Weimar / Integriertes Stadtentwicklungskonzept „Weimar 
2030“ (Stand Juni 2011).
12 Stadt Weimar / Satzung Sanierungsgebiet „Weimarer Innenstadt“
(01. 04. 1992 / 21. 02. 1996).
13 Satzung der Stadt Weimar über den Erhalt baulicher Anlagen 
und der städtebaulichen Eigenart von Gebieten – Erhaltungs-
satzung – (17. 06. 1993).
14 Satzung der Stadt Weimar über besondere gestalterische Anfor-
derungen zum Schutz bestimmter Straßen, Plätze und Ortsteile 
– Gestaltungssatzung – (27. 08. 1993).
15 Satzung über Zulässigkeit und Gestaltung von Außenwerbeanla-
gen, Automaten und Markisen in der Altstadt und Innenstadt Wei-
mars und in den Ortslagen Ehringsdorf, Tiefurt und Oberweimar
- Werbesatzung – i.d.F. der 2. Änderung vom 16. 03. 2005.
16 Baumschutzsatzung der Stadt Weimar i.d.F. der 3. Änderung 
vom 15. 12. 2008
17 Satzung für den Schutz und die Nutzung von Kommunalen 
Grünanlagen in der Stadt Weimar – Grünanlagensatzung – i.d.F. 
der Änderung durch die 2. Artikelsatzung zur Anpassung von Buß-
geldbestimmungen vom 23. 01. 2002.
18 Thüringer Verordnung über das Naturschutzgebiet „Südhang 
Ettersberg“ vom 10. 10. 1997.
19 Verwaltungsgericht Meiningen, Urteilsbegründung Nr. 5 K 670/06 
Me betreffs der Zulassung der Berufung gegen den abgewiesenen 
Bauantrag für den Bau zweier Windkraftanlagen in der Gemarkung
Eckardtshausen (Nähe Wartburg).
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1.3  Overall Administration System

The special ownership structure of the World Heritage „Classical 
Weimar”– especially on the lower administration levels – requires a 
differentiated administration system.

1.3.1  Ownership Situation

The differentiated ownership of the elements of World Heritage 
determines their respective positions within the hierarchy of re-
sponsibilities.

The KSW owns the following objects:

• Goethe Sites
 Goethe’s House,
 Goethe’s Garden House and Garden

• Schiller’s House

• Residence Castle
 (in 2009 the Residence Castle without the Ensemble Bastille   
 became the property of the KSW)

• Dowager’s Palace

• Duchess Anna Amalia Library

• Princes’ Tomb

• Park on the Ilm (along with the KSW, the City of Weimar and   
 private owners own parts of the property)
 Park on the Ilm with park structures
 Roman House

• Belvedere Castle and Park with Orangery

• Tiefurt Mansion and Park

• Ettersburg Castle Park
 (Parts of the „Pücklerschlag” in the Castle Park are privately   
 owned and are the property of the Free State of Thuringia/  
 Forest Administration, respectively)

• Christoph Martin Wieland’s grave in Ossmannstedt.

The Evangelical-Lutheran Congregation of Weimar owns the fol-
lowing objects:

• Herder Church (City Church of St. Peter and Paul)
• Herder’s House.

The City of Weimar owns the following objects:

• Old High School (Wilhlem-Ernst-Gymnasium)
• Historic Cemetery.

The Foundation of Thuringian Castles and Gardens (FTCG) owns 
part of the Residence Castle:
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• Ensemble Bastille, consisting of the so-called „Bastille”, court   
 ladies’ quarters (Hofdamenhaus) and the watchman’s tower   
 (Hausmannsturm).

In the context of a leaseholding contract, the Educational Organi-
sation BAU Hessia-Thuringia has owner’s responsibility for:

• Ettersburg Castle.

The Evangelical-Lutheran Congregation of Ettersburg is the owner 
of:

• Ettersburg Castle Church.

The respective responsibilities resulting from this ownership struc-
ture are clearly defined in the attached schedule of responsibilities 
(Schema der Zuständigkeiten).

1.3.2  Government Offices

Below the national level, the UNESCO World Heritage in the Free 
State of Thuringia is under the auspices of the Thuringian Office of 
Education, Science and Culture (TOESC), which is also the superi-
or office for heritage protection.

The Thuringian Office for Building, Land Development and Trans-
portation is responsible for all aspects of land-use planning. 

The Thuringian State Administration Department (TSAD) serves as 
a local office of the Free State, and is the higher office for heritage 
protection on the one hand, while it coordinates the regional plan-
ning offices on the other hand.

The responsibility for regional planning for central Thuringia lies 
with the Regional Planning-Cooperative of Central Thuringia, to 
which the City of Weimar and Weimar County also belong.

As a Specialist Monument Office, the Thuringian State Office for 
Monument Maintenance and Archaeology is subordinate to the 
TOESC.

The majority of regional planning sovereignty for the objects of 
the World Heritage „Classical Weimar” lies with the City of Wei-
mar. The community of Ettersburg has planning sovereignty for 
the largest part of the area of Ettersburg Castle and Park, and the 
community of Ossmannstedt has the same for the grave of Chris-
toph Martin Wieland.

The suggested buffer zones and sight corridors belong to the plan-
ning sovereignty of other surrounding communities within the area 
of Weimar County:

• the buffer zone around Tiefurt Mansion and Park:
 the community of Kromsdorf
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• the sight corridor southwest of Belvedere Castle Park:
 the community of Mellingen

• the sight corridor of the grave of Christoph Martin Wieland in   
 Ossmannstedt:
 the communities of Ossmannstedt and Mellingen

• the sight corridor of the Ettersberg hill:
 the community of Daasdorf and the administrative cooperative  
 of Berlstedt.

The responsibility of the Lower Heritage Protection Offices is more 
differentiated, depending on the location and ownership situation.

The City of Weimar is the responsible licensing agency for all 
elements of World Heritage that belong to the KSW (except for 
Ettersburg Castle and Park, of which only a small part of the „Pück-
lerschlag” is within city boundaries, and the grave of Christoph 
Martin Wieland in Ossmannstedt).

The Ettersburg Castle and Park and the grave of Christoph Martin 
Wieland in Ossmannstedt fall under the heritage protection juris-
diction of the Lower Heritage Protection Office of Weimar County 
(located in Apolda).

The FTCG (Ensemble Bastille) and the Evangelical Church in 
Central Germany (Herder Church and Herder’s House) assume 
the tasks of the Lower Heritage Protection Office for the realty they 
administrate.

1.3.3 Coordination

The treatment of cultural monuments prescribed by the Thuringian 
Heritage Protection Law is controlled by the State Heritage Pro-
tection Offices (Superior, Higher, and Lower Heritage Protection 
Offices), thus ensuring the protection of World Heritage.

The Thuringian State Office of Monument Maintenance and 
Archaeology is responsible for recording and heritage protection 
methods. The State Office participates in the licensing procedure 
for monument law, advises the owners on monument maintenance 
and is primarily responsible for registering and keeping the books 
on monuments.
In regard to building maintenance and conservation measures for 
the objects of World Heritage, the State Office assumes primary 
responsibility for the coordination of the scientific examinations of 
cultural monuments and the preparation of methodical guidelines 
for their conservation and restoration.

It is recommended that a representative steering committee be 
formed for „Classical Weimar” as an instrument of mutual informa-
tion and the coordination of the activities of owners and responsib-
le parties, as well as to preventively advise of possible dangers to 
World Heritage. It is to be comprised of:

• an ICOMOS representative
• representatives of the main owners: the Klassik Stiftung Weimar,
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 the City of Weimar, the Evangelical-Lutheran Congregation   
 of Weimar, the Foundation of Thuringian Castles and Gardens  
 and the Educational Organisation BAU Hessia-Thuringia
• a representative of the Thuringian State Office of Monument   
 Maintenance and Archaeology
• representatives of the Lower Heritage Protection Offices of the  
 City and the County of Weimar.

This steering committee should be installed by 2015 and meet 
annually. Its work should be based on the agreement between 
ICOMOS and the Association of the State Monument Maintenance 
Groups.

1.3.4 Planning and Action Guidlines

The grouping of important castles, residences, gardens and parks 
of „Classical Weimar” within the KSW guarantees that these 
monuments be perceived by the public. Accordingly, these Foun-
dation assets are treated as a group in „Cosmos Weimar”, the 
Foundation’s Master Plan for 2008 until 2017, in which the Resi-
dence Castle is defined as the new centre of the KSW.
The most important measure is described as the historically ap-
propriate renovation of the Residence Castle in the context of a 
special investment programme by the Federal Republic of Germa-
ny and the Free State of Thuringia comprising a total of 40 million 
Euros until 2017, which is to be implemented beginning in 2013.

Along with the Master Plan „Cosmos Weimar” the investment pro-
gramme „National UNESCO World Heritage Sites” of the Federal 
Office of Transportation, Building and Urban Development provides 
8.7 million Euros for the period from 2009 until 2014, to be used for 
the following projects:

• Development and installation of an information and orientation  
 system for the World Heritage „Classical Weimar”
• Belvedere Castle and Park with Orangery – refurbishment of   
 north and south wings of the Orangery, the New House and the  
 Gardeners’ Residence
• Herder Church (City Church of St. Peter and Paul) – heating,   
 lighting and air conditioning, reinforcement of roof supports and  
 walls, painting in the choir, conservation measures on Cranach  
 Altar, conservation and restoration of tomb plates, protection of  
 church by new functional rooms in the Ensemble Herderplatz 8
• Old High School (Wilhelm-Ernst-Gymnasium) – comprehensive  
 historically appropriate refurbishment, modernisation in order to  
 continue use as Volkshochschule (Adult Education)
• Herderplatz – remodelling
• Historic Cemetery – preparation of a monument maintenance   
 concept.

Parallel to these programmes, the FTCG developed a new concept 
for the Ensemble Bastille as a historical example and architectural 
documentation, in which two historic cultural projects that are very 
important for Thuringia are to be presented – „Treasure Chamber 
of Thuringia” and „Thuringian Castle Route”.
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1.4  Inventory and Research

In regard to the registration of the holdings of historic buildings, 
ensembles and parks of World Heritage „Classical Weimar”, Point 
1.2.2 (Protection Instruments) already points out the monument 
topography of the City of Weimar that has evolved, based on the 
comprehensive monument registration in the monument book of 
the Free State of Thuringia § 4 ThürDSchG), see above, 1.2.2, 
note 4.

The KSW has developed a research and educational concept 
(2010) that links the planned development and conservation mea-
sures with those of communication and education.

The KSW is implementing these objectives with the following mea-
sures:

• Publication of current catalogues and work lists
• Award of grants to external scholars to develop the Weimar   
 collections
• Scholarly conferences on the Weimar collection holdings
• Foundation of a centre for Classical Research (2009) with a   
 transdisciplinary approach to the research of European classics  
 concepts
• Research association with the German Literature Archive in   
 Marbach and the Duke August Library in Wolfenbüttel.

In order to ensure the long-term maintenance of the buildings, 
parks and gardens of World Heritage „Classical Weimar” in regard 
to structure and monument maintenance, research of building and 
garden history needs to be intensified as the basis for monument 
maintenance objectives.
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1.5  General Safety Measures

Already after the 2002 „Flood of the Century” in Dresden, but cer-
tainly after the fire at the Duchess Anna Amalia Library in 2004, the 
conservation of historic heritage in Weimar is seen as a common 
task by all responsible parties.

Based on a draft from September 2003, a task group was formed 
in February 2004, to which the most important Weimar cultural 
institutions belong:

• Klassik Stiftung Weimar
• Thuringian Main State Archive Weimar
• Memorial Foundation of Buchenwald and Mittelbau Dora
• Thuringian State Office for Monument Maintenance and 
 Archaeology
• Museum of Prehistoric and Protohistoric Archaeology
• City Archive of Weimar
• City Museum of Weimar
• Office for Fire Protection and Catastrophe Control / Weimar   
 Rescue Services
• The Liszt School of Music Weimar
• Bauhaus University Weimar.

After preparation by workshops on the protection of cultural goods, 
emergency drills and the drafting of the agreement „Emergency Al-
liance Weimar”, the Emergency Alliance was contractually agreed 
on 6 February 2007.

The Emergency Alliance performs the following tasks:

• Preparation, coordination and supervision of the safety regula- 
 tions for the respective buildings by the participating institutions
• Appraisal of personal and technical assistance capacities for   
 emergencies
• Provision of storage space for the culture goods to be secured  
 in an emergency
• Preparation and implementation of practical instruction and   
 emergency drills
• Evaluation of damages incurred
• Semi-annual meetings with drill plans.

The safety inspections for the Weimar buildings registered in the 
Thuringian Safety Records will be implemented every two years as 
prescribed by the Superior Heritage Protection Office.

Under the direction of the Lower Fire Protection Office, the Lower 
Building Supervision Office will participate in the inspection. The 
inspection results will be recorded.

1.5.1  Safety Measures of the Klassik Stiftung Weimar

In the KSW Fire Protection Regulations of 2010, the forms of fire 
protection are specified.

Organisational Fire Protection:

• Fire protection instruction (verifiable) monitored by the officers  
 for fire and civil protection and catastrophe control
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• Staff information (proper behaviour upon discovery of fire / use  
 of fire extinguishers / use of electric devices)
• Fire fighting plans for all objects monitored by the officers for   
 fire and civil protection and catastrophe control
• Escape and rescue routes for humans and culture goods (also  
 for individual / temporary events)
• Operative and tactical instruction with the professional and   
 volunteer fire departments to shorten the orientation phase in   
 sometimes complicated building situations as well as to in-
 crease the awareness for the cultural goods.

Fire Protection of Buildings:

• Equipment with building elements for fire protection such as fire  
 protection doors (only partially implemented because of heri-
 tage protection)
• Inspection of all building components with inspection obligation.

Technical Fire Protection Systems:

• Fire alarms in almost all objects (inspection every quarter)
• Smoke and heat outlets
• Extinguishing system in the Duchess Anna Amalia Library.

In Tiefurt, the Park on the Ilm and the Park Cave there are flooding 
protection systems.

The following activities were initiated within the Emergency Alli-
ance:

• Draft of object-specific protection plans for cultural goods 
• Notification plan for all objects of the KSW (semi-annual review)
• Determination of emergency teams with contact information   
 (annual review)
• Acquisition of material resources within the Emergency Alliance  
 (sand bags / filling machine / packaging material).

Safety inspections take place in all objects every five years to-
gether with the Office of Fire Protection and Catastrophe Control 
and the Lower Building Supervision Office of the City of Weimar.

The following measures were implemented for burglary protection:

• Installation of burglar alarms;
• Video surveillance inside and outside diverse objects
• Object surveillance by security guards
• Installation of local security centres in order to shorten reaction  
 time
• Use of burglar-resistant glass
• Security inspectors in the museums
• Janitors with object-specific responsibilities.

In the case of vandalism damages, the preservation of evidence 
with photos or video recordings of the surveillance cameras is the 
basis for pressing charges with police. At the same time the Buil-
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ding Monument Maintenance Department is informed in order to 
quickly remove (in the case of graffiti) or repair the damages.

In 2007 the combined efforts of the association „Grüne Wahlver-
wandtschaften” e.V., the City of Weimar and the KSW led to a 
cooperation contract and an administrational agreement that calls 
for regular inspections of the parks by the staff of the Weimar Muni-
cipal Regulatory Office.

The fire prevention and safety measures for those objects of World 
Heritage that do not belong to the KSW are presented in the re-
spective individual descriptions (Point 2 ff.). 
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1.6  Monitoring and Quality Management

1.6.1  External Monitoring

External monitoring will be implemented by regular reporting to the 
UNESCO. The first cycle was in 2006 and is documented in the 
protocol of December 2006 / April 2007.

The second cycle was determined by the World Heritage Commit-
tee for the years 2012 until 2015 for Europe and North America, 
beginning in June/July 2012 for all World Heritage Sites registered 
between 1978 and 2012, to which the World Heritage „Classical 
Weimar” belongs.

The components of these periodic reports are:

• Completion of the records in the World Heritage Centre
• Draft of the determination of Outstanding Universal Value
• Completed questionnaires.

In the course of producing this management plan, particular at-
tention was given to the precise requirements (scale, orientation, 
boundaries and size of the World Heritage sites as well as the 
denotation of buffer zones) in regard to the maps submitted.

A draft of the declaration of outstanding universal value reviewed 
by the German UNESCO Commission is part of the description of 
the World Heritage „Classical Weimar” (Point 1.1).

The questionnaires relevant to the individual World Heritage sites 
were made available in the summer of 2012.

In the course of „Reactive Monitoring” the World Heritage Centre 
is to be instructed about any extraordinary circumstances and 
projects that could endanger the World Heritage site (§ 172 of the 
Guidelines for the Implementation of the Agreement on the Protec-
tion of Cultural and Nature Heritage of the World). ICOMOS can be 
summoned by the World Heritage Centre to evaluate the respec-
tive cases reported.

It is an additional task of the ICOMOS to monitor the maintenance 
status of the cultural goods.
The monitoring group installed by the German National Committee 
of ICOMOS for this particular task observes the developments of 
World Heritage sites, arranges on-site inspections and writes an-
nual reports. These reports are given to ICOMOS International and 
the authorised representative for Culture and Media of the Federal 
Republic of Germany.

External monitoring shall also be exercised by government offices, 
the Thuringian State Administration Office, diverse protection agen-
cies and the Thuringian State Office of Monument Maintenance 
and Archaeology.
All building measures in the objects of World Heritage „Classical 
Weimar” are coordinated with the Thuringian State Office for Monu-
ment Maintenance and Archaeology, the Lower Heritage Protection
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Offices, and in the case of parks, with the Lower Nature Protection 
Offices.

1.6.2 Internal Monitoring 

All measures in objects of the World Heritage „Classical Weimar” 
are in concordance with the relevant laws and provisions, in par-
ticular in regard to provisions and licensing of the Lower Heritage 
Protection Offices and the Thuringian State Office of Monument 
Maintenance and Archaeology

For the individual objects that belong to the KSW, regular reporting 
takes place in the annual reports of the respective departments 
and in the Foundation’s yearbook. The KSW is accountable in 
terms of respective expenditure reports to the national and state 
funding bodies.
The Foundation Council (Stiftungsrat) and the Scientific Board 
(Wissenschaftlicher Beirat) of the KSW serve as advisory and 
monitoring organs.

The parks are inspected on an annual basis together with the Lo-
wer Nature Protection Office.

The responsible persons from the Directorates of Museums and of 
Castles, Gardens and Buildings, respectively, inspect the objects 
on a regular basis.

The State Church Office is responsible for specialised supervision 
of the district church offices of the Evangelical-Lutheran Church. 
It authorises building projects in the church districts as well as the 
purchase and sale of church buildings.
The building officer of the district church office in Gotha advises 
the church congregations on all building concerns. She mediates in 
regard to monument law between Thuringian State Office of Monu-
ment Maintenance and Archaeology or inquires at the Specialised 
Monument Office about specialised heritage concerns and ac-
quires the approval of the superintendent before permission is 
given.

The city’s responsible special offices and the personnel offices 
implement the supervision and coordination for conservation, main-
tenance and building measures on the objects of World Heritage 
„Classical Weimar” that belong to the City of Weimar. 
The differentiated approval procedure is customised to the needs 
of monument conservation and sustainable operation and is con-
stantly adapted to the changing requirements.

The internal committees of the FTCG responsible for the supervi-
sion and quality management for conservation, restoration and 
refurbishment projects are the Concept Commission and the 
Restauro-Commission, which follow an interdisciplinary approach.

The general and specialised public is informed on a regular basis 
in order to enable conflicts to be recognised and solved early on.
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As an educational institution of the building industry, the Educa-
tional Organisation BAU Hessia-Thuringia possesses the compe-
tence for professional maintenance of the building complex and 
continues to work in this capacity.

Under Point 1.3 the desideratum of the formation of a representa-
tive steering committee „Classical Weimar” was described as 
an instrument of mutual information and coordination of the activi-
ties of owners and responsible parties, as well as to preventively 
advise of possible dangers to World Heritage. This steering com-
mittee should also take over the tasks of internal monitoring for all 
of the ownership forms of the World Heritage.

The special measures for internal monitoring are presented in 
Point 2, Individual Descriptions.
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1.7   Communication Instruments

In general, the management plan recommends identifying all 
objects of World Heritage „Classical Weimar” and all visual com-
munication media with the UNESCO World Heritage logo, while 
observing the guidelines for the use of the name and acronym of 
the UNESCO and the World Heritage logo.

1.7.1   Communication Instruments of the Klassik Stiftung   
  Weimar

1.7.1.1 Education Concept of the Klassik Stiftung Weimar

The museum collections, the historic buildings, parks and castles 
and the Duchess Anna Amalia Library with its holdings are the 
foundation of the education concepts of the KSW. They are aimed 
at the most diverse target groups. People with and without disabil-
ities, national and international guests, students, families, school 
classes and pre-school children are offered different programmes 
to suit their respective needs.

For individual visitors audio guides (German/English) are offered 
in almost all institutions. The explanations also elaborate on the 
architecture and, if applicable, the surrounding parks. In addition, 
there are free tour tips available in two languages on the Internet 
that present the various institutions with their historical connections 
in an inviting two-hour city walk. Each year thematically organised 
holiday academies are offered as a challenging educational trip. 

There are different event modules conceived for the local popu-
lation such as ‘Insights’ behind the scenes or garden excursions. 
In this case, experts convey background information including the 
necessity of conserving gardens and houses. In addition, there are 
regular public tours in almost all houses.

In various programmes, school groups can discover World Heri-
tage on their own, choose their own subjects and then realise them 
creatively as a staged play, photo collage, radio play or film. Many 
of these self-made works can be seen on the websites Weimar-
pedia-Kids and Weimarpedia-Junior. These forms of participative 
learning help the pupils attain a much better understanding of the 
historic sites’ value. In addition, many of the offerings are so low-
threshold that they are even accessible to children and youth with 
so-called educationally deprived backgrounds.

Furthermore, didactic materials for a city rally and a classic rally 
are available. They enable pupils to discover the city, the parks 
and the houses in small groups. For the teachers there are regular 
seminars and free educational materials available.

Along with its partners, the KSW offers ‘International Weimar Sum-
mer Courses’ for students. Along with seminars, there are sightsee-
ing tours, cultural-historical walks, excursions and conversations 
with staff of the Foundation. In addition, excursions and language 
courses that take place in the historical buildings of the KSW using 
specially developed didactic materials are offered in the context of 
the Bauhaus University Weimar’s International Summer School.
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Children and families are offered workshops at the Studiolo at the 
Schiller House on weekends. There is also the opportunity to bor-
row backpacks with materials for exploring the parks and inviting 
instructions for trying out various experiments. In addition, so-
called „Discovery Boxes” are available in various historic houses 
of the KSW. These experiences can be intensified by visiting the 
children’s website Weimarpedia-Kids.

The KSW offers various possibilities for the disabled to discover 
the buildings and parks.

Group tours can be booked for visually impaired or blind visitors. 
During interactive guided tours, these visitors are able to discover 
selected objects with their hands. There are also material samples, 
miniature models and tactile maps available.

Guests with hearing impairments and the deaf can take advantage 
of all tours offered by the KSW, also as group tours.
The tours employ transmitter microphones and headphones. In 
some houses there are also induction loops.

Special activities can be offered to people with learning and mental 
disabilities.

Visitors with mobility issues can use walking aids in all historic 
buildings, and in some buildings rolling walkers and wheelchairs 
can be used. In several buildings there are bathrooms accessible 
for the disabled as well as lifts.

Detailed descriptions on barrier freedom in the individual objects 
can be found in the respective descriptions, under Point 2.

1.7.1.2 Marketing Concept of the Klassik Stiftung Weimar

The development of marketing is an instrument of communication 
for the various areas and central subjects of the KSW and the 
establishment of the brand „Klassik Stiftung Weimar”.

The most important strategic objective for the coming years is the 
improvement of service quality in regard to personnel (emphasis: 
cash desk and security personnel) as well as to the services of-
fered (objective: website).
Along with this service approach, the KSW intends to optimise its 
ticket sales, the sales of its own products and the distribution of 
promotion products in the sense of a sales campaign.
Based on visitor analyses, target markets were identified. An im-
portant task is optimising visitor management and the orientation 
systems.
The website is a central external communication medium and must 
be further developed.

The guideline for the marketing concept is the KSW Master Plan 
of 2008, “Cosmos Weimar”. It identifies two projects that are of 
central importance for the positioning of the KSW:

• Strengthening the Residence Castle as the new centre
• Construction of the new Bauhaus Museum.

Both projects are in the focus of communication efforts.
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In addition, there are other projects such as the construction of the 
new central museum depot and the comprehensive refurbishment 
of the Goethe and Schiller Archive in 2012.

Theme years play an important role for the marketing of the KSW; 
they are oriented around exhibitions opened that year and are 
definitive for touristic marketing.

Theme years that are specially connected with the World Heritage 
„Classical Weimar” are the following:

• 2012 „Lebensfluten – Tatensturm” (Floods of Life – Storms of   
 Action)
 Opening of the new permanent exhibition about Goethe
• 2014 World Heritage State of Thuringia
• 2016 The Ernestines in Thuringia.

Special events take place on the annual World Heritage Day and 
Open Monument Day.

1.7.1.3 Additional Communication Instruments of the Klassik  
  Stiftung Weimar

The KSW website http://www.klassik-stiftung.de/  in German and 
English offers an overview of the World Heritage objects, the col-
lections, research and education, event information, offers various 
services and explains the structure of the KSW. Downloads offer 
information on guidelines, statutes, etc. The KSW continually publi-
shes information about the objects of the World Heritage „Classical 
Weimar”.

In the annual report of the KSW the activities and projects can be 
followed in facts and figures.

Various patron groups support the work of the KSW:

• Freundeskreis des Goethe-Nationalmuseums e.V.
• Verein Liebhabertheater Schloss Kochberg e.V.
• Bauhaus. Weimar. Moderne. Die Kunstfreunde e.V.
• Gesellschaft Anna Amalia Bibliothek e.V.
• Freundeskreis des Goethe- und Schiller-Archivs e.V.
• Grüne Wahlverwandtschaften e.V.
• Weimarer Kunstgesellschaft – von Cranach bis Rohlfs e.V.

Details about the specific communication instruments can be found 
under Point 2 (Individual Presentations).

1.7.1.4 Cooperation Partners of the Klassik Stiftung Weimar

In communicating the World Heritage „Classical Weimar,” the KSW 
collaborates with the nationally engaged association Open Houses 
e.V. (www.openhouses.de), which has its headquarters in Weimar. 
For more than twenty years, Open Houses has been bringing 
primarily young people together from numerous countries in and 
outside of Europe, who engage themselves for the conservation 
and communication of cultural heritage. 
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In the context of the project „UNESCO World Heritage Volunteers“ 
of the UNESCO World Heritage Centre, Open Houses organises 
international camps for volunteers in the historic parks and gardens 
of the World Heritage „Classical Weimar”. Along with practical acti-
vities, these projects always have a comprehensive study compo-
nent, which, besides the examination of Weimar World Heritage, 
also particularly aims to make the problems of World Heritage in 
other countries better known in Weimar.

Beginning with the project cycle in 2014, Open Houses is assuming 
the coordination of the European part of the project „World Heri-
tage Volunteers”, so that in the future the preparatory and follow-up 
seminars for the European participants in the initiative will take 
place in Weimar and in close cooperation with the KSW, from which 
further synergy-effects in regard to contents can be expected.

Finally, the KSW cooperates with the UNESCO World Heritage 
Centre and Open Houses in developing educational programmes 
within the UNESCO programme „World Heritage Education.”
The collaboration between the KSW and Open Houses is to be 
further intensified in the future.

1.7.2  Communication Instruments of the City of Weimar

Within the city administration the Kulturdirektion (Culture Adminis-
tration) is responsible for the communication in regard to World 
Heritage.

The municipal company „weimar GmbH” assumes communication 
duties for World Heritage.

They include:

• Operation of the Tourist-Information Weimar and complete 
 touristic services
• City marketing and touristic marketing on domestic and interna- 
 tional levels
• Website of the City of Weimar (except city administration).

At: http://www.weimar.de/toursimus/sehenswürdigkeiten/unesco-
welterbe all Weimar UNESCO World Heritage sites are presented.

Emphasis in the field of communication is placed on overview and 
special tours – for example on Open Monument Day.

Memberships in various associations and task forces are important 
in order to communicate and represent the World Heritage „Clas-
sical Weimar”. The „weimar GmbH” is a member of the German 
association UNESCO-Welterbe in Deutschland and other regional 
and supra-regional touristic task forces.

It collaborates with the KSW Department of Communication. Above 
all, informative flyers are a product of this collaboration.

For the Theme Year 2014 „World Heritage State of Thuringia” colla-
boration with the Thuringian Institute for Teacher Education, 
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Curriculum Development and Media (Thüringer Institut für Lehrer-
bildung, Lehrplanentwicklung und Medien, THILLM) is planned.

An emphasis within the context of world heritage specific com-
munication is the development of an orientation system that will 
be financed with funds of the investment programme „National 
UNESCO World Heritage Sites”. Signs in selected locations will 
provide information about the respective object and guide visitors 
to additional objects of World Heritage „Classical Weimar”.

The website of the City of Weimar http://www.weimar.de/ offers 
information for visitors to the city as well as for inhabitants.

In future years an even stronger collaboration between all owners 
of the individual objects of World Heritage „Classical Weimar” is 
planned.

By networking with the organs of monument maintenance it should 
be possible in the future to more effectively address visitors with 
special interests.

Together with the local education institutions, offerings for children, 
youth, students and multipliers will be developed. Specialised pub-
lications are in preparation.

In the coming years, ‘sustainable tourism’ will gain in importance. 
Some accomplishments have been made in this respect: a bicycle 
path network connects the objects of World Heritage; bicycle-tou-
rism is – not leastly because of special marketing efforts – becom-
ing more and more popular.

It is planned to steer the various groups with different needs in a 
practice-oriented way. The goal must be to equally interest visitors 
in all of the different historic buildings in order to relieve the cen-
trally located buildings. This means that more lodging capacities 
must be made accessible in Weimar’s surroundings.
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For guests with mobility issues, the disabled and those in 
wheelchairs there are various thematically oriented tours through 
Weimar that can be individually altered in regard to the route and 
the duration. The tours were tested in advance by experienced tour 
guides together with the association of the disabled.

The iGuides are especially suited to guests with mobility issues, 
since they allow the speed of the tour to be adjusted as necessary. 
With an iGuide tourists can be guided individually through Weimar 
in English and German. 30 sights are verbally and visually presen-
ted.

The „Bicycle for Everyone” available for rent is an ideal way to 
actively participate in a group, especially for people with vision or 
physical disabilities. With an accompanying companion, people 
with handicaps can experience city tours through Weimar.

Information about barrier-freedom is available on the websites of 
the KSW and the City of Weimar as well as in diverse publications, 
at the tourist office and in the objects of World Heritage.

1.7.3. Communication Instruments of the Evangelical-Lutheran  
 Congregation of Weimar

The Evangelical-Lutheran Congregation of Weimar communicates 
the cultural heritage in particular during church services, medi-
tations, church festivities and celebrations. Sacred music events 
draw many guests, who visit the Herder Church (City Church of St. 
Peter and Paul), which is open every day.

Even throughout the duration of the large construction projects, 
the church concerts on the construction site are part of church 
life. Tours of the construction site are also available to interested 
visitors.

Various publications provide visitors with insights on the history of 
the church and inform about its current usage and congregation 
activities.

The website of The Evangelical-Lutheran Congregation of Weimar 
at http://www.ek-weimar.de informs about church services, events 
and congregation life. Under the title „Kirchen” (Churches) all of the 
churches in the district, including the Herder Church, are described 
in detail. There are articles on history and about current and future 
building projects.

The individual presentations (Point 2) of the Herder Church and 
Herder’s House contain the specific communication instruments for 
these objects.

1.7.4 Communication Instruments of the Foundation of 
 Thuringian Castles and Gardens (FTCG)

A central task of the FTCG is the communication of the historic 
buildings and gardens both in terms of contents and tourism. In 
doing so, it works closely with the museum partners inside the buil-
dings. There is more detailed information in German and English at 
the website of the FTCG: http://www.thueringerschloesser.de/ as
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well as in diverse flyers and brochures that the foundation publi-
shes and regularly updates.
The „Thüringer Schlösser Information. Nachrichten der Stiftung 
Thüringer Schlösser und Gärten“(Thuringian Castle Information. 
News about the Foundation of Thuringian Castles and Gardens) 
is a quarterly publication that informs specialised readers about 
current building projects on the property of the FTCG, among other 
topics. 
The annually published visitors’ magazine informs about planned 
exhibitions and other events at the foundation’s palaces and cas-
tles.

„Schatzkammer Thüringen. Erbe höfischer Kultur” (Treasure Chest 
Thuringia. Inheritance of Court Culture) is a project of the FTCG 
in collaboration with the KSW and comprises a network of princely 
residences in the former capitals of the duchies throughout Thurin-
gia. The castles and gardens of the KSW as well as the Ensemble 
Bastille are part of this network.

Another project of cultural tourism is the „Burgenstraße Thüringen 
– Geschichte erleben, Kultur erfahren” (Thuringian Castle Route
– Experience History, Discover Culture). It connects castles of 
diverse epochs with the objective of supporting maintenance, the 
accessibility and the communication of the Thuringian landscape 
of monuments and culture that boasts so many castles. Twelve 
castles belong to the project, including the Ensemble Bastille. The 
presentation in this ensemble is to explain its development from a 
moated fortress to a palace and illustrate the castle’s building histo-
ry in a vivid way.

More detailed information about the specific communication in-
struments of the Ensemble Bastille can be found in the respective 
individual presentations.
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1.8  Resources

1.8.1  Resources of the Klassik Stiftung Weimar

In order to fulfil the foundation’s objectives, the KSW receives 
annual contributions from the federal government, the Free State 
of Thuringia and the City of Weimar (contributors). These contri-
butions are allotted according to the stipulations of the respective 
budgets and serve to cover the annual deficit of the foundation. In 
addition, the foundation has its own income to finance its expenses 
and is entitled to accept contributions from third parties for founda-
tion purposes. 

Since 2001 the KSW has received its annual contributions on the 
basis of a financial plan for a period of five years, which is agreed 
by the contributors. 

For 2012 until 2016, this financial plan allows for annual contribu-
tions of 8.846 million € each from the federal government and the 
Free State of Thuringia respectively and 2.045 million € from the 
City of Weimar to fund its basic budget. This was and will be in-
creased by the contributors for special requirements.

In addition, the financial plan of the federal government and the 
Free State of Thuringia foresees 2.159 million € of contributions 
respectively for the funding of investments, building projects inclu-
ding initial furnishings, provisions and acquisition expenses.

Effective on 1 January 2008, the federal government and the Free 
State of Thuringia closed an agreement on the mutual funding of 
a special investment programme of the KSW, which is financed by 
45 million € each from the federal government and the Free State 
of Thuringia. 40 million € of the total amount are allotted for the 
heritage protective remodelling of the Residence Castle. Part of 
another 50 million € was spent on the comprehensive refurbish-
ment and initial furnishings of the Goethe and Schiller Archive, and 
another part is allotted to the construction and initial furnishings of 
the Bauhaus Museum.

The personnel of the KSW – its profile, its knowledge and experi-
ence and its engagement – guarantees the long-term stable deve-
lopment of the World Heritage „Classical Weimar” and the main-
tenance of the cultural heritage. This is the key to the fulfilment of 
its task, „to preserve, augment, make accessible, research and 
communicate the sites and collections of classic German literature 
in Weimar and Thuringia along with the art collections of Weimar 
as unique evidence of German culture in its unity.“ (Thuringian law 
on the Klassik Stiftung Weimar, § 2 Purpose of the Foundation).

In 2012 the KSW has:

• 252 open-ended positions
• 27 fixed-term positions
• 52 employment relationships for third-party projects
• 15 employment relationships from the secondary employment  
 market
• several assignment positions for national voluntary service
• ca. 30 voluntary aides per year.
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• Qualification of seven scientific volunteers in the various 
 directorates
• 3 trainee positions each year in the field of office and telecom- 
 munication administration;
• 2 trainee positions each year in the field of gardening in cultiva- 
 tion of ornamental plants
• 5 trainee positions each year for the Voluntary Cultural Year   
 (Freiwilliges Kulturelles Jahr) in diverse areas of the Stiftung.

• Opportunity to participate in in-house seminars
• Opportunity to participate in external continuing education 
• Collaboration with institutions of higher education and specia-  
 lists on the basis of cooperation-agreements (mutual research  
 projects, development of resource-conservation procedures)
• Opportunity to assume teaching positions at institutions of 
 higher education in order to transmit specialised information to  
 the next generation.

In order to estimate current and future personnel and qualification 
requirements, systematic analyses are undertaken. These include 
regular employee appraisals.

Visitor management is an important resource for the sustainable 
use of the objects of the KSW. A project sketch from 2012 des-
cribes the objectives for the introduction of a new visitor manage-
ment system. It explains the software for visitor management, and 
quality requirements are described in detail.

See the individual measures under Point 2 (Individual Presenta-
tions).

1.8.2  Resources of the City of Weimar

The personnel of the City of Weimar ensures the repair and main-
tenance of buildings and their development in the areas of con-
struction, gardening, urban planning and heritage protection. Its 
lower administration levels guarantee legal execution. Finally, it has 
local planning sovereignty.

The City of Weimar finances the repair and maintenance of the 
objects in its ownership that belong to World Heritage as well as 
the building projects in their vicinity. As a contributor, it also partially 
funds the KSW. Finally, it raises funds from the federal and state 
governments.

It promotes and supports the sustainable development of World 
Heritage as well as the constructional and functional connection 
between the individual objects of “Classical Weimar”.

As the coordinator of Open Monument Day, the City of Weimar 
communicates the contents of building projects surrounding and 
inside the cultural monuments.
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1.8.3  Resources of the Evangelical-Lutheran Congregation of  
 Weimar

The voluntary commitment of the congregation members in Wei-
mar and the work of the employees enable the care and mainte-
nance of the building holdings.

The structure of the Evangelical-Lutheran Church of Central Ger-
many and the development and work of the district church office 
in Gotha in particular ensure structured and systematic working 
conditions.

Along with the financial means from the easement fund that are 
granted by the district synod, the consistent contributions help 
maintain the Herder Church (City Church of St. Peter and Paul) 
and Herder’s House and aid the continuation of the refurbishment 
and restoration work.

1.8.4  Resources of the Foundation of Thuringian Castles and  
 Gardens (FTCG)

Contributions:

„In order to fulfil the purpose of the foundation it is to receive annu-
al contributions from the state. These contributions will be allotted 
for the respective budget and serve to cover the annual deficit of 
the foundation. . . The foundation is entitled to accept contributions 
from third parties, in particular from the federal government and 
from regional administrations in order to use them for foundation 
purposes. The state will contribute heritage protection funds to 
the foundation that the federal government provides for significant 
cultural monuments.” (Excerpt of the foundation law).
The FTCG employs highly qualified specialised personnel. Conti-
nuing education enables a standard of knowledge to be achieved 
that is oriented around the best possible current standards.

1.8.5  Patron Groups and Voluntary Service

Patron groups and voluntary service are a first-rank resource: 
whether they are members of the Evangelical-Lutheran Congre-
gation of Weimar or the Grüne Wahlverwandtschaften e.V., the 
Gesellschaft Anna Amalia Bibliothek e.V. or the Freundeskreis des 
Goethe National Museums – with their commitment they all help to 
maintain, support and, with their communicative activity, make the 
objects of World Heritage „Classical Weimar” accessible to a broad 
public.
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Individual Presentations

2.1 Goethe Sites
2.1.1 Goethe’s House
2.1.2 Goethe’s Garden House and Garden

2.2. Schiller’s House

2.3 Herder Sites
2.3.1 Herder Church (City Church of St. Peter and Paul)
2.3.2 Herder’s House
2.3.3 Old High School (Wilhelm-Ernst-Gymnasium)

2.4 Residence Castle
2.4.1 Residence Castle
2.4.2  Ensemble Bastille

2.5 Dowager’s Palace

2.6 Duchess Anna Amalia Library

2.7 Park on the Ilm
2.7.1 Park on the Ilm with Park Structures
2.7.2 Roman House

2.8 Belvedere Castle and Park with Orangery

2.9 Ettersburg Castle and Park

2.10 Tiefurt Mansion and Park

2.11 Historic Cemetery with Princes’ Tomb
2.11.1 Historic Cemetery
2.11.2 Princes’ Tomb

2.12 Christoph Martin Wieland’s Grave
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2.1 Goethe Sites

2.1.1 Goethe’s House

Goethe’s residence, the “House on Frauenplan” is the most fre-
quently visited museum of the KSW. It is symbolic for the classical 
city and already during Goethe’s lifetime it was a site of pilgrim-
age for visitors from all over Europe. About 140,000 people visited 
Goethe’s house in 2012. It is the most important part of the buil-
ding ensemble of the Goethe National Museum of the KSW. The 
ensemble comprises Goethe’s residence with garden, two garden 
pavilions, the gatehouse, museum annexes and adjacent historic 
residences (the so-called Vulpius houses).
The poet’s collections and furnishings inside the house, with the 
exception of the written inheritance kept in the Goethe and Schiller 
Archive, belong to the holdings of the Goethe House.

The generous baroque bourgeois home was erected from 1707 un-
til 1709 and, with a few interruptions, served as Goethe’s residence 
from 1782 until his death. Initially a rented flat, it became his pro-
perty in 1794. In the early 20th century it was enlarged by annexes 
and suffered severe war damages in 1945. In 1949, for Goethe’s 
200th birthday, the house was reopened.

The furnishings of the bel étage are oriented around the very well 
documented situation in 1832, Goethe’s year of death. Goethe’s 
residence is the home of a collector. The poet collected the most 
diverse artefacts, but also fossils, stones and multifarious objects 
from nature. The visitor receives an authentic impression of the 
poet’s comprehensive activities. Goethe’s almost completely pre-
served private library also belongs to the rooms presented, which 
is still located in its original location next to his study. The coach 
house and the garden are also included in the visitors’ area. The 
top floor of the house and the adjacent historic residences provide 
office space for the Directorate of Museums.

The house garden is located on the south side of the house and 
largely corresponds to its appearance around 1830. 
Primarily fruit and vegetables for private use were grown in the 
house garden. It was a place of relaxation for the family; some-
times Goethe had plots laid out for his botanical studies.
The current assortment of plants in the flowerbeds represents the 
types and species planted during Goethe’s lifetime. The present 
grassy areas were then vegetable gardens.

The museum development objectives for the Goethe House are 
described in the Complete Museum Concept adopted by the Foun-
dation Council of the KSW in 2011.
In preparation for future refurbishment and restoration measures, 
integrated museum and monument maintenance objectives will be 
developed on the basis of scientific source research and restora-
tion findings. Using the latest knowledge, the paint-coverings of the 
collection furniture are to be returned to those of Goethe’s life-
time. Individual room furnishings will become more precise. In the 
process of furnishing the house after the restoration, Goethe’s own 
presentation ideas will more clearly accentuated.
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The ensemble of the Goethe National Museum is a cultural monu-
ment as a unit according to § 2 (1) ThürDSchG and constitutes part 
of the buildings listed as the comprehensive monument ensemble 
„Old Town Weimar” (Cultural monument according to §2 (3) ThürD-
SchG).
The maintenance of the ensemble is based on monument main-
tenance objectives. In the context of larger refurbishment projects 
concrete monument maintenance objectives will be developed for 
individual areas.

The business distribution plan of the KSW and detailed organisa-
tion concepts.

Museum:
• Responsible person for buildings of the Directorate of Museums
• Overall responsibility lies with the General Director of Museums.

House and Garden:
• Monument maintenance and building concerns:
 Responsible person for objects from the Department of Building  
 Monument Maintenance of the Directorate of Castles, Garden  
 and Buildings
• Garden monument maintenance concerns:
 Responsible person for objects of the Department of Gardens  
 of the Directorate of Castles, Gardens and Buildings and re-  
 spective area supervisor
• Overall responsibility for the building and garden monument   
 maintenance concerns and the conservation of building   
 substance lies with the Director of Castles, Gardens and   
 Buildings.

The collection holdings – Goethe’s art and natural specimen collec-
tions, furnishings of the Goethe residence and museum holdings 
purchased after 1885 – are inventoried in the museum data bank.
The exhibited holdings in Goethe’s residence are documented in 
various (also historic) inventory lists and museum guides. The spe-
cialised refinement of the inventory lists is an on-going project.

Literature: cf. Müller, DTW, 4.1, pp. 354–361.

Publications and research projects on Goethe’s House are very 
plentiful. They began to appear in the mid 19th century. The current 
state of research is reflected by the current house monograph: 
Wolfgang Holler and Kristin Knebel, Goethe’s Wohnhaus, Weimar 
2011 (German).

From 2009 until 2012 a research project, „Sensuality, Materiality, 
Observation. Aesthetic Dimensions of cultural translation proces-
ses during the Weimar Classical Period” examined aspects of the 
furnishings in Goethe’s House, among other things.

The Directorates of Museums and Castles, Gardens and Buildings 
ensure the continuation of scientific source research on the history 
of the house and garden.

Regularly: Inspections by those responsible for the objects from  
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 the Directorates of Museums and of Castles, Gardens  
 and Buildings. 

Annually: Inspection of tree holdings and determination of the   
 necessary maintenance measures.

See also Point 1.5 Overall Safety Measures and 1.5.1 Safety Mea-
sures of the KSW.

While the modern buildings of the Goethe National Museum were 
comprehensively refurbished in the 1990’s, and in 2011/12 the 
utilities, exhibition presentation and visitor management were im-
proved, the historic residence requires restoration.
Goethe’s garden is well maintained.

The furnishings in Goethe’s residence are to remain in the current 
constellation – the situation in 1832. The presentation comprises 
only original pieces from Goethe’s collections or, when necessary 
for conservation reasons, facsimiles, and furniture proven to have 
belonged to Goethe and his family.
The garden is also to illustrate the appearance around 1830.

Museum Furnishing and Collections:
Constantly: Examination and restoration of furniture and other   
 furnishings that belonged to Goethe, as well as the   
 graphic collection (see Restoration Concept of the   
 Museums).

Residence:
1999: Remodelling of the annexes built in the early 20th   
 century
2007–2009: Repair of the roof construction of the historic resi-  
 dence and complete new slate roofing
2011–2012: Another remodelling of the modern annexes.

Garden:
Constantly: Gardening in accordance with historic criteria and   
 perfection of the historic plantings to reflect the latest  
 research.
Annually: Inspection of tree holdings and determination of ne-  
 cessary maintenance measures.
2009: Regeneration, forming, renewal and completion of the  
 cornel cherry hedge dating from Goethe’s day.

Beginning in 2015, a comprehensive refurbishment of Goethe’s 
house and the repair of the garden paths is planned.

Constantly: Continual building maintenance and interior restora-
 tion after damages, and removal of visitor’s marks.

Regularly: Monitoring of the building’s condition by the respon-
 sible persons for the building and the object from the  
 Directorates of Museums and of Castles, Gardens   
 and Buildings.
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Refurbishment measures on the house and in the garden will be 
agreed with the Thuringian State Office for Monument Maintenance 
and Archaeology and the Lower Heritage Protection Office. 

See also Point 1.6.1 External Monitoring and 1.6.2 Internal Moni-
toring.

• Tours through the residence with audioguides in German, Eng- 
 lish, French and Japanese, sign language, and for children
• 3D-animation to illustrate the furnishings of the house during   
 different periods of Goethe’s life
• New permanent exhibition in the adjacent museum annexes on  
 Goethe’s life and work
• Depots on exhibit in the Neue Studiensaal (New Study Hall)   
 and  the natural science collections
• Various activities offered in the cinema, the listening and rea-  
 ding room, the study halls and the seminar rooms
• Garden tours on specific garden subjects
• Special events on Goethe’s birthday (28th August).

The Goethe National Museum entertains many partnerships with 
specialised groups, for example with the Goethe-Gesellschaft 
Weimar, with the Goethe Museum Düsseldorf, the Casa di Goethe 
Rome, the Frankfurt Goethe House – Freies Deutsches Hoch-
stift, and the German Literature Archive Marbach. The work of the 
Goethe National Museum is supported by the Freundeskreis des 
Goethe-Nationalmuseums e.V. (Friends of the Goethe National 
Museum Association).

See also Point 1.7.1 Communication Instruments of the KSW.

Residence: Museum use.
Number of visitors limited to 100 per hour.
The house is open 9 hours per day during the summer and 6 hours 
per day in the winter.

In 1996 the KSW introduced a visitor management system for the 
museums. The objective is to conserve the historic building sub-
stance of the residence with the appropriate number of visitors.
No events take place in the historic rooms of the bel étage of 
Goethe’s house.

Garden: Museum use.
By using plantings proven to be historic, the conservation of plant 
variety is supported in the garden.

See Point 1.8.1 Resources of the KSW.
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coordinates:
50° 58‘ 24‘‘ N
11° 20‘ 8‘‘ E area: 0,37 ha

2.1.1 Goethe’s House

Position and Size of the Core Zone
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2.1.2 Goethe’s Garden House and Garden

The garden house on the edge of the Park on the Ilm with its gar-
den follows Goethe’s House (on Frauenplan) as one of the most 
frequently visited museums of the KSW. With its simple, impressive 
appearance, it is a widely known symbol for Classical Weimar.

Erected as a vineyard house at the end of the 16th century, the 
garden house, which became his property in April 1776, was 
Johann Wolfgang Goethe’s permanent residence until June 1782. 
After he moved into town, it remained an important hideaway for 
Goethe.

Beginning in 1841, the house and garden were only accessible to 
a limited number of visitors. In 1885 Goethe’s last surviving grand-
child Walther willed the garden house and its garden to the grand 
duchy of Saxe-Weimar and Eisenach. In his last will and testament 
he also determined that the estate was to be maintained as a 
whole and not be added on to the park. Already one year later – in 
1886 – Goethe’s garden house was opened as a museum.

Already in 1776 Goethe began to landscape the almost 1 ha of 
property. At that time it was divided into the three main areas still 
existent today: the shady slope to the east of the house with its 
curving paths, the fruit tree meadow north of it and the flower beds 
surrounding the meadows that were planted with vegetables in 
Goethe’s day. The sitting area with the stone plate for Charlotte von 
Stein (1776) and the Stone of Good Fortune (1777) are particularly 
important sites within the garden. 
In 1968 the garden directorate of the NFG took over the mainte-
nance of the large house garden according to criteria of historic 
garden conservation. Based on archive research and garden-
archaeological excavations, flowerbeds, paths and sitting areas 
were restored and the regeneration of fruit trees as well as deci-
duous and coniferous trees was begun.

The museum development objectives are described in the Com-
plete Museum Concept accepted by the Foundation Council of the 
KSW in 2011.

Goethe’s Garden House and Garden at the Star is a cultural monu-
ment as a unit according to § 2 (1) ThürDSchG and constitutes part 
of the buildings listed as the comprehensive monument ensemble 
„Park on the Ilm” (Cultural monument according to §2 (1) ThürD-
SchG). In the context of refurbishment projects concrete monument 
maintenance objectives will be developed for individual areas.

The business distribution plan of the KSW and detailed organisa-
tion concepts.

Museum:
• Responsible person for buildings of the Directorate of Museums
• Overall responsibility lies with the General Director of Museums.
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House and Garden:
• Monument maintenance and building concerns:
 Responsible person for objects from the Department of Building  
 Monument Maintenance of the Directorate of Castles, Garden  
 and Buildings
• Garden monument maintenance concerns:
 Responsible person for objects of the Department of Gardens  
 of the Directorate of Castles, Gardens and Buildings and re-
 spective area supervisor
• Overall responsibility for the building and garden monument   
 maintenance concerns and the conservation of building   
 substance lies with the Director of Castles, Gardens and   
 Buildings.

The contents of the Garden House – Goethe’s collections and fur-
nishings have been inventoried. There are various inventory lists of 
the Garden House that document different furnishing concepts.

Literature:  Ernst-Gerhard Güse und Margarete Oppel, Goethe’s  
  Gartenhaus, Weimar 2008 (German).

  cf. Müller, DTW, 4.2, pp. 541–544.

Regularly: Inspections by those responsible for the objects from  
  the Directorates of Museums and Castles, Gardens   
  and Buildings.

Annually: Inspection of tree holdings and determination of the   
  necessary maintenance measures.

See also Point 1.5.1 Safety Measures of the KSW.

Goethe’s Garden House and Garden are in good condition.

The outward appearance and the rooms on the upper floor reflect 
Goethe’s first years in Weimar. The exhibition concept implemen-
ted in 2005 is to be maintained and augment the museum concept 
of the House on Frauenplan.

The house garden illustrates Goethe’s first landscaping activity and 
his artistic garden intentions during the early years in Weimar.

Garden House:
2006: Replacement of roofing by larch wood shingles after  
  partial reinforcement of the roof construction.
2007: Restoration of the “Stone of Good Fortune”.
  Refurbishment of stairway between the south en-
  trance gate and the house.

Garden:
Constantly: Maintenance and care of house and garden.

2012–14: Overhaul of garden paths.

Constantly: Continual building maintenance and interior restora-
  tion after damages and removal of visitor’s marks.
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Regularly: Monitoring of the building’s condition by the respon-  
 sible persons for the building and the object from   
 the Directorates of Museums and of Castles, Gardens  
 and Buildings.

Annually: Inspection of tree holdings (IT-supported field book).  
 Agreement of tree work with the Lower Nature Protec- 
 tion Office.

All refurbishment measures are agreed with the Thuringian State 
Office for Monument Maintenance and Archaeology and the Lower 
Heritage Protection Office.

See also Point 1.6.1 External Monitoring and 1.6.2 Internal Moni-
toring.

• Audio tours in German and English
• Guided tours
• Garden tours
• Thematic tours, e.g. for „Open Monument Day”
• „Garden Adventure. Discovering Goethe’s Garden at the Star   
 with a backpack” – an activity for families and kindergarten   
 groups, suited for children from 3 to 7 years of age.
 
See also Point 1.7.1 Communication Instruments of the KSW.

House and Garden: Museum use.
The garden is accessible during the house’s opening hours.
The number of visitors is limited to 100 per hour.
The house is open for 9 hours per day in the summer and 6 hours 
per day in the winter.
There is no visitor management in the garden.

The fostering of plant variety is ensured by using authentic historic 
plantings.

See Point 1.8.1 Resources of the KSW.
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1 Entrance
2 Wooden gate according to 
 plans by Clemens Wenzeslaus 
 Coudray (1830), behind it a 
 mosaic of stones from the 
 Saale river (1830)
3 Stone mosaic in Pompeian 
 style 
4 Sitting area with stone table
5 Stone plate with Geothe’s 
 inscription „Hier gedachte still 
 ein Liebender seiner Geliebten...“ 
 („Here a lover silently thought 
 of his loved one...”, 1782)
6 agathe tyche - „Stone of Good 
 Fortune“ (1777)

    
 

Drawing: Klaus Nerlich

MManagem

Management Plan for the UNESCO 
World Heritage „Classical Weimar”
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2.1.2 Goethe’s 
 Garden House 
 and Garden 

Map





coordinates:
50° 58‘ 24‘‘ N
11° 20‘ 8‘‘ E area: 0,97 ha

2.1.1 Goethe’s Garden House
 and Garden

Position and Size of the Core Zone
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2.2 Schiller’s House

The historic house on Esplanade (today’s Schillerstrasse) was 
purchased by Friedrich Schiller in 1802, and he lived there with his 
family until 1805. After the death of his widow, Charlotte, the house 
was sold by the heirs. Along with Goethe’s House, the Schiller 
House is one of the city’s primary attractions and is exemplary for  
the bourgeois lifestyle around 1800.

In 1847 the City of Weimar purchased the building and installed 
Germany’s first literature museum there. Already in this early peri-
od, the furnishings of Schiller’s study were reconstructed. Since the 
founding of the Schiller memorial site a collection of memorabilia, 
illustrations, books, etc. has been compiled. In 2009 an exhibition 
about Schiller’s biography and the history of the house was in-
stalled on the ground floor of Schiller’s House. 

The museum development objectives for Schiller’s House are 
described in the Complete Museum Concept adopted by the Foun-
dation Council of the KSW in 2011. The current museum concept 
of the house, a combination of authentic interior furnishings with 
comparable historic ones is to be maintained. Visitors obtain a vivid 
impression of Schiller’s living conditions during the last years of his 
life.

Schiller’s House is a cultural monument as a unit according to § 2 
(1) ThürDSchG and constitutes part of the buildings listed as the 
comprehensive monument ensemble „Old Town Weimar” (Cultural 
monument according to §2 (3) ThürDSchG). In the context of larger 
refurbishment projects concrete monument maintenance objectives 
will be developed for individual areas.

The business distribution plan of the KSW and detailed organisa-
tion concepts.

Museum:
• Responsible person for buildings of the Directorate of Museums
• Overall responsibility lies with the General Director of Museums.

House:
• Monument maintenance and building concerns:
 Responsible person for objects from the Department of Building  
 Monument Maintenance of the Directorate of Castles, Garden  
 and Buildings
• Overall responsibility for the building monument maintenance   
 concerns and the conservation of building substance lies with  
 the Director of Castles, Gardens and Buildings.

The collections and furnishings in Schiller’s House have been 
inventoried.
There are various inventory lists that document different furnishing 
concepts of the building.
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Literature: Ernst-Gerhard Güse and Jonas Maatsch, Schiller’s  
 Wohnhaus, Weimar 2009 (German). 
 cf. Müller, DTW, 4.1, pp.  474–476.

Regularly: Inspections by those responsible for the objects from  
 the Directorates of Museums and of  Castles, Gardens  
 and Buildings.

See also Point 1.5 Overall Safety Measures and 1.5.1 Safety Mea-
sures of the KSW.

Schiller’s House is in good structural condition.

Inside and out, Schiller’s House communicates the atmosphere of 
a bourgeois home at the beginning of the 19th century. With the 
continual incorporation of new knowledge and current research 
results, this status is to be stabilised and further improved.

Constantly: Maintenance and repair work, conservative main-
 tenance of the building and furnishings as well as the  
 museum fixtures (see Restoration Concept Museums  
 2007).

1998: Facade refurbished
2004–2005: Partial refurbishment of roof.

Mid-Term: Restoration of interior.

Regularly: Inspections by the responsible persons for the build- 
 ing and the object from the Directorates of Museums  
 and of Castles, Gardens and Buildings.

All refurbishment measures will be agreed with the Thuringian 
State Office for Monument Maintenance and Archaeology and the 
Lower Heritage Protection Office.

See also Point 1.6.1 External Monitoring and 1.6.2 Internal Moni-
toring.

• Audio tours in German and English
• Guided tours.

The communication media differentiate between furnishings that 
belonged to Schiller and those that did not but were added to the 
house’s interior because they are typical for his lifetime and serve 
to complete the visual impression for visitors.

See also Point 1.7.1 Communication Instruments of the KSW.

Residence: Museum use.
Number of visitors limited to 100 per hour.
The house is open 9 hours per day during the summer and 6 hours 
per day in the winter.

See Point 1.8.1 Resources of the KSW.
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coordinates:
50° 58‘ 24‘‘ N
11° 20‘ 8‘‘ Earea: 0,03 ha

2.2 Schiller’s House   

Position and Size of the Core Zone
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2.3  Herder Sites

2.3.1  Herder Church
 (City Church of St. Peter and Paul)

The City Church of St. Peter and Paul, nick-named the Herder 
Church after the theologian and writer Johann Gottfried Herder, 
is located on the oldest square in Weimar in regard to settlement 
history and is a dominant element of the city’s silhouette. As the 
principal church in Weimar, it is the centre of the Evangelical-
Lutheran Congregation of Weimar and the spiritual centre of the 
church district of Weimar. It is a well-known sacred building beyond 
the borders of Thuringia and Germany.

The church was built from 1498 until 1500 as a late-gothic hall 
church that incorporated parts of its predecessor dating from 
1245/49.
After the defeat during the Schmalkalden War (1547) the Ernesti-
ne regents chose Weimar as their residence city. The City Church 
then became the centre of Protestantism in the duchy of Saxe-
Weimar and the gravesite of the Ernestines. This is impressively 
reflected in the so-called „Cranach Altar” that Lucas Cranach the 
Elder began and his son completed.
Johann Gottfried Herder, who came to Weimar in 1776 upon 
Goethe’s recommendation, was General Superintendant, Chief 
Court Minister, and Chief Councillor of the Consistory and worked 
primarily in the City Church. In 1803 he was buried there. As the 
last Wettine, Duchess Anna Amalia was buried in the City Church 
in 1807.
After severe war damages in 1945, the Herder Church was recon-
structed from 1948 until 1953.

The church congregation, the church district and the Evangelical-
Lutheran Church in Central Germany pursue the goal of maintain-
ing and developing the Herder Church as a centre of spiritual and 
sacred music life of supra-regional importance. During the Refor-
mation commemoration decade, the memorial site of the Refor-
mation is to be developed and made accessible as an educational 
venue for reformative thinking and an authentic location of Weimar 
Classicism for encounters between literature and theology. The re-
furbishment and restoration concept presently being implemented 
serves this goal.

The Herder Church (City Church of St. Peter and Paul) is a cultural 
monument as a unit according to § 2 (1) ThürDSchG and consti-
tutes part of the buildings listed as the comprehensive monument 
ensemble „Old Town Weimar” (Cultural monument according to § 2 
(3) ThürDSchG).

Among the buildings in church possession, the Church Building 
Law (Kirchenbaugesetz, KBauG) and the Church Building Regula-
tions (Kirchbauverordnung, KBauVO) apply. Accordingly, building 
projects affecting church buildings are prepared in agreement with 
the building department of the responsible church district office and 
require its approval. 
In addition, for measures affecting sacred art or cultural goods, the 
opinion of the responsible state-level church specialist for art 
goods, organs and bells must be solicited.
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Substance conserving maintenance and monument maintenance 
measures take place in close cooperation with the Thuringian State 
Office for Monument Maintenance and Archaeology. 

A long-term detailed plan of measures until 2016 and a description 
of subsequent measures until 2025 ensure the systematic continu-
ation of the endeavours to maintain and use the building according 
to monument maintenance aspects and criteria relevant to usage. 
The church congregation, represented by the church council, is 
responsible for the maintenance of the church building. 
All building measures on the building must be accepted by the su-
perintendent and approved by the responsible district church office 
in Gotha, according to Church Building Law (Kirchenbaugesetz, 
KBauG).
For measures affecting the bells, organs and art objects, the spe-
cialised advisors of the Building Advisory of the Evangelical Church 
in Central Germany are to be consulted at the state church office in 
Erfurt.

The furnishings of the Herder Church have been inventoried.

Literature: cf. Müller, DTW, 4.1, pp. 255–277.

During the preparation for the refurbishing measures, intensive 
research was done on the existing premises, including the building 
itself as well as its furnishings.

The valuable Ephoral Library dates back to the 16th century. The 
library is only partly catalogued; the inventory, together with a new 
sorting of the holdings, is to be completed by 2018.

In the context of the maintenance measures on the interior of the 
church required by the UNESCO World Heritage programme, a fire 
protection project is being prepared that will provide the basis of 
the utility work in the floor as well as a later fire protection concept 
including early fire discovery measures.
The existing burglar alarm (for the sacristy, choir, nave, baptism 
chapel and parts of the matronea) will be adjusted to accommodate
current technological specifications according to the guidelines of 
the specialised architects.
The conservation of artworks such as the Cranach Altar, the 
epitaphs, the Luther triptych and the historic grave plates will be 
ensured by the appropriate measures.

The Evangelical-Lutheran Congregation of Weimar is a member of 
the „Emergency Alliance for Weimar” founded in 2007.

See also Point 1.5 Overall Safety Measures.

Due to the implemented refurbishment and restoration measures 
the Herder Church is in good structural condition.

2000:  Refurbishment of facade, the paint colours represent  
  those of 1735
2001:   Restoration of the flèche and the spire of the west   
  tower
2003–2004:  Restoration of Cranach Altar
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Since 2006:  rotating maintenance work, ca. every 3 years
2006–2007: Restoration of Luther triptych
2009:  Reconstruction of bell frame; installation of 3 new   
 bronze bells and refurbishment of the spire eaves
2010:  Formulation of historical conservation objectives for   
 the restoration of the interior, draft planning for the   
 restoration of the interior, refurbishment of the Princely  
 Tomb
2011–2012:  Cleaning and restoration of five epitaphs, continuation  
 2015
2011:  Beginning of construction of the „New Congregation  
 Centre” in order to protect the Herder Church and   
 Herder’s House from damage by over-use
2012–2013:  Floor with heating, installation of new windows in the  
 choir with UV/IR protective glass.

2013–2014:  Restoration of the enclosing surfaces in the nave and  
 choir
2015:  Continuation of conservation/restoration of 3 epitaphs  
 in choir and baptismal chapel
2016:  Retuning and, if necessary, rearrangement of organ;  
 refurbishment of the rooms on the east side above the  
 sacristy, the baptismal chapel and the stairways
2016–2018:  Research on the holdings of the Ephoral Library,   
 sorting of the library holdings
2018:  Refurbishment of the west tower
2019:  Renovation of the exterior of the west tower, nave,   
 choir and stairway annexes
2025:  Refurbishment of roof above the nave and the choir.

The building officer from the responsible district church office in 
Gotha will advise the church congregations in all building matters 
and serves as the liaison on historic conservation law matters 
with the Thuringian State Office for Monument Maintenance and 
Archaeology, places queries with the specialised monument office 
in the course of historic conservation discussions and procures the 
acceptance of the superintendent before approval.

The state church office supervises the district church offices and 
approves building measures of the church districts.

Regular inspections of the construction site take place during refur-
bishment and repair measures.

See also Point 1.6.1 External Monitoring and 1.6.2 Internal Moni-
toring.
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As in the past centuries, the Herder Church will continue to be 
used primarily as a church in the future. In the course of the plan-
ning of the restoration of the interior, which is to improve the indoor 
climate, all technical equipment (heating, ventilation, electricity, 
media and sound equipment) will be planned and realised using 
sustainable principles. When the new fellowship centre is comple-
ted on Herderplatz, the prerequisites will be established to prevent 
overuse of the church; events that do not have to take place inside 
the church (e.g. rehearsals, lectures, group meetings, etc.), will 
take place in the fellowship centre in the future.

The Herder Church attracts ca. 200,000 people from all over the 
world every year. Not only do they visit church services on Sun-
days and religious holidays, meditations and many different kinds 
of sacred music events, but they also come especially to see the 
building itself, which is open daily for visitors and tourists. Natio-
nally and internationally renowned soloists, choirs and instrumenta-
lists perform here regularly. The Herder Church serves as a venue 
for the Weimar Organ Summer, the Thuringian Bach Weeks, the 
Weimar Bach Biennale and the MDR Music Summer.
Voluntary helpers of the „Open Church”, including specially trained 
church tour guides, are available for information. 
The activities of the Herder Church are closely coordinated with 
the touristic concept of the city and the weimar GmbH, which also 
offers tours of the Herder Church. For this purpose, city guides are 
trained by church staff to become certified church tour guides.
The publications and information boards about the Herder Church 
are marked with the logo of UNESCO World Heritage.

See also Point 1.7.3 Communication Instruments of the Evangeli-
cal-Lutheran Congregation of Weimar.

The Evangelical-Lutheran Congregation of Weimar employs a 
sexton at the Herder Church (event logistics and assistance, and 
coordination of the volunteer helpers of the „Open Church”) and 
a janitor (caretaker of building). In addition the congregation has 
volunteer helpers who contribute their work-power, time and ideas 
regularly or project-wise in the diverse task areas.
The structure of the Evangelical Church of Central Germany (Evan-
gelische Kirche Mitteldeutschlands, EKM) and the participation of 
the district church office in Gotha ensure appropriately structured 
and dependable work.

See also Point 1.8.3 Resources of the Evangelical-Lutheran Con-
gregation of Weimar.
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coordinates:
50° 58‘ 24‘‘ N
11° 20‘ 8‘‘ E area: 0,12 ha
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2.3.2  Herder’s House

Johann Gottfried Herder lived and worked in the Herder House 
from 1776 until 1803. The three-storey baroque building is situated 
to the northeast of the Herder Church (City Church of St. Peter 
and Paul). With its original floor plan that has been preserved until 
today, a narrow intertwinement of house, courtyard and garden, it 
is in its entirety a rare example of superior bourgeois living style 
around 1800.
The Herder House has remained the residence and office of the 
Superintendent of Weimar until this day and comprises office and 
administration rooms of the superintendency and the congregation 
as well as the bookkeeping and accounting office of the church 
district of Weimar.

The Herder House was built from 1725 until 1727, while incorpora-
ting its predecessor structure dating from the Renaissance into the 
building, of which several portals and jambs as well as the vaulted 
rooms in the cellar and ground floor are preserved.
On the north side of the main building there is a narrow, limestone 
outbuilding built on, which borders on a two-storey side wing from 
the 19th century to the east, a wooden shed to the west, and the 
house garden to the north, with a rock wall in between.

In 1994 the „Herder Garden” was reconstructed according to histo-
ric documents with flowerbeds and a vegetable garden. Since then 
it has been open to visitors on weekdays. The historic monument 
refurbishment of the entire estate and the reconstruction of the 
baroque facade took place from 1994 until 1998.

In the implementation of the refurbishment and restoration con-
cepts already begun, the congregation and church district, along 
with the EKM, also pursue the goal of protecting the Herder House 
as well as the church from overuse and to relieve them from strain. 
In the first phase, the church shop, „Herderhof” will be moved into 
the congregation fellowship centre.

The Herder House is a cultural monument as a unit according to § 
2 (1) ThürDSchG and constitutes part of the buildings listed as the 
comprehensive monument ensemble „Old Town Weimar” (Cultural 
monument according to §2 (3) ThürDSchG).

Among the buildings in church possession, the Church Building 
Law (Kirchenbaugesetz, KBauG) and the Church Building Regula-
tions (Kirchbauverordnung, KBauVO) apply. Accordingly, building 
projects affecting church buildings are prepared in agreement with 
the building department of the responsible church district office and 
require its approval. In addition, for measures affecting sacred art 
or cultural goods, the opinion of the responsible state-level church 
specialist for art goods, organs and bells must be solicited.
Substance conserving maintenance and monument maintenance 
measures take place in close cooperation with the Thuringian State 
Office for Monument Maintenance and Archaeology. 
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The congregation, represented by the church council, is responsi-
ble for the maintenance of the Herder House.

The historic furnishings of the Herder Church have been invento-
ried.

Literature:  cf. Müller, DTW, 4.1, pp. 394–395.

There are no research projects planned for the Herder House at 
present.

The building is equipped with a modern fire alarm. The Evangeli-
cal-Lutheran Congregation of Weimar is a member of the „Emer-
gency Alliance for Weimar” founded in 2007.

See also Point 1.5 Overall Safety Measures.

The Herder House is in good structural condition.

2003:  Continuation of historical restoration of the Herder Garden
2007:  Usage change on ground and top floors
2008:  Modernisation and repair of the flat on 2nd floor (US: 3rd)   
 and top floor as well as refurbishment of offices on 1st floor  
 (US: 2nd)
2010:  Protection and refurbishment of the west gable wall after   
 structural analysis and diagnosis of condition and damages  
 by a wood protection expert according to the technological  
 wood  protection refurbishment concept.
2011:  Concluding documentation on the refurbishment of the west  
 facade
 Beginning of the building project „Construction of New Fel-  
 lowship Centre”.

The advising, approval and administration of building projects as 
well as the building supervision and inspection are the same as 
those described for the Herder Church.

There are regular local inspections by the church master, if ne-
cessary in the accompaniment of the building officer of the district 
church office in Gotha.

The garden that is open to visitors on weekdays attracts many re-
gional and international guests. A small exhibition informs about 
the plants during the period when the Herder family lived here. 
In the entranceway there is a plaque in memory of the famous 
Weimar theologian and writer.

The publications and information boards about the Herder House 
are marked with the logo of UNESCO World Heritage.

See also Point 1.7.3 Communication Instruments of the Evangeli-
cal-Lutheran Congregation of Weimar.
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Since it was built, the house has served as the residence and of-
fice of the Superintendent of Weimar and the administration centre 
for the superintendency and the congregation. As a result, there is 
increased awareness about the maintenance of the historic buil-
ding substance and great care is taken in regard to all necessary 
modernisation projects.
The construction of the new fellowship hall at Herderplatz is a pre-
vention measure to avoid future overuse of the house.

The personnel employed at the Herder House (see 2.3.1 Specific 
Resources) ensures the continued maintenance and conservation 
of the Herder House, and also, above all, the garden.

See also Point 1.8.3 Resources of the Evangelical-Lutheran Con-
gregation of Weimar.
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coordinates:
50° 58‘ 24‘‘ N
11° 20‘ 8‘‘ E area: 0,18 ha
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2.3.2 Herders’s House

Position and Size of the Core Zone
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2.3.3  Old High School
 (Wilhelm-Ernst-Gymnasium)

From 1715 to 1716 Duke Wilhelm Ernst had the „Wilhelminum 
Ernestinum“ built at the present-day address of Herderplatz 14 as 
the new ducal school for the gifted. It is the oldest school building 
in Weimar.
Renowned pedagogues and philologers such as Karl August Böt-
tiger, Carl August Musäus, Friedrich Wilhelm Riemer and Johann 
Heinrich Voß the Younger taught here. As its director, Herder made 
the high school into an important venue for intellectual life.

The building, with its simple baroque lines, a high, double-pitched 
roof and a large double-flight exterior staircase on the south side 
facing Herderplatz, stands in the sight line of Kaufstrasse. Various 
uses, primarily in the area of public education, followed beginning 
in 1784. In 1953 a museum for nature studies and the „Polytechni-
cal Centre” of the Weimar schools with classrooms and production 
rooms were installed here. After 1990, the Volkshochschule (adult 
education centre) took over the building.

The current refurbishment and modernisation measures are in 
accordance with monument maintenance objectives.

The Old High School is a culture monument according to § 2 (1) 
ThürDSchG and constitutes part of the buildings listed as the 
comprehensive monument ensemble „Old Town Weimar” (Cultural 
monument according to §2 (3) ThürDSchG).

Within the municipal administration of Weimar, the Office of Build-
ing Management is responsible for the Old High School.

The original doors and windows that have been preserved and the 
hall with its stucco ceiling have been inventoried.

Literature:  cf. Müller, DTW, 4.1, pp. 396–397.

During the preparation for the current refurbishment and moderni-
sation measures, comprehensive investigations on the building’s 
history and its restoration were undertaken. 

The life and work of the pedagogues here has been the focus of 
several research projects; additional projects on this subject are 
being planned.

The Old High School is equipped with fire and burglar alarms. The 
City of Weimar is a member of the „Emergency Alliance for Wei-
mar” founded in 2007.

See also Point 1.5 Overall Safety Measures.
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The Old High School (Wilhelm-Ernst-Gymnasium) is currently 
being refurbished and modernised.

The building is to continue to be used as an educational institution 
and maintained as such. The planned usage as the location of the 
Volkshochschule of the City of Weimar fulfils this purpose.

2001:  Formulation of monument maintenance objectives
2001: Preliminary restoration investigation
2005:  Exploratory preliminary restoration investigation
2010:  Beginning of the comprehensive historically appropri- 
 ate refurbishment and modernisation with funds given  
 by the investment programme „National UNESCO   
 World Heritage”
2011:  Building research, wood protection evaluation, paint  
 investigation and resulting paint concept during con-
 struction period.

The building supervision of the present construction takes place on 
a daily basis; building consultations take place every week.
There is constant contact with the Thuringian State Office for 
Monument Maintenance and Archaeology and the Lower Heritage 
Protection Office throughout the building project. The planning was 
done on the basis of the monument maintenance objectives, which 
were approved by both authorities.

See also Point 1.6.1 External Monitoring and 1.6.2 Internal Moni-
toring.

The use by the Volkshochschule communicates the traditional 
importance of the Old High School to a broad public.
After completion of the building project, it will generally be possible 
to visit the interior of the building. The building is also regularly ac-
cessible to interested visitors on „Open Monuments Day”. On that 
occasion, lectures and tours take place.

The publications and information boards about the Old High School 
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will be marked with the logo of UNESCO World Heritage. The cur-
rent construction sign already bears the logo.

See also Point 1.7.2 Communication Instruments of the City of 
Weimar.

The usage concept of the Volkshochschule provides for ceramic 
workshops and storage area on the lower floor and diverse semi-
nar, preparation and locker rooms on the upper floors. There will be 
a multi-purpose room on 1st (US: 2nd) floor.
This concept enables sustainable usage. The use as an education-
al institution corresponds to the historical use of the building.

An extra allowance for the future use and maintenance of the build-
ing will be taken from the general funds (tax income) and included 
in the budget of the city.
Further financial resources are expected from special patronage 
programmes and sponsoring.

Qualified personnel will be employed for the technical operation 
and maintenance of the building.

See also Point 1.8.2 Resources of the City of Weimar.
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coordinates:
50° 58‘ 24‘‘ N
11° 20‘ 8‘‘ E area: 0,04 ha
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2.3.3  Old High School
 (Wilhelm-Ernst-Gymnasium)

Position and Size of the Core Zone
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2. 4  Residence Castle

2.4.1 Residence Castle

Today’s Weimar Residence Castle presents itself as a four-winged 
building with a striking medieval castle tower in front of it, onto 
which the gatehouse, the so-called „Bastille,” and the Hofdamen-
haus (court ladies’ quarters) are attached.

After the moated castle known as the Burg Hornstein burnt down, 
a three-winged building was begun in 1618, using the cellar and 
walls of the preceding building, but was never completed; when 
work was stopped in 1664, only the east and the north wings were 
finished, while the west wing remained incomplete.
In 1774 another castle fire devastated the building, leaving only the 
exterior walls standing. Therefore the castle retained its baroque 
facades even after the largely completed reconstruction in 1803, 
while the interior was classically furnished. In the 1830’s and -40’s 
the west wing was expanded; this is where Grand Duchess Maria 
Pawlowna’s apartment, the so-called „Poets’ rooms” and finally the 
castle church were located. The south wing, which was later added 
from 1912 until 1914, was where the grand ducal family installed 
contemporary comforts. In the course of this last building project, 
the rooms formerly occupied by Grand Duke Carl August and his 
wife, Louise, were covered over or destroyed.

As the chairman of the castle building commission, Goethe played 
an important role in the reconstruction and remodelling measures 
beginning in 1789. The architectural and interior-decorating high-
lights of his collaboration on the castle building are the main stair-
way and the festival hall, which were both primarily designed by 
the Berlin architect Heinrich Gentz. The Poets’ Rooms, remodelled 
in the 1830’s and 1840’s, are also notable interiors. After the last 
grand duke abdicated in 1918, a museum was set up in the castle, 
which initially showed the holdings of the ducal collections and 
in the course of time also included newly acquired contemporary 
art. In addition, diverse tenants used many of the castle’s rooms 
throughout the decades of the 20th century: clubs, political par-
ties, government offices and educational institutions. Not until the 
mid-1990’s did the original character of a ducal residence become 
more prominent in the course of the restorative reconstruction of 
the historical arrangement of the rooms.

Since 1994 the Residence Castle had belonged to the realty of 
the FTCG. On 1 January 2009, it was transferred to the KSW. The 
Ensemble Bastille remained in the possession of the FTCG.

Financed by the national and the state of Thuringia’s special in-
vestment programme and on the basis of the Master Plan „Cosmos 
Weimar” the Residence Castle is to be developed into the museum 
centre and the new focal point of the KSW.
As a consequence of this conceptual approach, the Residence 
Castle is to be refurbished and restored during the coming years. 
The functional room programme upon which the building project is 
based allows for administrational and event usage along with the 
museum functions, including the Graphic Collection.
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The objective of this „portal” is to use the entrance area of the Re-
sidence Castle to offer Weimar’s visitors the necessary information 
and service to enable them to explore the entire World Heritage 
„Classical Weimar”.

The Residence Castle, including the tower, gatehouse, court ladies’ 
quarters and castle courtyard is a cultural monument as a unit 
according to § 2 (1) ThürDSchG and constitutes part of the buil-
dings listed as the comprehensive monument ensemble „Old Town 
Weimar” (Cultural monument according to §2 (3) ThürDSchG). In 
the context of larger refurbishment projects, concrete monument 
maintenance objectives will be developed for individual areas.

Business distribution plan of the Klassik Stiftung Weimar and de-
tailed organisational statements.

Museum:
• Responsible person for buildings of the Directorate of Museums
• Overall responsibility lies with the General Director of Museums.

Castle and Castle Surroundings:
• Monument maintenance and building concerns:
 Responsible person for objects from the Department of Building  
 Monument Maintenance of the Directorate of Castles, Garden  
 and Buildings
• Garden monument maintenance concerns:
 Responsible person for objects of the Department of Gardens  
 of the Directorate of Castles,  Gardens and Buildings and re-
 spective area supervisor
• Overall responsibility for the building and garden monument   
 maintenance concerns and the conservation of building   
 substance lies with the Director of Castles, Gardens and   
 Buildings.

All of the collections and furnishings of the Castle Museum have 
been inventoried.

Literature:  cf. Müller, DTW, 4.1, pp. 293–310.

During the preparation for the restoration and new furnishing 
measures, intensive scholarly research will be done on the buil-
ding and usage history of the Residence Castle, as well as on the 
furnishings and collections. 
The research will be preparatory and will also continue on through-
out the realisation of the respective measures.

Regularly: Inspections by the persons responsible for the objects  
  from the Directorates of Museums and of Castles,   
  Gardens and Buildings.

See also Point 1.5 Overall Safety Measures and 1.5.1 Safety Mea-
sures of the KSW.

Large parts of the Residence Castle are in good structural condi-
tion. The roofs and facades as well as single areas such as the
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Gentzian Stairway were comprehensively restored and repaired 
during the past years.

The objective is to maintain the Residence Castle as the largest, 
in certain parts oldest and architecturally most significant building 
monument in Weimar. It is historical evidence of a royal household 
and venue where cultural events and important encounters took 
place during classical and post-classical Weimar until 1918.

1995/2005:  Refurbishment of facades and roofs 
2001:  Monitoring of room climate
2006:  Refurbishment of Gentzian Stairway
Beg. 2008:  Building research and inventory of Residence Castle
2011: Examination of the historic room furnishings in the   
  area of the castle church, which was remodelled for   
  use as a book depot from 1962-1968 and served this  
  function until 2005
2012:  Partial removal of steel support system and installa-  
  tion of a restorative sample strip in the castle church;  
  conservation and restoration measures in the Poets’  
  Rooms.

Constantly: Maintenance and repair work (maintenance plans).
Regularly: Conservation work.

Fortification of the castle to become the centre of „Cosmos Wei-
mar”. Emphasised subjects will be:

• the Weimar residence as a refuge for the Reformation
• the development into a cultural centre beginning in the 1860’s
• the castle as an architectural monument of the Weimar Classics  
 around 1800
• Weimar’s ascent to the most important memorial place in the   
 cultural nation of Germany.

Regularly: Monitoring of the building’s condition by the respon-  
  sible persons for the building and the object from   
  the Directorates of Museums and of Castles, Gardens  
  and Buildings.
  Evaluation of new methods and processes in coopera- 
  tion with other research institutions (universities and  
  colleges).

All refurbishment measures will be agreed with the Thuringian 
State Office for Monument Maintenance and Archaeology and the 
Lower Heritage Protection Office.

See also Point 1.6.1 External Monitoring and 1.6.2 Internal Moni-
toring.

• Audio tours in German and English
• Guided tours
• Thematic tours, e.g. for the „Open Monument Day” and the   
 „Museum Night”
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• Most recent guidebook: Klassik Stiftung Weimar (ed.): Schloss 
 museum Weimar, Munich/Berlin 2007 (German).

The Residence Castle is part of the FTCG’s project „Schatzkam-
mer Thüringen. Erbe höfischer Kultur” (Treasure Chest Thuringia. 
Inheritance of Court Culture).

See also Point 1.7.4 Communication Instruments of the FTCG.

The information boards and the current publications on the Resi-
dence Castle are marked with the logo of UNESCO World Heri-
tage.

See also Point 1.7.1 Communication Instruments of the KSW.

Parts of the Residence Castle are used as a museum. The head-
quarters of the KSW is located in the Residence Castle.

The number of visitors is limited to 200 per hour.
The Castle is open for 9 hours per day in the summer and 6 hours 
per day in the winter.

The maintenance and conservation of the building have priority 
over use for events or rentals. The careful treatment of the building 
is clearly outlined in all rental contracts.

See Point 1.8.1 Resources of the KSW.
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coordinates:
50° 58‘ 24‘‘ N
11° 20‘ 8‘‘ Earea: 2,75 ha

2.4.1 Residence Castle   

Position and Size of the Core Zone
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2.4.2 Ensemble Bastille

The Ensemble Bastille of the Residence Castle is one of the oldest 
remainders of dynastic building history.

The Ensemble is comprised of the following buildings:
• The watchman’s tower or “Hausmannsturm” (15th century, helm  
 18th century)
• The Bastille, consisting of the gatehouse (15th/16th century)   
 and the connecting annex (15th/16th century)
• The court ladies’ quarters or „Hofdamenhaus” (18th century).

After the loss of the residences in Wittenberg and Torgau as a 
result of the defeat during the Schmalkalden War in 1547, the 
Weimar fortress Burg Hornstein, remodelled to become a castle, 
became the most important Ernestine dynastic centre during the 
16th and 17th centuries. Still today, the electoral coat of arms 
above the entrance portal is a reminder of that. The gatehouse and 
stone walls of the castle tower date back to preceding buildings 
from medieval and renaissance periods; the shaft of the tower was 
built in the 11th century. In the 18th century the tower was given 
its baroque helmed roof, and the Hofdamenhaus was erected. The 
Ensemble Bastille is exemplary for the development from a fortress 
into a castle.
Up until 2011, the rooms of the Bastille and the court ladies’ quar-
ters were used as residential rooms and offices. Presently they are 
being restored and modernised in order to be used as a museum.

The protection objective is the conservation of the material sub-
stance and the integrity: the Bastille, which is largely conserved in 
its basic structure, is to be presented as an architectural document. 
In accordance with the character of the ensemble, it is also 
planned to present two cultural touristic projects at their original 
intersection point: „Treasure Chest Thuringa” and „Thuringian 
Castle Route”.

The Ensemble Bastille (as part of the Residence Castle) is a cultu-
ral monument as a unit according to § 2 (1) ThürDSchG and consti-
tutes part of the buildings listed as the comprehensive monument 
ensemble „Old Town Weimar” (Cultural monument according to §2 
(3) ThürDSchG).
The FTCG assumes the rights and duties of the Lower Heritage 
Protection Office for the monument that it supervises and admini-
strates. The Thuringian State Office for Monument Maintenance 
and Archaeology, as the responsible monument authority, will be 
involved in the course of the monument maintenance.

See also Communication Instruments of the FTCG, Point 1.7.4.

Representatives of counties, cities and communities whose proper-
ties are part of a possession of the FTCG will advise the Founda-
tion Council and the Director.
The Foundation Council will appoint an advisory committee com-
prised of up to eight specialists. Representatives from the areas
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of monument maintenance, art history, architecture, restoration, 
museums and cultural politics will belong to the committee.

Literature: cf. Müller, DTW, 4.1, pp. 293–296.

In 2011 a usage study for the ensemble was undertaken, which 
defines the objectives and guidelines for the maintenance, the ap-
propriate usage and the accessibility of the ensemble to the public.

The following examinations and research projects were implemen-
ted:

• deformation-exact measurement
• documentation in regard to building history and production of a  
 digital room book
• archive research
• studies on individual subjects of art history.

A current expertise on fire safety illustrates the existing deficien-
cies. In order to minimise risk, building and technical fire safety 
measures are planned, along with the preparation of emergency 
plans and danger prevention plans. The application for member-
ship in the Weimar Emergency Alliance has been submitted.

• Burglar alarms
• Regular inspections by safety personnel
• Fire Department plan for the entire Residence Castle complex.

See also Point 2.4.1 Residence Castle.

The ensemble is presently in the building and restoration phase.

The objective is to conserve and present the Ensemble Bastille in 
its form, function and the diverse periods of history. In the process, 
its building and usage history is to be communicated. Both the 
historical appearance of the spaces as well as the possibility to ex-
perience the authentic room arrangement have priority. New build-
ing elements should be presented separately from the originally 
maintained structure of the building.

The inventory in drawings and restorative examination and repair 
of the windows.

In preparation for the implementation of the usage concept:
• Inventory with plans of damages 
• Structural, construction and material documentation of the   
 building condition
• Institution of a specialist committee to develop and implement  
 the planning in an interdisciplinary manner.

The Concept Commission and the Restoration Commission are 
the internal committees of the FTCG to supervise and manage the 
quality of conservation, restoration and maintenance measures.

Annually: Inspection by architects, examination of traffic safety,  
 inspection report, determination of priority measures.
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See also Point 1.6.1 External Monitoring and 1.6.2 Internal Moni-
toring.

Since 2012 the Ensemble Bastille has been accessible for special 
tours. The monument is presented in accordance with the condition 
of the building, and its significance is communicated.

Since 2012:

• Press releases with news on the state of research
• Information board with historical information and a drawing of   
 the building ensemble.

Planned communication instruments:

• Virtual information media
• Detailed room and object texts
• Audio tours.

All information boards and publications about the Ensemble Bas-
tille will be marked with the logo of UNESCO World Heritage.

See also Point 1.7.4 Communication Instruments of the FTCG.

Solutions to the problem of barrier-free accessibility are to be 
found.

The Ensemble Bastille with the watchman’s tower and the court 
ladies’ quarters will be made accessible as an architectural docu-
mentation with respect to the projects „Treasure Chest Thuringia” 
and „Thuringian Castle Route”.

For the new usage, personnel will be employed for the administra-
tion of the realty and the maintenance of the object. At the moment, 
the ensemble is being supervised by an employee of the FTCG.

The expenses for operation, personnel and building maintenance 
are included in the annual budget of the FTCG.
The owner also has made funds available for the development of a 
sustainable usage concept and initial preliminary investigations.

See also Point 1.8.4 Resources of the FTCG.
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coordinates:
50° 58‘ 24‘‘ N
11° 20‘ 8‘‘ Earea: 0,15 ha

2.4.2 Ensemble Bastille   

Position and Size of the Core Zone
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2.5 Dowager’s Castle

The Dowager’s Castle, located on the east side of the Theatre 
Square was built from 1767 until 1769 as a noble’s palace and 
was purchased by Duchess Anna Amalia, who made it her widow’s 
residence in 1774.
The Duchess made the tastefully but modestly furnished home 
into the showplace for her legendary „Round Table Evenings”, 
to which she invited Goethe, Herder, Wieland and many others 
between 1775 and 1806. The Dowager’s Castle became a cultural 
focal point of classical Weimar. In addition to the palace itself, the 
property includes an enclosed courtyard with a small garden and 
outbuildings, as well as a historic entrance gate on the east.

After the duchess’ death in 1807 the Dowager’s Palace was used 
in diverse ways. In 1871 Grand Duke Carl Alexander had the 
palace renovated in memory of Weimar’s classical period. Some of 
those furnishings are still there today. It was opened as a muse-
um at the beginning of the 20th century. Above all, the Dowager’s 
Palace reflects the appropriation and the revival of the classics by 
the memorial culture of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. It is 
still a museum today.

The museum development objectives are described in the Com-
plete Museum Concept adopted by the Foundation Council of the 
KSW in 2011. Aspects of memorial culture are more clearly out-
lined in the revised museum concept.

In the foyer, the history of the house’s usage and society culture 
during Anna Amalia’s lifetime is presented.

A usage concept for the Dowager’s Castle is presently being 
prepared, and areas for education and communication are being 
included.

The Dowager’s Palace with outbuildings, courtyard and entrance 
gate is a cultural monument as a unit according to § 2 (1) ThürD-
SchG and constitutes part of the buildings listed as the comprehen-
sive monument ensemble „Old Town Weimar” (Cultural monument 
according to §2 (3) ThürDSchG).

The business distribution plan of the Klassik Stiftung Weimar and 
detailed organisation concepts.

Museum:
• Responsible person for buildings of the Directorate of Museums
• Overall responsibility lies with the General Director of Museums.

Palace and Garden:
• Monument maintenance and building concerns:
 Responsible person for objects from the Department of Building  
 Monument Maintenance of the Directorate of Castles, Gardens  
 and Buildings
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• Garden monument maintenance concerns:
 Responsible person from the Department of Gardens of the   
 Directorate of Castles, Gardens and Buildings and the appro-  
 priate supervisor
• Overall responsibility for the building and garden maintenance  
 concerns and the conservation of the building lies with the Di-  
 rector of Castles, Gardens and Buildings.

The collections and furnishings have been inventoried.

Literature: cf. Müller, DTW, 4.1, pp. 320–323.

There has only been rudimental research on the history of the 
Dowager’s Palace, in particular on its furnishings, thus far. 
Susanne Schroeder documents the state of research, „...den Styl 
,Louis SV’ genau reproduzieren. Historisch Interieurs im Dornbur-
ger Rokokoschloss und im Wittumspalais,” in: Jahrbuch 2010 of 
the KSW, 2010, pp. 315 – 329 (German). A house monograph is in 
preparation.

Regularly: Inspections by those responsible for the objects from  
  the Directorates of Museums and of  Castles, Gardens  
  and Buildings.

Annually: Inspection of tree holdings and determination of the   
  necessary maintenance measures.

See also Point 1.5 Overall Safety Measures and 1.5.1 Safety Mea-
sures of the KSW.

The Dowager’s Palace is in good structural condition.

The well-preserved furnishings date both from Anna Amalia’s 
(Green Salon) and from Carl Alexander’s (Blue Salon) lifetimes.
Both time periods have been and will continue to be presented in 
the new concept.

Building:
2004–2005:  Refurbishment of the main stairway.

Museum Furnishings and Collections:
Examination and restoration of furniture and other interior furni-
shings in accordance with the restoration concept of the museums.

Regularly: Monitoring of the building’s condition by the respon-  
  sible persons for the building and the object from the  
  Directorates of Museums and of Castles, Gardens   
  and Buildings.

All refurbishment takes place with the approval of the Thuringian 
State Office for Monument Maintenance and Archaeology and the 
Lower Heritage Protection Office.

See also Point 1.6.1 External Monitoring and 1.6.2 Internal Moni-
toring.
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• Audio tours in German and English
• Guided tours.

All information boards and publications about the Dowager’s Pala-
ce are marked with the logo of UNESCO World Heritage.

The communication media make clear which furnishings date from 
the epochs of Anna Amalia and Carl Alexander, respectively.

See also Point 1.7.1 Communication Instruments of the KSW.

The Dowager’s Palace is used as a museum.
Number of visitors limited to 100 per hour.
The building is open 9 hours per day during the summer and 6 
hours per day in the winter.

See Point 1.8.1 Resources of the KSW.
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coordinates:
50° 58‘ 24‘‘ N
11° 20‘ 8‘‘ Earea: 0,15 ha

2.5 Dowager’s Castle   

Position and Size of the Core Zone
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2.6 Duchess 
 Anna Amalia Library

The Duchess Anna Amalia Library is a research library for literature 
and cultural history with an emphasis on German literature from 
1750 until 1850. It holds literature dating from the 9th to the 21st 
century that serves as sources for research. Presently its holdings 
comprise over one million media units.
In the 1560’s, Duke Johann Wilhelm had a three-storey Renais-
sance building erected as a little leisure castle with an extravagant-
ly landscaped garden on the edge of the Ilm valley, near today’s 
Platz der Demokratie (Democracy Square). From 1761 until 1766 
Duchess Anna Amalia had the little castle, which had become 
vacant in the meantime, remodelled into a library, while conser-
ving major parts of the original building. Thus, the Rococo Hall 
was created, which extends over three storeys of the building, as 
a festive library room. Soon it became the centre of a ducal library 
that was one of the first in Germany to be made accessible to the 
public. During the post-classical era the Rococo Hall became a 
memorial room for the Weimar poets and philosophers as well as 
for the Ernestine dynasty.
The Duchess Anna Amalia Library is intertwined with Goethe’s life 
in Weimar in a special way. From 1797 until his death in 1832, the 
ducal and later the grand ducal library was put under his direc-
tion. This epoch became the heyday of its history. Upon Goethe’s 
initiative and under his building supervision, the historic building 
was enlarged by a classicist annex. From 1818 until 1825, again 
upon his suggestion, the neighbouring medieval fortification tower 
was added to the ensemble by building a vestibule to connect the 
buildings. From 1844 until 1849 the core building was extended to 
the north by adding two window axes, which improved the vertical 
access of the building and supplied office space for the library staff.

During the night of the 2nd to the 3rd of September 2004 the two 
top storeys of the historic building were destroyed by a devastating 
fire. Many art works and ca. 112,000 books were destroyed or da-
maged by fire, smoke and fire fighting water. The new study centre 
with an underground storage facility underneath the Platz der De-
mokratie was opened in February 2005. The historic library building 
was reopened as the Centre for the Old Book on 24 October 2007, 
the birthday of its name-giver. The workshop for book restoration 
and book conservation, the department for special collections and 
the directorate of the library are located there. The top floor or 
second gallery, which completely burned down and was historically 
used as a book depot was completely newly constructed and is 
now a special reading room of the library. Here, especially valuable 
books can be presented under excellent security and conservation 
conditions.

The Duchess Anna Amalia Library is a cultural monument as a unit 
according to § 2 (1) ThürDSchG and a part of the buildings listed 
as the comprehensive monument ensemble „Old Town Weimar” 
(Cultural monument according to §2 (3) ThürDSchG).
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• Usage regulations to protect the library’s holdings
• Supervision of visitors and users by trained specialised per-  
 sonnel.

Library:
• Overall responsibility for the library lies with the Director of the  
 Duchess Anna Amalia Library.

Museum:
• Responsible person for the building of the Directorate of Muse- 
 ums
• Overall responsibility lies with the General Director of Museums.

Building and Surroundings:
• Monument maintenance and building concerns:
 Responsible person for objects from the Department of Building  
 Monument Maintenance of the Directorate of Castles, Gardens  
 and Buildings
• Garden monument maintenance concerns:
 Responsible person for objects of the Department of Gardens  
 of the Directorate of Castles,  Gardens and Buildings and appro- 
 priate area supervisor
• Overall responsibility for the building and garden monument   
 maintenance concerns and the conservation of building   
 substance lies with the Director of Castles, Gardens and   
 Buildings.

Literature: cf. Müller, DTW, 4.1, pp. 310–315.

The research findings gained during the refurbishment from 2004 
until 2007 were scientifically documented.

The current research status of the library is portrayed in:

• Michael Knoche (ed.), Herzogin Anna Amalia Bibliothek. Kultur- 
 geschichte einer Sammlung, Munich/Vienna 1999, (German).
• Michael Knoche, Walther Grunwald und Hellmut Seemann   
 (ed.), Die Herzogin Anna Amalia Bibliothek. Nach dem Brand in  
 neuem Glanz, Berlin 2007, (German).

The library is equipped with modern fire protection technology.

Regularly: Inspections by those responsible for the object from  
  the Directorates of Museums and of Castles, Gardens  
  and Buildings.

See also Point 1.5 Overall Safety Measures and 1.5.1 Safety Mea-
sures of the KSW.

All of the library buildings are in good structural condition.

The Duchess Anna Amalia Library was carefully reconstructed after 
the fire. The different time periods of the building’s history are also 
to be conserved for the future. 
The Rococo Hall is primarily used as a museum.
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2004 until 2007: Overall refurbishment after fire.

Regularly: Monitoring of the building’s condition by the respon-  
  sible persons for the building and the object from   
  the Directorates of Museums and of Castles, Gardens  
  and Buildings.

Refurbishment measures will be agreed with the Thuringian State 
Office for Monument Maintenance and Archaeology and the Lower 
Heritage Protection Office.

See also Point 1.6.1 External Monitoring and 1.6.2 Internal Moni-
toring.

Since reopening in 2007, the historic library building with the Roco-
co Hall is once again used both as a library and as a museum.

• New special exhibitions every year in the Renaissance Hall on  
 ground floor; primarily the library’s own holdings are shown.
• Audio tours in German, English, French, Dutch and Italian
• Guided tours
• Publication of a semi-annual magazine, SupraLibros, by the   
 Gesellschaft Anna Amalia Bibliothek (GAAB)
• Organisation of six seminars for school students per year and  
 regular school student exchanges by the GAAB
• Organisation of lecture series on library subjects by the GAAB.

The library is a member of the Deutscher Bibliotheksverband e.V. 
and the International Federation of Library Associations and Institu-
tions (IFLA).

All information boards and its own publications about the Duchess 
Anna Amalia Library are marked with the logo of UNESCO World 
Heritage.

See also Point 1.7.1 Communication Instruments of the KSW.

The historic library building is used both as a library and as a 
museum. There are functional rooms of the library in the building, 
such as the special reading room, depots and offices. The study 
centre has helped relieve the building of traffic since 2005.
Access to the Rococo Hall is limited to 25 people per half hour / 50 
people per hour.

See Point 1.8.1 Resources of the KSW.
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coordinates:
50° 58‘ 24‘‘ N
11° 20‘ 8‘‘ Earea: 0,07 ha

2.6 Duchess Anna Amalia 
 Library
Position and Size of the Core Zone
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2.7  Park on the Ilm

2.7.1  Park on the Ilm
 with Park Structures

The Park on the Ilm is exemplary of the development of the 
European landscape park. It begins south of the town centre and 
extends to a length of almost two kilometres along the banks of the 
Ilm river. 

The landscape park evolved between 1778 and 1828, incorporat-
ing older gardens into its area and has traits of Sentimentalism 
as well as characteristics of the classical and post-classical eras. 
There are several historically significant buildings in the park such 
as the Roman House, the ruin of the Temple Lords‘ House and the 
Riding Hall.

The Park Cave, now used as a museum, is part of the park and 
presents the historic location once used for mining and for geologi-
cal studies during the classical period. The underground network 
comprises 28 adits that were built since 1794.

The Park on the Ilm is maintained and conserved according to mo-
nument maintenance objectives that are specified in single mainte-
nance projects. It includes the Roman House, the Park Cave, the 
Soviet Soldiers’ Cemetery and other park buildings, monuments 
and bridges and is a cultural monument as a unit according to § 2 
(1) ThürDSchG. In addition, it is a cultural monument according to 
§2 (6) ThürDSchG (historic parks and gardens).

The core zone of the Park on the Ilm belongs to the KSW, the City 
of Weimar and private owners.

Along with the laws and guidelines already mentioned, the Park 
Cave is also subject to national mountain law; the superior supervi-
sion authority is the Thuringian State Mountain Office.
Since 1999 the „Large Park Cave underneath the Park on the Ilm” 
has been declared a natural monument.

Park and Park Structures:
• Monument maintenance and building concerns:
 Responsible person for objects from the Department of Building  
 Monument Maintenance of the Directorate of Castles, Garden  
 and Buildings
• Garden monument maintenance concerns:
 Responsible person for objects of the Department of Gardens  
 of the Directorate of Castles,  Gardens and Buildings and the   
 respective area supervisor.

Park Cave:
• KSW-authorised agent for hollow spaces (analogue to the au-  
 thorised agent for fire-, cultural goods- and catastrophe-  
 protection)

• Overall responsibility for the building and garden monument   
 maintenance concerns and the conservation of building   
 substance lies with the Director of Castles, Gardens and   
 Buildings.
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Literature: cf. Müller, DTW, 4.2, pp. 526–541.

Archive research and analyses of historical maps in the course of 
preliminary investigations and before all planned refurbishment 
projects.

A tree register for the Park on the Ilm was compiled in 1994.

2007: Mapping of herbaceous flora in the course of a diplo- 
 ma thesis at the Fachhochschule Erfurt.
2006–2007: Recording of bats and hollow space breeders and the  
 breeding spaces used by these species in the Park on  
 the Ilm, in the Tiefurt Palace Park and the Belvedere  
 Castle Park.
2008–2010: Inventory and research on the park structures by trai- 
 nees of the Directorate of Castles, Gardens and   
 Buildings.

Susanne Müller-Wolff, Ein Landschaftsgarten im Ilmtal. Die Ge-
schichte des herzoglichen Parks in Weimar, Cologne, Weimar, 
Vienna 2007 (Dissertation, German).

Park Cave:
Since 2009: Seismological monitoring
2011: Seismological station of the Bauhaus University 
 opened.

Park:
Regularly: Inspections by the persons responsible for the objects  
 from the Directorates of Museums and of Castles,   
 Gardens and Buildings (preservation measures and  
 maintenance of existing park structures).

Annually: Inspection of tree holdings and determination of the   
 necessary maintenance measures.

Annually from April until October: employment of two park informa-
tion officers (tasks: enforcement of park rules, regulation of differ-
ing usage interests).

Park Cave:
Assistance contract for mine rescue with the Wismut GmbH 
(nationally-owned business in Saxony and Thuringia).

Annually: Inspections and drills by the Weimar fire department.

See also Point 1.5 Overall Safety Measures and 1.5.1 Safety Mea-
sures of the KSW.

The park is well maintained.

The conservation objective is to maintain the condition dating from 
between 1778 and 1828 under Carl August’s reign, including later 
time periods.

2007: Removal of tree damage (Kyrill storm) and repair of   
 damages to paths caused by Ilm flooding
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2008: Removal of tree damage (Emma storm)
2008-2009: Refurbishment of paths in upper park area
2011: Repair of damages to paths caused by Ilm flooding   
 and removal of tree damage caused by a thunder-  
 storm.

Regularly: Maintenance by the publicly owned company of the   
 KSW.

Annually: Inspection of tree holdings (IT-supported field book) 
 Monitoring of building condition 
 Monitoring of the Ilm river.

Park Cave:
2006: Adits secured
2010: Adits secured.

Annually: Safeguarding work according to central operation   
 plan.

2013–2014: Refurbishment of the Swinging Bridge
2013–2014: Surveying of park.

• Reconstruction of Sphinx Grotto and surroundings
• Reconstruction of the so-called Star
• Reconstruction of the area of the Little Bark House and artificial  
 ruin
• Refurbishment of water basin at the Roman House
• Removal of asphalt from paths.

Park Cave:
• Renewal of exhibition concept.

Park:
Regularly: Monitoring of the building condition by the responsible  
  persons for the building and the object from the Direc- 
  torates of Museums and of Castles, Gardens and   
  Buildings.

Annually: Inspection of tree holdings (IT-supported field book) 
  Agreement on tree work with the Lower Nature Pro-  
  tection Office.

Park Cave:
• Annually: Inspections of the park cave by the Thuringian Moun- 
 tain Office Gera
• Monitoring of radiation exposure by a mining technology com-  
 pany.

All refurbishment projects take place with the approval of the Thu-
ringian State Office for Monument Maintenance and Archaeology 
and the Lower Heritage Protection Office.

See also Point 1.6.1 External Monitoring and 1.6.2 Internal Moni-
toring.

Park:
• General and specialised tours 
• Lectures, e.g. for the „Open Monument Day”
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• Event series „The Landscape Park and its Elements” (since   
 2010)
• Tours for families and elementary school children entitled „En   
 route with Fritz von Stein. A discovery tour with a backpack”
• Current flyer about the Park on the Ilm
• Park information boards
• Events organised by the patronage group „Grüne Wahlver-  
 wandtschaften e.V.”.

Park Cave:
• Lecture series “Dialogues with the Earth” in collaboration with  
 the State Office for Geology and the Environment
• Sound projects by ensembles for experimental music.

Publications:
• Walter Steiner, Die Parkhöhle von Weimar. Abwasserstollen,   
 Luftschutzkeller, Untertagemuseum, Weimar 1996 (German).
• Marie-Luise Kahle, Parkhöhle Weimar. Chronik, Weimar 1997  
 (German).

All information boards and publications are marked with the logo of 
UNESCO World Heritage.

See also Point 1.7.1 Communication Instruments of the KSW.

The park is well developed and accessible in all areas.
Over-usage is prevented with the help of the cooperation agree-
ment explained in Point 1.5.1 between the City of Weimar and the 
association „Grüne Wahlverwandschaften e.V.”.

The maintenance and conservation of the park always have priority 
over the use by visitors, events or rental use (Charta of Florence, 
Article 21). In the case of rental to third parties, the contract is 
drawn up with priority on the protection and the conservation of the 
park.

Sustainable park maintenance is realised to economical advantage 
by allowing the grass to be used by tenants, the use of extra wood 
as heating fuel for the Belvedere Orangery, by conserving and 
maintaining meadows with fruit trees, conservation of historic plan-
tings (and the resulting variety of species), maintenance of high 
grass meadows, conservation of tree habitats for bats.

See Point 1.8.1 Resources of the KSW.
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Scale circa 1:2500

0 25 50 75 100 m

Am Horn

Corona Schröter Path

Route to Tiefurt  
  and Jena

Kegel Bridge

Wide
 Path

The Star
Belvederer Allee

Bell Meadow

Ilm

Route to Belvedere

Way to Bee Museum 

and Oberweimar 

P

Drawing: Klaus Nerlich

1 Residence Castle (1789-1803; 
 south wing 1913-1914) with tower 
 (12th  c.) and Bastille (15th/16th c.)
2 Adam Mickiewicz Memorial (1956)
3 Louis Fürnberg Memorial (1961)
4 Star Bridge (1653–1658)
5 Sphinx Grotto  (1784–1786) with 
 Bubbling Spring, Läutra Spring
6 Former Ducal Riding Hall 
 (18th c., remodelled in 1803)
7 Duchess Anna Amalia Library 
 (built 1562–1565 as the ducal garden 
 palace, remodelled as a library 
 1761–1766)
8 Alexander Puschkin Memorial (1949)
9  House of Charlotte von Stein
10 Pompeian Crescent Bench (1799)
11 Euphrosyne Memorial (Replica from 
 1912, original from 1800 located at 
 the Historical Cemetery)
12 Goethe’s Garden House with garden
13 Pogwisch House (18th c.)
14 Float- or Nature-Bridge (before 1799), 
 Stone Gate or Eye of a Needle (1778) 
 and Stone Fountain  (1817–1818)
15 Ruin of  the Temple Lords‘ House 
 (1811–1820, remodelled 1821–1823, 
 destroyed 1945)

27 Dux Bridge (1819)
28 House Am Horn (Project for the 
 Bauhaus Exhibition 1923)
29 Villa Haar (1895), private foundation 
 of Dr. Georg Haar
30 Roman House  (1791–1797)
31 Fighting Lions’ Portal (1817) 
 and Stone Cave (1782)
32 Swinging Bridge (1833)

16 Thuringian State Archive (1885)
17 Cafeteria of the Bauhaus University 
 Weimar (1982)
18 Liszt House (1789–1799)
19 Entrance to „Park Cave”
20 Soviet Soldiers’ Cemetery 
 (1945)
21 Artificial Ruin (1784) and William 
 Shakespeare Memorial (1904)
22 Little Bark House (originally a 
 hermitage built in 1778)
23 Serpent’s Stone of 1787 with 
 inscription „Genio huius loci” 
 (Dedicated to the genius of this 
 place)
24 Franz Liszt Memorial (1902)
25 Sándor Petöfi Memorial (1976)
26 Dessau Stone; stone set in 
 1782 with the inscription of 1787: 
 „Francisco Dessaviae Principi” 
 (Dedicated to Duke 
 Franz von Dessau)

Management Plan for the UNESCO 
World Heritage „Classical Weimar”
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2.7.1 Park on the Ilm with
 Park Structures

Position and Size of the Core Zone
- North Section -

coordinates:
50° 58‘ 24‘‘ N
11° 20‘ 8‘‘ E area: 58,34 ha (total)
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coordinates:
50° 58‘ 24‘‘ N
11° 20‘ 8‘‘ Earea: 58,34 ha (total)
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2.7.1 Park on the Ilm with
 Park Structures
Position and Size of the Core Zone 
- South Section -
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2.7.2 Roman House

The Roman House is outstanding evidence of early classicism in 
Germany. Goethe was able to follow his conception of classical 
architecture, which he had developed during his Italian journey 
from 1786–1788. The building was erected under his supervision 
between 1791 and 1797 as a garden and country home for Duke 
Carl August. The interior was designed to accommodate the ducal 
requirements and its floor plan and classical furnishings reflect the 
demands of royal lifestyle at the end of the 18th century.

From 1891 until his death in 1901, Grand Duke Carl Alexander 
opened the house to the public.

From 1996 until 1999 the Roman House was comprehensively 
refurbished. The walls and roof construction were completely 
fortified, the roof was covered with new slate tiles, and the histo-
ric colour scheme was reproduced. Corresponding to the house 
and in accordance with the monument maintenance objective, the 
surroundings were restored to represent their appearance around 
1810. Today the rooms can be seen in their original decor, while 
the furniture has largely been lost.

In the Complete Museum Concept of the KSW a revision of the 
current presentation of the house is described. It calls for the 
existing parts of the original furnishings to be utilised so that the 
historic house can be experienced more vividly.

The exhibition on the history of the Park on the Ilm on the lower 
floor with models of no longer existing park structures is to be re-
newed and enriched by information on the building and its usage.

As an element listed as part of the Park on the Ilm, the Roman 
House is part of the cultural monument according to § 2 (6) 
ThürDSchG.

The business distribution plan of the KSW and detailed organisa-
tion concepts.

Museum:
• Person responsible for the building from the Directorate of Mu - 
 seums
• Overall responsibility lies with the General Director of Museums.

Building and Surroundings:
• Monument maintenance and building concerns:
 Responsible person for the object from the Department of Buil- 
 ding Monument Maintenance of the Directorate of Castles, Gar- 
 dens and Buildings
• Garden monument maintenance concerns:
 Responsible person from the Department of Gardens of the   
 Directorate of Castles, Gardens and Buildings and the appropri- 
 ate supervisor
• Overall responsibility for the building and garden maintenance  
 concerns and the conservation of the building lies with the Di-  
 rector of Castles, Gardens and Buildings.
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The collections in the Roman House have been inventoried.

Literature: cf. Müller, DTW, 4.2, pp. 529–533.

Andreas Beyer und Joachim Berger, Das Römische Haus in Wei-
mar, Munich 2001 (German).

Annually: Inspections by the persons responsible for the building  
 and the object from the Directorates of Museums and  
 of Castles, Gardens and Buildings.

See also Point 1.5 Overall Safety Measures and 1.5.1 Safety Mea-
sures of the KSW.

The Roman House is in good structural condition.

The Roman House and its surroundings represent royal living and 
garden culture around 1800. This is to be conserved and implemen-
ted in the future museum concept.

1996–1999: Comprehensive refurbishing and restoration measures.
Continually: Maintenance and repair work.
Regularly: Conservation work.

Regularly: Monitoring of structural condition by the person re-
 sponsible for objects from the Directorates of Muse-  
 ums and of Castles, Gardens and Buildings.

Necessary refurbishment measures will be subject to the appro-
val of the Thuringian State Office for Monument Maintenance and 
Archaeology and the Lower Heritage Protection Office.

See also Point 1.6.1 External Monitoring and 1.6.2 Internal Moni-
toring.

• Audio tours in German and English
• Guided tours
• Current flyer.

The building and and the flyer are marked with the logo of UNESCO 
World Heritage.

See also Point 1.7.1 Communication Instruments of the KSW.

The Roman House is used as a museum.
Number of visitors limited to 100 per hour.
The building is open 9 hours per day during the summer.

The maintenance and conservation of the object always have prio-
rity over the use for events or rental (Charta of Florence, Article 21). 
In all rental contracts the careful treatment of the park has priority.

See Point 1.8.1 Resources of the KSW.
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2.7.2 Roman House

Position and Size of the Core Zone

coordinates:
50° 58‘ 24‘‘ N
11° 20‘ 8‘‘ E area: 0,06 ha
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2.8 Belvedere Castle 
 and Park with Orangery

Perched up on a hill south of Weimar the baroque castle Belvedere 
overlooks the city. Duchess Anna Amalia chose it for her summer 
residence. The Orangery became renowned for the botanic colla-
boration between Duke Carl August and Goethe. 

In 1724 Duke Ernst August had the cornerstone laid for the main 
building of the castle ensemble. From 1728 until 1741 the ensem-
ble was enlarged by several buildings. The core of the castle is 
symmetrically flanked by cavaliers’ houses and stables. 

From 1728 until 1748 the castle’s surroundings were augmented 
by a baroque leisure garden with an orangery and a menagerie, 
which fell into disrepair after Duke Ernst August’s death in 1748. 
The orangery, which was built from 1739 until 1753 gained spe-
cial importance. Duchess Anna Amalia had the park maintained 
and parts of it newly designed for her regular summer sojourns in 
Belvedere.
Duke Carl August established a significant ducal plant collection in 
Belvedere, the Hortus Belvedereanus. In 1811 he transferred the 
castle and park to the possession of his son Carl Friedrich and his 
wife, the Russian Tsar’s daughter Maria Pavlovna. The orangery 
remained under his supervision until his death. From 1811 until 
1830 the garden was transformed into a landscape park in post-
classical romantic style with small decorative areas and various 
park architectural structures. Beginning in 1811 Carl Friedrich had 
the „Russian Garden” landscaped to the west of the castle for 
Maria Pavlovna in reference to a garden in Pavlovsk near Saint 
Petersburg. 

Since the end of the monarchy Belvedere Castle has been used 
as a museum. Objects of applied arts from the former grand-ducal 
collections are shown here.

In 1970 the park was transferred to the National Research and 
Memorial Sites of classical German literature in Weimar (Nationale 
Foschungs- und Gedenkstätten der klassischen deutschen Litera-
tur in Weimar, NFG) by the City of Weimar. From 1974 until 1982 
it was restored to reflect the period when Carl Friedrich and Maria 
Pavlovna lived there.

The museum concept for Belvedere Castle is part of the Complete 
Museum Concept of the KSW; it will be adjusted following the com-
pletion of the building’s refurbishment: The castle, as a „Maison de 
Plaisance” is to illustrate the relationship between architecture, art 
and nature in the period of Absolutism. The most important conser-
vation objective is the conservation of the orangery buildings with 
their historic wood-stove heating for keeping the plants warm over 
the winter.

The maintenance and conservation of the castle and park is im-
plemented on the basis of monument protection objectives, which 
have been worked out in detail in the context of the refurbishment 
measures in cooperation with the Thuringian State Office for Monu-
ment Maintenance and Archaeology.
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Belvedere Castle and Castle Park, including the orangery, park 
structures, decorative areas and monuments as well as the Soviet 
Soldiers’ Cemetery, ist a cultural monument as a unit according to 
§ 2 (1) ThürDSchG. The Castle Park is also a cultural monument 
according to § 2 (6) ThürDSchG (historic park and gardens).

The ensemble is owned by the Klassik Stiftung Weimar and the 
City of Weimar (Soviet Soldiers’ Cemetery).

The business distribution plan of the KSW and detailed organisa-
tion concepts.

Museum:
• Responsible person for buildings of the Directorate of Museums
• Overall responsibility lies with the General Director of Museums.

Castle and Park:
• Monument maintenance and building concerns:
 Responsible person for the object from the Department of Build- 
 ing Monument Maintenance of the Directorate of Castles, Gar- 
 dens and Buildings
• Garden monument maintenance concerns:
 Responsible person from the Department of Gardens of the   
 Directorate of Castles, Gardens and Buildings and the appro-  
 priate supervisor
• Overall responsibility for the building and garden maintenance  
 concerns and the conservation of the building lies with the Di-  
 rector of Castles, Gardens and Buildings.

The collections and furnishings in Belvedere Castle have been 
inventoried.

Literature: cf. Müller, DTW, 4.2, pp. 545–566.

A tree register was compiled in 1995 for the castle park.

2006–2007: Recording of bats and hollow space breeders and   
  the breeding spaces used by these species in the   
  Park on the Ilm, in the Tiefurt Mansion Park and the   
  Belvedere Castle Park.

• Gert-Dieter Ulferts, Schloss Belvedere. Schloss, Park und   
 Sammlung, Weimar 1998 (German).
• Susanne Schroeder, Vom Rokoko zum Klassizismus. Fürst-
 liche Leidenschaft und bürgerlicher Gewerbefleiß, in: Désirée   
 Baur, Porzellanland Thüringen, Jena 2010, pp. 139–145 
 (German).
• Maja Schmidt und Heiko Laß, Bauhistorische Monographie zu  
 Schloss Belvedere und Dornburg, Weimar 1999 (German).
• Sybille Hoimann, Die Orangerie in Belvedere bei Weimar. Na-  
 tur und Architektur im Kontext höfischer Repräsentation 
 1728–1928, TH Berlin 2008 (Dissertation, German).

Castle:
Burglar and fire alarms in some areas.

Regularly: Inspections by the persons responsible for the object
   from the Directorates of Museums and of Castles,  
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  Gardens and Buildings (preservation measures and
  maintenance of existing park buildings).

Annually: Inspection of tree holdings and determination of the   
  necessary maintenance measures.

Annually from April until October: employment of two park informa-
tion officers (tasks: enforcement of park rules, regulation of differ-
ing usage interests).

See also Point 1.5 Overall Safety Measures and 1.5.1 Safety Mea-
sures of the KSW.

Belvedere Castle is in good structural condition. The park is well 
maintained and the park structures and decorative areas have 
been restored for the most part.

Castle Museum:
The future exhibition in the historic castle rooms will show the 
castle building, the garden landscaping, courtly hunting and the 
culture of festivities as important elements of an absolutist duke’s 
self-portrayal.

Castle and Orangery:
Maintenance of the appearance during different time periods until 
the end of the monarchy.

Park:
The conservation objective for the park is the post-classic romantic 
landscape park under the ownership of Carl Friedrich and Maria 
Pavlovna beginning in 1811. This includes the maintenance of the 
orangery and its buildings as evidence of the important ducal plant 
collections under Duke/Grand Duke Carl August at the beginning of 
the 19th century.

Regularly: Preservation work, continual care and maintenance.

Orangery:
1998–2001: Restoration of the Long House
2010–2013: Restoration of the orangery buildings with funds   
  from the investment programme „National UNESCO  
  World Heritage”
  Installation of fire alarms.

Annually: Care and maintenance in the context of building up-  
  keep.

Park:
2007: Removal of tree damage (Kyrill storm) and repair of   
  damages to paths caused by Ilm flooding
2008: Removal of tree damage (Emma storm)
2009–2010: Refurbishment of the Inn Pond
2010: Constructive safeguarding of the Large Grotto
2010–2011: Refurbishment of paths in southern park area. 

Regularly: Maintenance by the publicly owned company of the   
 KSW.
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Museum:
2016–2017: Implementation of the new museum concept in the   
  castle with preparatory restorative and building mea-
  sures.

Castle:  
Completion of fire alarm system to cover entire building.

Park:
2012–2014: Repair and refurbishment of the Large Grotto inclu-  
 ding the bridge and the surroundings
2012–2013: Construction of new building for tree nursery manage- 
 ment
2013–2014: Refurbishment of the stone walls in the Kitchen Gar- 
 den
2014: Completion of the fundamental refurbishment of the
  orangery buildings including the gardener’s residence
2017: Development of the monument maintenance objec-
 tives for the Kitchen Garden
2016–2017: Development of the monument maintenance objec-  
 tives for the Princes’ Garden.

Regularly: Monitoring of the building condition by the responsible  
 persons for the building and the object from the Direc- 
 torates of Museums and of Castles, Gardens and   
 Buildings.

Annually: Inspection of tree holdings (IT-supported field book) 
 Agreement on tree work with the Lower Nature Pro-  
 tection Office.

All refurbishment projects take place with the approval of the Thu-
ringian State Office for Monument Maintenance and Archaeology 
and the Lower Heritage Protection Office.

See also Point 1.6.1 External Monitoring and 1.6.2 Internal Moni-
toring.

• Audio tours in German and English
• Guided tours
• Thematic tours for “Open Monuments Day”, etc.
• Event series “The Landscape Park and its Elements” (since   
 2010)
• „Nature Experiment. A discovery tour of Belvedere Castle Park  
 with a backpack” (activity for families and school classes)
• Current flyer about the Castle, the Castle Park and the Russian  
 Garden
• Plant fair in the Orangery (annually)
• Special exhibition on historic plant species in the Orangery 
 (auriculas or camellias).

Belvedere Castle and Castle Park with the Orangery are part of the 
project “Schatzkammer Thüringen. Erbe höfischer Kultur” (Trea-
sure Chest Thuringia. Inheritance of Court Culture) of the FTCG in 
collaboration with the KSW.

See also Point 1.7.4 Communication Instruments of the FTCG.
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All information boards of the castle and park as well as all respec-
tive publications are marked with the logo of UNESCO World 
Heritage.

See also Point 1.7.1 Communication Instruments of the KSW.

For the sake of accessibility of the rooms of the Gardener’s Re-
sidence that are opened to the public, a lift was installed on the 
outside.

Castle:
Belvedere Castle is used as a museum.
Number of visitors limited to 100 per hour.
The Castle is opened from April until October for 8 hours per day.

Park:
The park is well developed and accessible in all areas.
The problem of over-usage due to leisure activities is remedied by 
the cooperation agreement explained in Point 1.5.1 between the 
City of Weimar and the association „Grüne Wahlverwandschaften 
e.V.”.

Orangery:
The Long House of the orangery is used both to store plants over 
the winter months and for exhibition purposes. From December un-
til April the building is opened 5 days per week for 6 hours per day.
The south and north wings of the orangery serve as winter storage 
space for the orangery plants during the cold months of the year. In 
the summer months they are used for events.

Sustainable park maintenance is realised to economical advantage 
by allowing the grass to be used by tenants, the use of extra wood 
as heating fuel for the Belvedere orangery, by conserving and 
maintaining meadows with fruit trees, conservation of historic plan-
tings (and the resulting variety of species), maintenance of high 
grass meadows, and conservation of tree habitats for bats.

The maintenance and conservation of the estate always have 
priority over the use for events or rent (Charta of Florence, Article 
21). In all rental contracts the careful treatment of the estate has 
priority.

See Point 1.8.1 Resources of the KSW.
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1 Castle (1724–1739)
 Castle Museum Klassik Stiftung Weimar
2 Palace fountain
3 Cavalier Houses (begun 1727/28), used 
 by the Liszt School of Music Weimar 
 and the Schloss Belvedere 
 Musikgymnasium (Belvedere Castle 
 Music High School)
4 Studio Theatre
5 Swan pond
6 Orangery (1739–1753), 
 Gardner’s Quarters (1735), orangery 
 courtyard and dolphin fountain
7 Flower garden (former Botanic Garden) 
 with pavilion and goldfish pool, sun dial, 
 New Dutch Garden (1821)
8 Long House (circa 1760, periodically 
 open to visitors) and New House (1808)
9 Red Tower  (1819–1821)
10 Ehringsdorf Travertine Monument 
 (1990)
11 Garden Department (periodically open 
 to visitors)
12 Lumber Area
13 Moss Hut and Moss Basin 
 (circa 1817/18)
14 Flower étagère with goddess Flora 
 and stone bench (1815)
15 Scholars’ Circle (circa 1818) with the 
 busts of Schiller, Goethe, Herder and 
 Wieland
16 Rose arches with fountain 
 (1821–1823)
17 Rose arbour (1815) with the busts of 
 Grand Duke Carl August and Grand 
 Duchess Luise
18 Linden lane
19 Large Fountain (circa 1809) with 
 grotto, water basin and waterfall

    
 

20 Snail Mound (1822)
21  Obelisk (1822–1823)
22 Colossal Grotto, partly maintained
23 Large Grotto, later artificial ruin or „folly” 
 (circa 1815)
24 Old oak tree
25 Little Grotto
26 Icehouse with stone bench and flower 
 basket (circa 1870)
27 Umbrella pond
28 Russian Garden (1811) with flower 
 garden, Cupid garden, Linden garden 
 and Flora arbour
29 Labyrinth (1843)
30 Hedge Theatre
31 Ice Age Stone (1976)
32 Inn Pond
33 Schloss Belvedere Musikgymnasium 
 (Belvedere Castle Music High School, 
 1995/96)
34 Soviet Soldiers’ Cemetery (1946)

Drawing: Klaus Nerlich
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2.8 Belvedere Castle and
 Park with Orangery

Position and Size of the Core Zone

coordinates:
50° 57‘ 0‘‘ N
11° 21‘ 0‘‘ E area: 45,36 ha
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2.9  Ettersburg Castle and Park

On the north side of Ettersberg hill, seven kilometres from Weimar, 
the Ettersburg Castle and its landscape park with an impressive 
long forest meadow called the „Pücklerschlag” are situated on the 
edge of a large wooded area.

Since the 16th century, Ettersberg hill had been a hunting ground 
for the Weimar dukes. Around 1700 a hunting star with ten forest 
lanes was created. At the beginning of the 18th century a hunting 
castle was built. The Ettersburg castle ensemble is comprised of 
the Old Castle (1706–1712), a three-winged building with court 
of honour, the New Castle with adjacent garden parterres 
(1728–1740) and the Castle Church.

Beginning in 1776 Ettersburg Castle was the summer residence 
of Dowager Duchess Anna Amalia. Goethe, Wieland, Herder and 
many other protagonists of classical Weimar often joined her here. 
The duchess had „walks” in English garden style laid out in the 
Ettersburg forest, thus creating the first sentimentalist style park in 
Weimar.

Ettersburg Castle experienced its second cultural flowering in the 
mid-19th century under the reign of Grand Duke Carl Alexander 
and his wife Sophie. At this time the romantic landscape park 
evolved. Beginning with a narrow baroque hunting lane, Hermann 
Fürst Pückler-Muskau created the grand southward view from the 
castle from 1845–1846 that is now called the „Pücklerschlag”. The 
so-called „Time Lane” laid out in 1999 connects Ettersburg with 
Buchenwald Memorial via the „Pücklerschlag” and the „Grünhaus-
allee” (another old hunting lane).

After Grand Duke Wilhelm Ernst abdicated in 1918, Ettersburg 
Castle had a very changeable history, during which the buildings 
were used in various ways. In 1990 the entire ensemble was in 
very bad structural condition, which prohibited further use.

Finally, Ettersburg Castle was leased by the KSW on the basis of 
a leasehold contract to the Educational Organisation BAU Hessia-
Thuringia, which operates the building as an educational institution 
with an academy and a foundation.

The Ettersburg Castle ensemble and Castle Park is a cultural 
monument as a unit according to § 2 (1) ThürDSchG. The Castle 
Park is also a cultural monument according to § 2 (6) ThürDSchG 
(historic park and gardens).
The castle ensemble and park is the property of the Klassik 
Stiftung Weimar, the Ettersburg Church Congregation and private 
owners.

The monument maintenance objectives for the building were de-
veloped in the course of the refurbishment and revitalisation of the 
Ettersburg Castle ensemble in 2006.
The maintenance and conservation of the castle and park is imple-
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mented on the basis of monument maintenance objectives, which 
were worked out in detail in the context of the refurbishment mea-
sures in cooperation with the Thuringian State Office for Monument 
Maintenance and Archaeology.

In order to ensure the historically appropriate maintenance and su-
pervision of the „Pücklerschlag” and the „Forsthauswiese” it should 
be the objective to transfer all of the property that belongs to this 
garden monument to the ownership of the KSW. 

Old and New Castles:
• Overall responsibility for the building maintenance lies with the  
 Educational Organisation BAU Hessia-Thuringia.

Castle Church:
• Evangelical-Lutheran Congregation of Ettersburg within the   
 Evangelical-Lutheran Church of Central Germany.

Ettersburg Castle Park:
Business distribution plan of the KSW as well as detailed organisa-
tion concepts.

• Garden monument maintenance concerns:
 Responsible person from the Department of Gardens of   
 the Directorate of Castles, Gardens and Buildings and the   
 appropriate supervisor
• Overall responsibility for the building and garden maintenance  
 concerns and the conservation of the building lies with the Di-  
 rector of Castles, Gardens and Buildings.

Pücklerschlag:
• Forest Office Bad Berka–Ettersburg Section and private 
 owners.

In 2005 the Evangelical-Lutheran Church of Thuringia commis-
sioned a comprehensive inventory of art works in the Castle 
Church St. Justinus and St. Laurentius.

Literature: cf. Müller, DTW, 4.2, pp. 566–569.

A tree register was compiled in 1997 for the castle park.

Stefanie Krihning and Angelika Schneider, Von fürstlichen Wün-
schen und gärtnerischen Realitäten, in: Die Gartenkunst, 2012, 
Vol. 2, pp. 169–189 (German).

Castle Ensemble:
• Fire alarms with fire call function
• Safety concept.

Castle Park:
Regularly: Inspections by the persons responsible for the objects  
  from the KSW.

Annually: Inspection of tree holdings and determination of the   
  necessary maintenance measures.
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The Ettersburg Castle ensemble and the Castle Church are in 
good structural condition. 
The park areas are well maintained.

Castle Ensemble:
Maintenance of the buildings in their traditional post-classical ap-
pearance.

Park:
The zoning principle of individual park areas implemented by Carl 
Alexander is the conservation objective. The sight lines that extend 
into the landscape of the Thuringian Basin as well as the bordering 
mountains in the north are especially important.

Castle Ensemble:
2005–2006: Restoration of the entire retaining wall system of the  
 castle ensemble
2006–2007: Comprehensive refurbishment of the castle.

Regular maintenance and repair measures as well as the up-
keep of the castle buildings by the Educational Organisation BAU 
Hessia-Thuringia.

Castle Church:
Maintenance by the Evangelic Church of Central Germany and 
voluntary efforts of the congregation members.

Park:
Annually: Repair and maintenance in the sense of upkeep.

Regularly: Care of the park areas by the KSW, in particular the  
 maintenance and regeneration of the tree holdings   
 and keeping the sight lines clear.

Pücklerschlag:
Maintenance and conservation by the Forest Office Bad Berka–
Ettersburg Section.

Castle Ensemble:
Regularly: Monitoring of building condition in the course of buil-  
 ding upkeep by inspections undertaken by the Educa- 
 tional Organisation BAU Hessia-Thuringia.

Park:
Annually: Inspection of tree holdings (IT-supported field book) 
 Agreement on tree work with the Lower Nature Pro-  
 tection Office.

All refurbishment projects take place with the approval of the Thu-
ringian State Office for Monument Maintenance and Archaeology 
and the Lower Heritage Protection Office.

Castle Ensemble:
• Regular tours
 Cultural programme with supra-regional appeal.
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Publications:
• Thomas Seidel etc., Schloss Ettersburg. Ein Laboratorium euro- 
 päischer Kultur, Jena 2006 (German).
• Peter Krause, Schloss Ettersburg. Geschichte und Gegenwart,  
 Ettersburg 2012 (German).

Castle Church:
• Sunday Vespers, 6:00 pm
• Organ concerts as part of the Ettersburg cultural programme.

Park:
• Event series „Der Landschaftspark und seine Elemente” (The  
 Landscape Park and its Elements)
• General and thematic tours
• Thematic tours for „Open Monuments Day”, etc.
• Current flyer on Ettersburg Castle Park
• Project „Schatzkammer Thüringen. Erbe höfischer Kultur” (Trea- 
 sure Chest Thuringia. Inheritance of Court Culture)

See also Point 1.7.4 Communication Instruments of the FTCG.

All information boards of the castle and park as well as all respec-
tive publications on Ettersburg Castle and Castle Park are marked 
with the logo of UNESCO World Heritage.

The castle buildings serve as a location for conclaves and con-
ferences. The premises are used for cultural events and private 
festivities.
The „Masterplan Ettersberg” 2012 – 2013 produced on the initiative 
of the Educational Organisation BAU Hessia-Thuringia is to sup-
port the sustainable cultural and nature-touristic usage.

The Castle Church is used for church services and concerts.

The park is well developed and accessible to the public in all areas.

Sustainable park maintenance is realised to economical advantage 
by allowing the grass to be used by tenants, the use of extra wood 
as heating fuel for the Belvedere Orangery, by conserving and 
maintaining meadows with fruit trees, conservation of historic plan-
tings (and the resulting variety of species), maintenance of high 
grass meadows, and conservation of tree habitats for bats.

The maintenance and conservation of the estate always have 
priority over the use for events or rent (Charta of Florence, Article 
21). In all rental contracts the careful treatment of the estate is 
emphasized.

Castle Buildings:
Maintenance and repair measures as well as servicing the buil-
dings are ensured by the Educational Organisation BAU Hessia-
Thuringia.

Castle Church:
The Evangelic Church of Central Germany and the District Church 
Office in Gotha garantee the resources for the maintenance of the 
castle church.

Park:
See Point 1.8.1 Resources of the KSW.
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2.9 Ettersburg Castle
and Park

Position and Size of the Core Zone

coordinates:
51° 1‘ 58‘‘ N
11° 16‘ 31‘‘ E area: 35,47 ha
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1 Old Castle (1706–1712) with 
 Theatre Hall (1776–1801), 
 later Weapons Hall (1801–1918)
2 Court of Honour with fountain
3 New Castle  „Corps de logis“
 (1712–1740) with White Hall
4 Monastery Church (11th c., 
 neo-gothic remodelling  1863–1865)
5 Castle Parterre (1729) with putto 
 group (1872)
6 Castle Park (1842–1851)
7 Stone Bench (circa 1776)
8 Gardeners’ Area with fruit cellar
9 Klosterholz (Monastery woods)
10 Forester’s House Meadow
11 Forester’s House (1848)
12 Pücklerschlag (1845–1846)
13 Hunting Star with rutting area 
 (circa 1700)
14 Time Lane (1999)
15 Old Fortress
16 Manor farm

    
 

Drawing: Klaus Nerlich
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2.10 Tiefurt Mansion and Park

Tiefurt Mansion lies a few kilometres northeast of Weimar. The 
summer mansion was built in 1765 using parts of a tenant’s house 
on the ducal manor farm. Beginning in 1776 it served as the court 
of Prince Constantin, who, together with his teacher Karl Ludwig 
von Knebel, had the first sections of the park landscaped. From 
1781 until 1806, his mother, Duchess Anna Amalia used the castle 
as her summer residence. In 1782 she began to redesign and ex-
tend the park, in which she had numerous park structures built. In 
1806 the mansion was severely damaged during Napoleon’s war 
campaigns. Beginning in 1820, Crown Prince Carl Friedrich refur-
bished the Tiefurt estate as a memorial of Weimar’s brilliant period. 
The first regeneration measures among the aged tree holdings and 
the remodelling of certain park areas by the court gardener Eduard 
Petzold followed from 1846 until 1850.

At the end of the 19th century, the development as a museum 
began with the furnishing of a Goethe room as a memorial. Since 
1909 the mansion has been opened to the public as a museum. 
Like the Dowager’s Palace in Weimar, the Tiefurt Mansion and 
Park are primarily dedicated to the memory of Duchess Anna 
Amalia and her cultural accomplishments.

In the 1970’s and -80’s the park was comprehensively refurbished. 
In the process, special attention was paid to the repair of the paths 
and park structures as well as the maintenance and regeneration 
of the tree holdings.

Museum:
The development objectives for Tiefurt Mansion are described in 
the Overall Museum Concept of the KSW. The use as a museum 
is to be expanded by an exhibition area on ground floor that will 
document the history of the mansion’s use under Prince Constantin 
and Duchess Anna Amalia.

Mansion:
Building research and the development of monument maintenance 
objectives in preparation for the refurbishment in order to imple-
ment the museum concept.

Park:
The maintenance of the park follows the objective of maintaining 
and conserving the appearance through time periods of its history. 
In the context of large refurbishment measures, concrete monu-
ment maintenance objectives for individual areas will be devel-
oped.

The Tiefurt Mansion Ensemble and Park with its buildings, deco-
rative areas, monuments and bridges is a cultural monument as 
a unit according to § 2 (1) ThürDSchG. The Park is also a cultural 
monument according to § 2 (6) ThürDSchG (historic park and 
gardens).
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Business distribution plan of the KSW and detailed organisation 
concepts.

Museum:
• Responsible person for the building of the Directorate of Mu-
 seums
• Overall responsibility lies with the General Director of Museums.

Mansion and Park:
• Monument maintenance and building concerns:
 Responsible person for objects from the Department of Building  
 Monument Maintenance of the Directorate of Castles, Gardens  
 and Buildings
• Garden monument maintenance concerns:
 Responsible person from the Department of Gardens of the   
 Directorate of Castles, Gardens and Buildings and the appro-
 priate supervisor
• Overall responsibility for the building and garden maintenance  
 concerns and the conservation of the building lies with the Di-  
 rector of Castles, Gardens and Buildings.

The collections and furnishings in Tiefurt Mansion have been 
inventoried.

Literature: cf. Müller, DTW, 4.2, pp. 569–581.

A tree register was compiled in 1995 for the Mansion Park.

Mansion:
2003–2004:  Restorative investigations and source research prece- 
  ding the renovation of roof and facade.

Park:
2006–2007:  Recording of bats and hollow space breeders and the
   breeding spaces used by these species in the Park on  
  the Ilm, in the Tiefurt Mansion Park and the Belvedere  
  Castle Park
2007–2008:  Inventory and research on the park structures.

Mansion:
Burglar and fire alarms in some areas.

Regularly: Inspections by the persons responsible for the object  
  (preservation measures and maintenance of existing  
  park structures).
Annually: Inspection of tree holdings and determination of the   
  necessary maintenance measures.

Annually from April until October: employment of two park informa-
tion officers (tasks: enforcement of park rules, regulation of differ-
ing usage interests).

See also Point 1.5 Overall Safety Measures and 1.5.1 Safety Mea-
sures of the KSW.

The Castle is in good structural condition. 
The park is in good condition.
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Mansion:
The objective is to maintain the situation at the beginning of the 
19th century.

Park:
The conservation objective for the landscape park is to maintain 
the situation between 1776 and 1807 (Prince Constantin and 
Duchess Anna Amalia) and after the remodelling done by Eduard 
Petzold.
The preservation of the sight lines into the landscape plays a spe-
cial role, in particular the views to the Small and Large Ettersberg, 
the Webicht and the Ilm Valley.

Mansion:
• Regular examination and restoration of furniture and other fur- 
 nishings according to the restoration concept of the museums
• Annual inspection and determination of the necessary main-  
 tenance measures and the monitoring of the structural condition  
 in the context of building maintenance.

2001: Renewal of the wastewater system
2004–2006: Overhaul of the roof structure and new roofing
until 2006: Overhaul of facade.

Park:
• Constant maintenance of the park; conservation and regenera- 
 tion of the woods and meadows; maintenance of the paths and  
 clearing of sight lines.

2005: Refurbishment of the stone bridge near the upper path
2007: Removal of tree damage (Kyrill storm) and repair of   
  damages to paths caused by Ilm flooding
2008: Removal of tree damage (Emma storm)
2005–2009: Refurbishment of paths in upper park area
2011: Repair of damages to paths caused by Ilm flooding   
  and removal of tree damage caused by a thunder-  
  storm.

Mansion:
• Refurbishment of the interior of the mansion
• Restoration of the mansard storey
• New configuration of entrance and service areas.

Park:
2014–2017: Repair of park structures
  Reconstruction of castle surroundings
  Refurbishment of Vergil’s Grave
  Refurbishment of Tea Salon
  Refurbishment of bridges.

Regular inspections by the persons responsible for the object of 
the KSW.

Regularly: Monitoring of the building condition by the responsible  
  persons for the building and the object from the Direc- 
  torates of Museums and of Castles, Gardens and   
  Buildings.
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Annually: Inspection of tree holdings (IT-supported field book) 
 Agreement on tree work with the Lower Nature Pro  
 tection Office.

All work in the woods will be subject to approval by the Lower Na-
ture Protection Office.

All refurbishment projects take place with the approval of the Thu-
ringian State Office for Monument Maintenance and Archaeology 
and the Lower Heritage Protection Office.

See also Point 1.6.1 External Monitoring and 1.6.2 Internal Moni-
toring.

Mansion:
• Audio tours in German and English (also for the Park)
• Guided tours.

Park:
• Guided tours
• Thematic tours for „Open Monuments Day”, etc.
• Event series „Der Landschaftspark und seine Elemente” (The  
 Landscape Park and its Elements)
• Current flyer on Tiefurt Mansion Park
• Project „Schatzkammer Thüringen. Erbe höfischer Kultur” (Trea- 
 sure Chest Thuringia. Inheritance of Court Culture).

See also Point 1.7.4 Communication Instruments of the FTCG.

All information boards of the mansion and park as well as all re-
spective publications are marked with the logo of UNESCO World 
Heritage.

Tiefurt Mansion is used as a museum.
Number of visitors limited to 100 per hour.
The mansion is opened from April until October for 8 hours per day.

The park is well developed and publicly accessible in all areas.
The problem of over-usage due to leisure activities is remedied by 
the cooperation agreement explained in Point 1.5.1 between the 
City of Weimar and the association „Grüne Wahlverwandschaften 
e.V.”.

The maintenance and conservation of the estate always have 
priority over the use for events or rent (Charta of Florence, Article 
21). In all rental contracts the careful treatment of the estate is 
emphasized.

Sustainable park maintenance is realised to economical advantage 
by allowing the grass to be used by tenants, the use of extra wood 
as heating fuel for the Belvedere Orangery, by conserving and 
maintaining meadows with fruit trees, conservation of historic plan-
tings (and the resulting variety of species), maintenance of high 
grass meadows, and conservation of tree habitats for bats.

See Point 1.8.1 Resources of the KSW.
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6 Grotto Cave – Vergil’s Grave (1776)
7 Cenotaph for Prince Constantin (1795)
8 Location of the world première of Goethe’s 
 singing play, “Die Fischerin” (1782)
9 Muses’ Temple with statue of Calliope (1803)
10 Memorial stone for Johann Gottfried Herder (1804)
11 Tea Salon (1805)
12 Monument for Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1799) 
 with the inscription „Mozart and the Muses”
13 Cupid feeding the nightingales, with Goethe’s verses  
 (1783–1784)
14 Stone bench with stone table
15 Stone with inscription by Goethe
16 Wieland’s favourite place with bust, stone table 
 and bench
17 Monument for Prince Leopold von Braunschweig 
 (1786)

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 
 

   

 

  

Drawing: Klaus Nerlich
Management Plan for the UNESCO 
World Heritage „Classical Weimar”
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2.10  Tiefurt Mansion 
 and Park

Map





2.10 Tiefurt Mansion and
 Park

Position and Size of the Core Zone

coordinates:
51° 1‘ 20‘ N
11° 10‘ 43‘‘ E area: 20,24 ha
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2.11 Historic Cemetery 
 with Princes’ Tomb

2.11.1 Historic Cemetery

To the south of Weimar’s centre lies the Historic Cemetery, which 
was consecrated on Good Friday of 1818 as the „New Cemetery”.
With the Princes’ Tomb, which is the grand ducal burial site and 
also the grave of Goethe and Schiller, the Historic Cemetery 
possesses an architectural symbol for the close and, for Weimar, 
typical relationship between bourgeois and royal circles.

Designed in the tradition of the Moravian Church, the cemetery 
was divided by a symmetrical system of paths and enclosed by a 
wall. The Princes’ Tomb and the attached Russian Orthodox 
Church over the grave of Grand Duchess Maria Pavlovna are loca-
ted on the hill at the end of the central lane.

With the graves of numerous artists, actors, singers, craftsmen, 
physicians and civil servants from the classical and post-classical 
periods, the cemetery is an important memorial place of „Classical 
Weimar” and the so-called Silver Era under the grand dukes Carl 
Friedrich and Carl Alexander.
Large parts of the tree holdings date from the period of construc-
tion.

The operation of the Historic Cemetery is subject to the valid muni-
cipal cemetery statutes and the confirmed monument maintenance 
conceptual framework (Parkpflegewerk).
The cemetery continues to serve its original purpose. The southern 
section is used for burials that are allowed with respect to the mo-
nument guidelines.

The Historic Cemetery as part of the Main Cemetery is a cultural 
monument according to § 2 (6) ThürDSchG (historical parks and 
gardens).

Within the Weimar city administration, the Cemetery Administration 
section of the Department of Green Areas and Cemeteries of the 
Office of Building, Green Areas and Environment is responsible for 
the Historic Cemetery.
The Department of Green Areas and Cemeteries prepares all ne-
cessary specialised expertises for approval by the Lower Heritage 
Protection Office and coordinates all necessary activities with the 
the latter and the Thuringian State Office for Monument Main-
tenance and Archaeology.

• Documentation of the 147 historic graves
• Matrix for data collection (information about the graves)
• Field book of tree holdings exists and was augmented by the   
 addition of tree stumps and shrubs in 2011/12
• Recording of over 100 wild plant species
• Recording of the streetwalls and sight lines.

Literature: cf. Müller, DTW, 4.2, pp. 868–916.
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During the preparation of the conceptual framework for monument 
maintenance, extensive analyses and investigations on the his-
tory of the place and the holdings of the cemetery elements were 
completed.

The holdings were recorded by researching sources and by ter-
restrial investigations. By way of garden-historic excavations, new 
knowledge was obtained about the building of the lanes, paths and 
the accompanying plantings.

Regular monitoring of the cemetery and its components in the 
course of maintenance measures.
In accordance with the opening hours specified in the statutes, the 
cemetery is locked during the night.

See also Point 1.5 Overall Safety Measures.

The Historic Cemetery is well maintained. 
Some of the graves and buildings are in need of refurbishment.

The specific characteristics and appearance of the Historic Ce-
metery of the City of Weimar are to be conserved with all typical 
elements (configuration, paths, enclosure, vegetation and grave 
stones). The emphasis is the conservation of the original holdings 
associated with „Classical Weimar”. These also include the 147 
gravesites that are declared single monuments.

During the past years, the path system, the cemetery walls, the 
tree holdings as well as individual gravesites and vault buildings 
have been continually maintained and refurbished.

2011: After extensive preliminary investigations and re-  
 search, a conceptual framework for monument main- 
 tenance was developed
2013: Refurbishment and repair of the paths and enclosing  
 walls, individual gravesites and replenishment of tree  
 holdings.

• Development of a wall field book
• digital measurement of the enclosing walls
• Conservation or restoration of the configuration and the sight   
 lines.

A differentiated approval structure that is geared to monument con-
servation and operation ensures the long-term maintenance.

Monitoring and coordination takes place with the responsible spe-
cialised offices and supervising authorities.

See also Point 1.6.1 External Monitoring and 1.6.2 Internal Monito-
ring.

• Integration of the Historic Cemetery into the touristic concepts  
 of the city and the state
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• Events for „Open Monuments Day”, and „Cemetery Day” as well  
 as thematic tours.

Publications:
Bernd Mende, Historischer und Neuer Friedhof in Weimar. Ein 
Wegweiser, Weimar (Grüne Wahlverwandtschaften e.V.), 2010 
(German).

See also Point 1.7.2 Communication Instruments of the City of 
Weimar.

The Historic Cemetery is freely accessible during opening hours.
The continuation of partial use as cemetery under strict regulations 
ensures its special character as a cemetery. The graves and grave 
areas that are not to be reused for reasons of monument main-
tenance and piety are subject to the maintenance guidelines as 
stated in the park maintenance guide.
The measures required for sustainable operation are indicated in 
the burial and design guidelines applicable to the actively used 
section of the cemetery and by the development of a guide-system 
for visitors.

The cemetery administration is responsible for the supervision of 
the Historic Cemetery.
By law, the city budget is to grant a contribution from general muni-
cipal funds to maintain the area of the Main Cemetery that consists 
of public park and gardens. In addition, there is financial support 
from patronage programmes and sponsoring.

The cemetery committee of the non-profit organisation “Grüne 
Wahlverwandtschaften e.V.” organises maintenance activities. 

See Point 1.8.2 Resources of the City of Weimar.
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coordinates:
50° 58‘ 24‘‘ N
11° 20‘ 8‘‘ E area: 3,53 ha

2.11.1 Historic Cemetery

Position and Size of the Core Zone
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2.11.2 Princes’ Tomb

As the ducal burial site and the gravesite of Goethe and Schiller, 
the Princes’ Tomb is an extraordinary memorial venue. It was built 
in 1823 on commission by Grand Duke Carl August in the form of 
a square central building with a protruding temple portico in the 
front and an octagonal tambour dome. The architect was Clemens 
Wenzeslaus Coudray.

Even before it was completed, Carl August had the coffins of his 
predecessors moved from the Residence Castle to the new tomb. 
On 16 December 1827, Friedrich Schiller’s bones were buried 
there, followed by Goethe’s mortal remains on 26 March 1832. In 
order to be buried here, the bones thought to belong to Schiller had 
been exhumed from his original gravesite, the so-called „Kas-
sengewölbe”, a community grave at the St. Jacob’s churchyard. 
However, in 2007 genetic investigations proved that they were not 
authentic.
From 1860 until 1862 the Russian Orthodox Chapel was built onto 
the tomb for Grand Duchess Maria Pavlovna. The last burial in the 
Princes’ Tomb took place in 1905.

The Princes’ Tomb and the Russian Orthodox Chapel are surroun-
ded by a small, enclosed burial area within the Historic Cemetery, 
which includes the grave of Goethe’s secretary Johann Peter 
Eckermann.

Princes’ Tomb, Russian Orthodox Chapel and Gravesites:
The development objectives are described in the Overall Museum 
Concept of the KSW. The mausoleum itself is to be conserved as 
a simple burial site, while the chapel on ground floor is to serve as 
a museum with modern communication media. The coffins will be 
successively restored and are to be set up the way they were in 
1905, when the last burial took place here. The bones thought to 
have belonged to Schiller will be appropriately buried elsewhere as 
they have been proven not to be authentic.

The Princes’ Tomb with the Russian Orthodox Chapel at the His-
toric Cemetery is a cultural monument as a unit according to § 2 
(1) ThürDSchG. The Main Cemetery is also a cultural monument 
according to § 2 (6) ThürDSchG (historic park and gardens).

The business distribution plan of the KSW and detailed organisati-
on concepts.

Princes’ Tomb:
• Responsible person for the building from the Directorate of   
 Museums
• Overall responsibility lies with the General Director of Museums
• Monument maintenance and building concerns:
 Responsible person for the object from the Department of Buil- 
 ding Monument Maintenance of the Directorate of Castles, Gar- 
 dens and Buildings
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• Garden monument maintenance concerns:
 Responsible person from the Department of Gardens of the   
 Directorate of Castles, Gardens and Buildings and the appro-  
 priate supervisor
• Overall responsibility for the building and garden maintenance  
 concerns and the conservation of the building lies with the Di-  
 rector of Castles, Gardens and Buildings.

The coffins located in the Princes’ Tomb and all collected objects 
have been inventoried.

Literature: cf. Müller, DTW, 4.2, pp. 873–879.

Regular inspections by the responsible persons of the KSW (main-
tenance measures on holdings and structural monitoring of the 
gravestones within the enclosure of the Princes’ Tomb).

See also Point 1.5 Overall Safety Measures and 1.5.1 Safety Mea-
sures of the KSW.

The Princes’ Tomb and the Russian Orthodox Chapel are in good 
structural condition.
The gravesites, paths and tree holdings surrounding the Princes’ 
Tomb are well maintained and conserved.

The Princes’ Tomb currently presents itself as a modestly designed 
memorial venue. Future measures must be seen under the pre-
mise of conserving the simple and dignified appearance of the 
burial site.

The Russian Orthodox Chapel is preserved for the most part in its 
original condition, which is to be maintained. At the same time, it is 
to continue to be used as a church and tourist attraction.

Princes’ Tomb with Russian Orthodox Chapel:
• Care and maintenance work, conservation and restoration work
• Investigation and restoration of the historical coffins according  
 to the restoration concept of the museums of the KSW.

2009:  Installation of a ventilation system to improve room   
   climate
2011:  Reinstatement of pieces belonging to the historical   
   interior and installation of new lighting.

Burial area within the enclosure around the Princes’ Tomb:
• Continuous maintenance of the trees and schrubs, vegetation  
 and paths by the KSW.

2002:  Refurbishment of the obelisk on the grave of Johann  
   Peter Eckermann.
2013:  Preparation of a conceptual framework of monument  
   protection for conservation and usage.
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Regularly:  Monitoring of the structural condition by the per-  
  sons responsible for the building and the   
  object from the KSW.

All refurbishment projects take place with the approval of the Thu-
ringian State Office for Monument Maintenance and Archaeology 
and the Lower Heritage Protection Office.

See also Point 1.6.1 External Monitoring and 1.6.2 Internal Monito-
ring.

• Audio tours in German and English 
• Guided tours
• Thematic tours for „Open Monuments Day”, etc.
• Exhibition boards and glass cases.

The burial sites surrounding the Princes’ Tomb are freely accessi-
ble during opening hours.

All information boards and publications about the Princes’ Tomb 
are marked with the logo of UNESCO World Heritage.

See also Point 1.7.1 Communication Instruments of the KSW.

The mausoleum is a memorial venue.
The number of visitors to the mausoleum is limited to 100 per hour.
The mausoleum is opened for 9 hours during the summer and for 6 
hours during the winter. 

The Russian Orthodox congregation holds its worship services in 
the chapel.

See Point 1.8.1 Resources of the KSW.
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coordinates:
50° 58‘ 24‘‘ N
11° 20‘ 8‘‘ E area: 0,2 ha

2.11.2 Princes’ Tomb

Position and Size of the Core Zone
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2.12 Christoph Martin Wieland’s Grave

Ossmannstedt Estate, located about 9 km northeast of Weimar 
on the Ilm river, is closely connected to Christoph Martin Wieland, 
who lived here from 1797 until 1803. Wieland had willed that he be 
buried next to his wife, who had died in Ossmanstedt in 1801.

Wieland was one of the most successful authors of the 18th cen-
tury but also made lasting contributions as a translator, publisher 
and editor. In 1797 the poet purchased the baroque ensemble of 
buildings with the manor park. In the tradition of the Roman poets, 
he lived in Ossmannstedt as a „poetic squire”. He received many 
guests here, including Goethe, the Herders, Duchess Anna Amalia, 
Sophie von La Roche, Sophie und Clemens Brentano, Jean Paul 
and Heinrich von Kleist.

Wieland’s garden and country life was overshadowed by the 
deaths of Sophie Brentano and his wife, Anna Dorothea, who 
both died here. He had them both buried in the park of the manor, 
before he himself was laid to rest there in 1813. The gravesite lies 
on the bank of the Ilm river, enclosed by a cast iron fence. A three-
sided obelisk rises up in the centre, adorned with an inscription of 
Wieland’s verse: „Liebe und Freundschaft umschlang die verwand-
ten Seelen im Leben, und ihr Sterbliches deckt dieser gemeinsame 
Stein.“ („Love and friendship embraced these kindred spirits in life, 
and their mortal remains are covered by this one stone.”)

The gravesite of an important poet of the 18th century and co-
founder of the Weimar Classicism has remained authentic until the 
present day and is to be conserved as a memorial venue of the 
German Enlightenment.

Christoph Martin Wieland‘s Grave is a cultural monument as a part 
of the entity of Ossmannstedt Estate according to § 2 (1) ThürD-
SchG. The gravesite is also a cultural monument according to § 2 
(6) ThürDSchG (historic park and gardens).

The business distribution plan of the KSW and detailed organisa-
tion concepts.

Gravesite:
• Monument maintenance and building concerns:
 Responsible person for the object from the Department of Buil- 
 ding Monument Maintenance of the Directorate of Castles, Gar- 
 dens and Buildings
• Garden monument maintenance concerns:
 Responsible person from the Department of Gardens of the   
 Directorate of Castles, Gardens and Buildings and the appro-  
 priate supervisor
• Overall responsibility for the building and garden maintenance  
 concerns and the conservation of the building lies with the Di-  
 rector of Castles, Gardens and Buildings.
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2013:  Sascha Winter, Weimar-Scholar, on the subject: Die  
 Brentano-Wieland-Grabstätte in Oßmannstedt und die  
 Erinnerungskultur der Weimarer Klassik (German).

Regular inspections by the persons responsible for the object from 
the Directorate of Castles, Gardens and Buildings (preservation 
measures).

Annual inspection of tree holdings and determination of the neces-
sary maintenance measures.

See also Point 1.5 Overall Safety Measures and 1.5.1 Safety Mea-
sures of the KSW.

The gravesite is in good condition.

The appearance of the gravesite is to be conserved in its superior 
authenticity.

In 2002 Christoph Martin Wieland’s gravesite, comprising the obe-
lisk memorial, the surrounding walls and the cast iron fence, was 
extensively refurbished.
In this context, the access pathway, which leads from the boundary 
of the park along the Ilm river to the gravesite, was reconstructed.

All refurbishment projects take place with the approval of the Thu-
ringian State Office for Monument Maintenance and Archaeology 
and the Lower Heritage Protection Office.

Regularly: Monitoring of the building condition by the responsible  
 persons for the object from the Directorate of Castles,  
 Gardens and Buildings.

See also Point 1.6.1 External Monitoring and 1.6.2 Internal Monito-
ring.

• Audio tours in German and English 
• Guided tours
• Thematic tours for „Open Monuments Day”, etc.

The gravesite is freely accessible.

All information boards and publications are marked with the logo of 
UNESCO World Heritage.

See also Point 1.7.1 Communication Instruments of the KSW.

The gravesite is a memorial venue for the poet Christoph Martin 
Wieland.

See Point 1.8.1 Resources of the KSW.
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coordinates:
51° 0‘ 59‘‘ N
11° 25‘ 13‘‘ Earea: 0,01 ha

2.12 Christoph Martin 
 Wieland’s Grave
Position and Size of the Core Zone
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3. List of Illustrations

City of Weimar:
1, 9, 33, 34, 84, 85

Klassik Stiftung Weimar:
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57,
58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 71, 73, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81,
82, 83, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91

Stiftung Thüringer Schlösser und Gärten (Foundation of Thuringian 
Castles and Parks):
42, 43, 44, 45

Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirchgemeinde Weimar (Evangelic-Luthe-
ran Congregation of Weimar):
22, 26

Educational Organisation BAU Hessia-Thuringia:
72, 74, 76

Büro Dr. Löffler, Erfurt:
23, 24, 25, 27, 29

Angelika Schneider, Weimar:
69

Beate C. Meusel, Erfurt:
28, 30, 31, 32, 35, 70, 75, 86

Maps of all single objects based on map material from the 
Thüringer Amt für Vermessung und Geoinformation (Thuringian 
Office for Surveyal and Geoinformation).

Klaus Nerlich:
Maps of Goethe’s Garden House and Garden, the Park on the 
Ilm, the Belvedere Castle Park, the Tiefurt Mansion Park and the 
Ettersburg Castle Park

The maps of the buffer zones and the protection instruments are 
based on: Top 50 amtliche topographische Karten, Landesamt für 
Vermessung und Geoinformation Thüringen 2008.
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4.  Appendices

These documents, all of which are in German, have purposely 
been listed by their original titles in order to enable them to be re-
ferenced. English translations of the document titles can be found 
in the relevant parts of the Management Plan.

4.1  Klassik Stiftung Weimar

Geschäftsordnung 1996

Anhang zur Geschäftsordnung  1997

Thüringer Gesetz über die Errichtung der 
Stiftung Weimarer Klassik und Kunstsammlungen  2003

Liegenschaftskonzept  2006

Richtlinie Kunstguttransport  2006

IT-Konzept  2006

Leitbild der Klassik Stiftung Weimar  2007

Restaurierungskonzept  2007

Personalentwicklungskonzept  2007

Thüringer Gesetz über die Errichtung der 
Klassik Stiftung Weimar / Neubekanntmachung  2009

Satzung der Klassik Stiftung Weimar  2010

Museales Gesamtkonzept  2010

Forschungs- und Bildungskonzept  2010

Brandschutzordnung  2010

Organisationsanweisung:
Wahrnehmung der musealen Haushaltsverant-
wortlichkeit in den Museen und Häusern der 
Klassik Stiftung Weimar  2011

4.2 City of Weimar

Satzung Sanierungsgebiet Weimarer Innenstadt  1991

Entwicklungssatzung Entwicklungsbereich 
„Über der Großen Sackpfeife / Im Merktale“  1992

VO Geschützte Landschaftsbestandteile im 
Stadtgebiet Weimar  1994

VO geschützte Landschaftsbestandteile im 
Stadtgebiet Weimar  1994
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Thüringer Verordnung Naturschutzgebiet 
„Südhang Ettersberg“  1997

VO geschützter Landschaftsbestandteil 
„Heuhauswiese, Ettersberg“  2001

VO geschützter Landschaftsbestandteil 
„Schanzengraben Merketal“  2001

VO geschützter Landschaftsbestandteil 
„Seeteich bei Legefeld“  2001

VO geschützter Landschaftsbestandteil 
„Tobritzteich bei Possendorf“ 2001

VO geschützter Landschaftsbestandteil 
„Travertinsteinbruch Ehringsdorf“ 2001

VO Naturdenkmal „Zwei Erdfälle Bohnenloch, Ettersberg“  2001

VO Naturdenkmale „Sammelverordnung 
über Baumdenkmale“  2001

VO über das Naturdenkmal „Große Parkhöhle 
unter dem Park an der Ilm“  2001

VO über den geschützten Landschaftsbestandteil 
„Paradies“  2001

Friedhofssatzung  2002

Grünanlagensatzung  2002

Sanierungssatzung nördliche Innenstadt  2002

Verordnung zur Anpassung von Verordnungen 
betreffend die Unterschutzstellung von geschützten 
Landschaftsbestandteilen  2002

VO geschützter Landschaftsbestandteil „Burgholz“  2002

VO geschützter Landschaftsbestandteil 
„Wäldchen – Der neue Hof“  2004

VO über den geschützten Landschaftsbestandteil 
„Papierbach – Erlengrund – Herzquelle“  2004

Werbesatzung in der Form der 2. Änderung  2005

VO geschützter Landschaftsbestandteil 
„Feuchtgebiet südöstlich von Niedergrunstedt“  2006

VO geschützter Landschaftsbestandteil 
„Brauereiteiche Ehringsdorf“  2006

VO geschützter Landschaftsbestandteil 
„Kammerierswiese, Ettersberg“ 2006

VO geschützter Landschaftsbestandteil 
„Kipperquelle“  2006
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VO über den geschützten Landschaftsbestandteil 
„Erlenwiese“  2006

VO über den geschützten Landschaftsbestandteil 
„Wilder Graben“  2006

VO zur Änderung von Verordnungen geschützte 
Landschaftsbestandteile 2006

Baumschutzsatzung  2008

2. Änderung VO Naturdenkmale 
„Sammelverordnung über Baumdenkmale“ 2009

VO geschützter Landschaftsbestandteil 
„Kalkmagerrasen Glockenturm Ettersberg“  2010

Integriertes Stadtentwicklungskonzept  2012

4.3  Stiftung Thüringer Schlösser und Gärten 
 (Foundation of Thuringian Castles and Gardens)

Thüringer Gesetz über die Errichtung der 
„Stiftung Thüringer Schlösser und Gärten“  1994

Änderung des Thüringer Gesetz über die Errichtung 
der „Stiftung Thüringer Schlösser und Gärten“  2009

4.4  Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirchgemeinde Weimar 
 (Evangelical-Lutheran Church Congregation Weimar)

Kirchenbaugesetz (KBauG)  2010

Kirchenbauverordnung (KBauVO)  2011

Organigramm Landeskirchenamt der EKM  2012

4.5  Bundes- und Landesgesetze (National and State Laws)

Neubekanntmachung desThüringer 
Denkmalschutzgesetzes (ThürDSchG)  2004

Thüringer Bauordnung (ThürBauO) in der Fassung 
vom 16. März 2004

Gesetz über die Änderung der Thüringer Bauordnung vom 8. Juli 
2009

Baugesetzbuch (BauGB) 1960
Neugefasst durch Bekanntmachung vom 23.09.2004
letzte Änderung durch Art. 1 G vom 22.07.2011

4.6 Maps and Plans in original scale

Map Buffer Zones

2 Maps Protection Instruments
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large area single monument
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Protection Instruments of Heritage, Nature  and Landscape Protection

Managementplan for the UNESCO World Heritage „Classical Weimar”
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